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Abstract
The second part of the twentieth century is characterized by a great development in all spheres of
life ranging from technical developments, economic, financial, and social to humanity that have brought
endless benefits. These developments have normally brought damages, but at the beginning they were not
expected and were not conceivable that this development could lead to more dire scenarios for humanity,
such development continues with doing nothing in terms of preventing the negative effects of this change.
Environmental crime generates tens of billions of dollars in profits for criminal enterprises every year, and it
is growing. Environmental crimes offer high profits and minimal risk. The focus of this work is to address
the current and emerging threats posed by the environmental crime.
The aim of this study is to serve as a platform for competent institutions and experts to deal with,
how to move forward and address these issues in a more effective and efficient way. The paper begins with
describing the core areas of green criminology, which broadly speaking relate to real concern for 21st
century.
This is followed by an analysis of the nature and dynamics of environmental crime and the
challenges pose from the point of view of defining some of main concerns. This paper will provide an
overview of the scale of illegal trade and its impact, wildlife, logging, ozone-depleting substances (ODS) and
hazardous waste, and the link between environmental and organized crime and corruption.
Key words: Environmental crime, Illegal logging, Wildlife crime, Wastag.
Introduction/ Analysis of the problem
Environmental degradation, the unsustainable use of natural resources, mismanaged of wastes and
pollution affect ecological systems and has a substantial negative impact on the health, welfare, stability and
security of Countries. Ecological disasters may also have such effects. Problems of governance connected to
these factors have a direct undermining effect and at the same time reduce the capacity to ensure sustainable
economic and social development as well as effectively address environmental challenges and threats to
security and stability (OSCE Strategy, 2003).
The second part of the twentieth century is characterized by a great development in all spheres of
life ranging from technical developments, economic, financial, and social to humanity that have brought
endless benefits. These developments have normally brought damages, but at the beginning they were not
expected and were not conceivable that this development could lead to more dire scenarios for humanity,
such development continues with doing nothing in terms of preventing the negative effects of this change.
This development could lead to the return of the society in the earlier position. Besides the social changes
this development have been affected of what is most vital for humanity changing the environment, regardless
of their characteristics and of those who cause this problem.
This threat defined as environmental crime is not yet in the national and international priorities
because with this kind of interest will be impacted the interests of a small but very powerful community.
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Environmental crime is often by mistake seen as a ‗victimless‘ crime. However, it can have far
reaching and severe impacts, can result in the loss of irreplaceable ecosystems, threaten biodiversity and
endangered species, cause atmospheric damage, affect primary industries and increase costs associated with
environmental rehabilitation, it can have detrimental consequences on the economies and security of a
country, in one word undermines prosperity, security and human rights. Environmental crime is currently
one of the most profitable forms of criminal activity and it is known that organized criminal groups are
attracted to its high profit margins. Estimating the scale of environmental crime is problematic Interpol
estimates that global wildlife crime is worth billions of dollars a year, the World Bank states that illegal
logging costs developing countries $15 billion in lost revenue and taxes. In the mid-1990s around 38,000
tons of CFCs (chlorofluorocarbons) were traded illegally every year – equivalent to 20 per cent of global
trade in CFCs and worth $500 million, and in 2006 up to 14,000 tons of CFCs were smuggled into
developing countries (Environmental crime, 2008).
Sustainable development
One of challenges of 21st century is whether or not we can fulfill the needs of people and in
meantime not to harm the environment where we live. The idea of sustainable development – a vision in
which prosperity is increased and shared without exceeding the carrying capacity of the Earth‘s ecosystems –
stimulated unprecedented excitement and hope at the historic Earth Summit held in Rio de Janeiro in 1992.
Two decades later, an assessment of progress in sustainable development reports mixed results (UNCSD,
2010). Economic growth in the past two decades has been relied on technological change, trade, increased
productivity, and greater utilization of renewable and non-renewable resources. Backwords, too much of this
growth has had negative impacts on the health of natural resources and ecosystems (FAO, 2013).
The emergence of illegal trade
The demand for many goods is increasing both legally and illegally and the inability of the legal
market to meet demand is a significant level of the illegal market. The growth of the world population is
contributing to this demand, as are growing economies and increased consumerism in many countries. This
highlights the importance of identifying both the direct and indirect levels of illegal trade – thus, efforts to
reduce demand for illegal timber within China would need to address demand from the domestic industry as
well as that from Europe and America for cheap wood products (The Growth, 2007). The Montreal Protocol
has rightly been hailed as the most successful Environmental Treaty to date. Yet legislators drafting the
Treaty failed to foresee the possibility of illegal trade in ODS (Ozone Depleting Substances) as controlling
mechanisms came into effect. By the mid-1990s the emergence of the smuggling of CFCs threatened to
undermine progress by retarding the market for alternative chemicals, potentially delaying ozone layer
recovery (UNDOC, 2008).
Economics does not only lead those involved in illegal production and trade but also the consumers
of illegal products, the demand for cheap goods creating a ready market for illegal goods. The prices of
illegal goods can be significantly lower than their legal equivalents and there is a strong demand such as ..for
cheap furniture and flooring , and for cheap fish. The smuggling of wildlife also brings the risk of spreading
disease, both to native animal and plant populations and to humans (CEC, 2005). In its report 'Transnational
Crime in the Developing World', the non-governmental research and advocacy body "Global Financial
Integrity" made an estimate of the economic dimensions of transnational crime (Haken, 2011). According to
this report, illicit markets for wildlife, timber and fish ranked 5th, 6th and 7th respectively in 2009. At the
national level, the illegal trade reduces a country's ability to profit from their natural resources. Developing
countries tend to be most affected by the illegal trade in natural resources, because of their dependence on
them as a source of food and income. For example, IUU (Illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing) has
been estimated to be costing developing countries between $2-15 billion per year (Watson, 2006, citing
EJF, 2005). These figures show that in the future we will have much more illegal trade and we will have to
interfere in time.
Illegal logging
The timber trade involves major crimes not only in the illegal harvesting of forests but in the illegal
acquisition of logging rights, failure to pay relevant taxes, illegal transportation, transshipment, use of forged
documents, mis-declarations at customs, bribery and corruption of officials, and a host of other financial and
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social crimes, too. Illegal logging has dire consequences stretching far beyond the locus deficit of the crime.
It threatens biodiversity, contributes to environmental catastrophes like flooding and forest fires, threatening
the survival of populations of some of the World‘s most endangered primates, and is directly-linked to
climate change as around 1/5 of global greenhouse gas emissions are linked to forest loss, reducing the
capacity of ecosystems to adapt to climate change. It is estimated that illegal logging costs developing
countries up to $15 billion a year in lost revenue and taxes (World Bank, 2006). Money from illegal logging
may also fund conflicts as has been the case in Liberia, Democratic Republic of Congo etc.
While the formal forest sector already contributes more than $ 450 billion to the global economy
each year, far more could be achieved if greater attention was given to increasing the volume and improving
the quality of products and services available in the forests of the region – and by doing so in more efficient
and sustainable ways (FAO, 2011).
Wildlife crime
It has almost been seven years since the United Nations General Assembly declared the illicit trade
in flora and fauna a form of serious transnational organized crime. Yet many countries affected by wildlife
crime have been slow to invest in an appropriate enforcement response to identify and apprehend the key
individuals who control the trade.
The international illegal trade in Asian big cat fur (tiger, leopard, snow leopard) is largely driven by
the markets of China, where fur are used for home decor, clothing, and prestigious gifts or non-financial
bribes. Traders report that visitors to China also purchase fur and smuggle them out in their luggage with
some claiming to have used domestic and international post to transport fur beyond the primary trade hubs
(EIA and WPSI, 2006). Killing for trade of often endangered species, or indirectly through loss of habitat –
has a knock-on effect through species extinction, increased conflict between communities and wildlife, and
loss of potential for communities to benefit from wildlife from areas such as tourism.
Smuggling of ozone-depleting chemicals
Everything on Earth depends upon the ozone layer, a thin layer of gas in the upper atmosphere,
which shields the Earth‘s surface from harmful solar ultraviolet radiation (UV) (Rai, L. C. & Mallick, N.
1998). Increased exposure to UV directly impacts human health. Effects include suppression of the immune
system, photo-aging of the skin, cataracts and skin cancer. Every year there are between two and three
million new cases of non-melanoma skin cancers globally, with an estimated 66,000 annual deaths from
various types of skin cancer. By 1996 this illegal trade had reached alarming proportions, accounting for as
much as 12–20% of global trade in ODS. It was once quoted in the US as being second in value only to
cocaine. A 2006 estimate indicated that CFCs alone accounted for 7,000 to 14,000 tons of this trade, valued
at $25 to $60 million (GRIDA, 2007).
Wastage
FAO estimates that each year, approximately one-third of all food produced for human
consumption in the world is lost or wasted. This food wastage represents a missed opportunity to improve
global food security, but also mitigate environmental impacts and resources use from food chain. Although
nowadays there is a wide recognition of the major environmental implications of food production, no study
has analyzed the impacts of global food wastage from an environmental perspective, yet. According to some
experts decomposition of organic and food waste materials produces methane which is twenty times a more
potent greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide. The global volume of food wastage is estimated to be 1.6 GTons
of ―primary product equivalents‖ while the total wastage for the edible part of food is 1,3 Gtons. This
amount can be weighed against total agricultural production (for food and non-food uses), which is about 6
Gtons (FAO, 2013) 1 and is causing economic losses of $750 billion and significant damage to the
1

Without accounting for GHG emission from land use charge, the carbon footprint of food produced and not eaten is estimated to
3,3 Gtonnes of CO2 equivalent as: as such, food wastage ranks as the third top emitter after USA and China. Globaly the blue water
footprint of food wastage is about 250 km3wich is equivalent to the annual water discharge of the Volga river, or three times the
volume of lake Geneva. Finally, produced but uneaten food vainly occupies almost 1,4 billion hectares of land, this represent close to
30% of world‘s agricuctural land area. While it is difficult to estimate impacts on biodiversity at a global level, food wastage unduly
compounds the negative externalities that monocropping and agriculture expansion into wild areas create on biodiversity loss,
including animals, birds, fish and amphibians.
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environment, according to a United Nations report.
Waste from electronic goods, e.g. mobile phones and computers, is increasing the most rapidly.
This fact, both with increasing numbers of 'recycling' programs, has increased the international movement of
waste, since much waste is transported to other countries for 'recycling'. China being one of the most
important destinations (Basel Convention, 2005; UN, 2003). In fact, the trade in goods for 'recycling' is used
as a means to circumvent the Basel Convention's ban on the transport of hazardous wastes from OECD 2 to
non-OECD countries – furthermore, the recycling does not always take place (UN, 2003).
Sustainability and Poverty
There are potentially high profits to be made in many areas of environmental crime, and this is an
important scale to be seen at. However, for many, the decision to become involved in the environmental
crime is out of necessity – many rural communities have few options to earn a living, and illegal fishing or
logging may provide the only means of earning an income. However, for others a choice is possible, and they
are motivated by the potentially high profits that can be made. When considering enforcement strategies, a
distinction needs to be made between those motivated by poverty and those driven by enterprise or greed
(Elliott, 2007). This problem gets into many developing and underdeveloped countries because the
governments in these countries to alleviate the difficult economic situation, unemployment, existence which
is facing a growing number of its citizens turn a blind eye to eye to perpetrators because they fear from social
explosion.
Achieving sufficient food production for a growing population becomes an even greater challenge
when faced with possible impacts of climate change. For millions of people living in fragile ecosystems,
climate change can greatly increase the risk of crop failure and loss of livestock. Climate change will most
likely have the strongest impact on the most vulnerable and food-insecure countries, those least resilient to
heightened irregularity of weather phenomenon and increased extreme events (FAO, 2013). Environmental
crime has a disproportional impact on the poorest and marginalized sectors of society. It is often the poor
who are engaged at 'the front line' of these activities, for example, poaching wildlife or smuggling goods
across borders, so that they are most at risk of prosecution or at times, of physical danger, for example,
being shot in anti-poaching operations (EIA, 2007a).
Population in growth
It is often said that the demographics of a country determines its fate. Higher number of people can
mean greater economy. More people means more pressure on natural resources, but can also mean more
work, more exports, higher income taxes, but also means more pollution of nature.
Unchecked human population growth could be a recipe for doom for the planet and its inhabitants.
And it has reached staggering levels in recent years—the number of people on the Planet has doubled from
3.5 billion to 7 billion in just half a century. While we‘ve made great strides in educating people around the
world about family planning and birth control, the global fertility rate still hovers around 2.5 children per
woman (Scientificamerican, 2011). The United Nations (UN) projects that the global population will zoom
from approximately 7.1 billion people today to 9.6 billion people by 2050. The World Bank and U.S. Census
Bureau expect it to reach 9.4 billion. Other models suggest anywhere from 8.3 billion to 10.9 billion souls on
the planet by 2050 (ZDNET, 2017) and nearly 27 billion by 2100 (Scientificamerican, 2011).
Regulatory drivers
The introduction of new legislation can be seen as a driver of environmental crime, since the new
areas of illegality will inevitably result in more violations. Indeed, the incidence of environmental crime has
been found to grow with the implementation of new legislation and agreements (Brack, 2007). In this
situation, illegal activities may be part of a transition process, from an unregulated sector (i.e. where
illegality does not exist) towards a more structured one. The level of illegality will be worse if the new
regulations curtail supply but demand remains. Indeed, many regulations focus largely on the supply side of
the market, without seeking to address demand (Hayman & Brack, 2002). Illegality is further encouraged if
regulations are unclear, contradictory or do not have major support. The forestry of many countries is very
complex, often making it difficult to operate legally (Contreras-Hermosilla et al., 2007). Differences in
2

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
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regulations between countries can also serve to drive environmental crime. For example, the different phaseout schedules for ODS between developed and developing countries underlies the smuggling of these
substances (Hayman & Brack, 2002). Differences in regulations for the disposal and recycling of waste have
also been encouraged its smuggling, mainly to developing countries, but also within Europe (Hayman &
Brack, 2002; NOMOS-L-G, 2003). An absence of regulation can also be an important driver – for example,
those controlling imports and exports. Such controls are declining in many cases with a shift towards greater
regional integration, as in Europe where border controls have been significantly reduced. The establishment
of free trade zones has also reduced the ability of authorities to monitor and control the trade in goods (The
Grouth, 2007).
Corruption and organized crime
Driven by perceptions of low risk and high profit, indications have emerged of environmental
crime activities attracting the greater interest of organized crime groups. Organized criminal syndicates are
moving poached or illegally harvested wildlife with the help of the same sophisticated techniques and
networks used for illicit trafficking in people, weapons, drugs and other contraband (Scanlon, 2012). Groups
specializing in money laundering, financial crime, thefts and drug trafficking in European Union (EU)
Member States are now engaged in environmental crime as well. In general, however, substantial
intelligence gaps preclude a comprehensive assessment of organized crime activity in this area (Europol,
2011).
The world is slowly starting to react in the enormity of the threat of transnational organized crime,
but it has not adopted a global strategy to count it. Havocscope.com estimates the total black market in 91 of
196 countries in the world to be valued at $1.93 trillion. There is some double accounting in some of these
numbers, but to share the scope of Havocsope‘s estimates: corruption and bribery $1.6 trillion; money
laundering $1.4 trillion; counterfeiting and intellectual property piracy $654 billion; global drug trade $411
billion; financial crimes $194 billion, environmental crimes $138 billion, human trafficking and prostitution
$240 billion. These figures do not include extortion and data from 105 countries; hence, the total organized
crime income could be over $3 trillion—about twice as big as all the military budgets in the world (UNICRI
and UNEP, 2012).
For particular concern there is the form takes that has advantage of developing countries that have
less stringent environmental regulations than developed countries and that are undermined by
underdevelopment, corruption, abuse of power and armed conflict. The citizens of poor countries are at
particular risk from both organized criminal groups and the legitimate corporations (Skinnider, 2013).
In 2000 and 2003 respectively, UNODC adopted the UN Convention on Transnational Crime
(UNTOC) and the United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC). These are two important
instruments that have started paying attention to the link between environmental crime and corruption.
However, resolutions adopted by these treaties only focus on wildlife, timber and forest products, with
reference to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES)
and the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). The resolutions are contained in the UN Economic and
Social Council (ECOSOC) resolutions 2001/12 (ECOSOC, 2001), 2008/25 (ECOSOC, 2008), and 2011/36
(ECOSOC, 2011); and resolution 16/1 (UNODC, 2007) and resolution 20/5 (UNODC, 2011) of the
Commission on Crime Prevention and Criminal Justice (CCPCJ).
Conclusion
There is also greater awareness of the inter-connectedness of social and environmental issues, for
example, matters relating to poverty, health, indigenous people‘s rights, exploitation of non-human nature,
corporate business misdealing, state corruption and soon are seen in many instances to be inseparable. As
well, there is recognition of the need for multi-disciplinary approaches to the study of environmental harm,
involving co-operation between different ‗experts‘, including those with traditional and experiential
knowledge associated with culture and livelihood (such as indigenous peoples and farmers), as well as
sensitivity to ideas and research generated in intellectual domains such as law, police studies, political
science, zoology, biology, philosophy, sociology and chemistry (Rob, 2007).
In an overcrowded planet the amount of waste is increasing globally we must become aware of the
consequences and do something more about this situation. With the world population projected to exceed
nine billion people by 2050, global agricultural output must expand by an estimated 60 percent to meet
global food needs. Yet, in many places, deforestation triggered by escalating demand for food, fibre and fuel
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is degrading ecosystems, diminishing water availability and limiting the collection of fuel wood - all of
which reduce food security, especially for the poor (UNICRI and UNEP, 2013). The increase of the
population and growth of global GDP/c will increase in waste volumes, definitely will be huge.
Environmental crime generates tens of billions of dollars in profits for criminal enterprises every
year, and it is growing. These factors lead to a situation where environmental crimes offer high profits and
minimal risk. It is time for the international community to wake-up to the menace of environmental crime
and show the necessary political will to tackle the criminal gangs plundering our planet for a quick profit.
With this combination of huge profits, low risk of detection and ineffective penalties, environmental crime is
extremely lucrative (Environmental Crime, 2008) and will expand more because of the growth of people‘s
needs and ongoing technological advances which lead to new forms of pollutants.
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Abstract
The paper will present the process of police science structuring in the Republic of Serbia. This will
be done through the presentation of key elements of discussion about the establishing of the police sciences,
their position in the scientific nomenclature, the review of the process of their creation, the view of their
structure, the institutional framework, the carriers, the models, the tendencies and possible directions of
developing in the Republic of Serbia, all in the context of still ongoing discussion about the police science in
the EU countries. Taking into consideration the arguments that the police sciences havetheir own field and
subsequently different areas of study, and that there are scientific disciplines differentiated within them
which study individual and interconnected aspects of organization and policing, we agree that the corpus of
police sciences includes those we can call systematic, those we can call specific and applied as well. It
should also bear in mind that the police institutions (systems), policing, police personnel, the effects of
policing and research methodology of police phenomena, as in the case of other phenomena and sciences,
can be the subject of study of many other not only police sciences. According to this, the significant
contribution to establishing and development of the police sciences is given by the scientific, i.e. scientific
and educational institutions,which are not established in the Republic of Serbia solely because of the clearly
expressed necessity for higher education for the police requirements.
The interdisciplinary approach to the phenomena which are singled out as the subject of study of the
police sciences gives the significant contribution in achieving such status of the police sciences which, with
the consent on its equality with other sciences, would enable fulfilling of increasingly demanding criteria of
quality dictated by the interests of the community and therefore the police.
Keywords: police sciences, scientific field, area of study, scientific disciplines, Republic of Serbia

1. INTRODUCTION
Differing in some, more or less outstanding elements, the existing classifications of sciences are a
specific confirmation of a transient condition which will resultin new classifications and higher conceptions
as a set of new knowledge (Peličić, Bokan, Dobrović, Bokan, 2016). As with other phenomena, defining and
differentiation within a system depends substantially on classification criteria. According to orientation
recognized in the title of the paper, our attention will be given to classifications we find significant to
recognize police sciences, in other words those which offer possibility for more methodical determination of
the subject of (field) of research and character of police sciences, their place within the system of sciences,
mutual relationship between certain police sciences and their relationship with other sciences. In addition to
3

This paper is the result of the research project ―Managing of the police organization in preventing and combating threats to security
in the Republic of Serbia‖ and the project ―The crime in the Republic of Serbia and the instruments of state response‖, which are
funded by The Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Serbia and carried out by The Academy of Criminalistic and Police
Studies in Belgrade according to the scientific research cycle from 2015 to 2019.
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diversity of science classifications, the fact which also deserves attention is that a considerable number of
sciences have related subjects (fields) of research. After all, as the key characteristic of contemporary
sciences there is their interdisciplinarity, in other words studying a problem from several aspects (Nagel,
1961; Peric, 2006). This characteristic of contemporary sciences is recognized as one of significant
characteristics of police sciences as well (Milošević, 2005c; Porada, Erneker, Holcer, Holmek, 2006;
Banović,Amanović, 2017) which study the phenomena related to police in the widest sense in order to meet
more and more complex requirements and dictates of social community and police themselves (Palidda,
2000;Porada et al., 2006; Banović, Amanović, 2017). At the same time social and political contexts of
creation and development of police sciences in many European countries have also been recognized and
underlined (Feltes, 2001; Poradaetal., 2006; WeisburdandBraga, 2006; Hans-GerdJaschkeetal., 2007;
Weisburd&Neyroud, 2011;Buturac&Solomun, 2013; Banović, Amanović, 2017).
In the last twenty years the trend of development of police sciences in Serbia has been following the
dynamics and directions present in other countries of contemporary world (Slejter, 2001; Monk, 2001; Takar,
2002; Downes, 2004;Hanak and Hofinger, 2005). The development has been a long-term, more or less
dynamic and unstoppable process susceptible to influences and conditioned by the activities of academic
community, police organization and social community. Taking into account the results of establishing and
development of police sciences in modern countries worldwide and relying on research and educational
police practice, the paper will present the basic points of reference of police sciences, the reasons and
assumptions fortheir equal treatment within scientific corpus, and all of that will be done within the context
of integration of police knowledge developed so far, its scientific verification, representation within the
police education process as well as in everyday activities of police officers.
2.SUBJECT AND TASK OF POLICE SCIENCES
―Police Science is the scientific study of the police as an institution and of policing as a
process‖(CEPOL, 2007: 23). Therefore, general meaning of the scope of study can be observed from the
already given definition of police sciences. However, the scope of study of any science cannot be fully
understood from its definition, but the description of current problems requires scientific verification, the real
subject of research can be observed from the function of science, and this applies for police sciences and
their disciplines. The scope of research of police sciences covers police institutions (systems), crime, police
duties, police personnel, the effects of policing and methodology of studying police phenomena (Milosevic,
1985; Horton & Smith, 1988; Milosevic, Zulic, Bozic, 1989; Milosavljevic, 1994, 1997; Pagon et al., 1996;
De Rover, 1998; Milosevic &Mudric, 2000; 2001; Amanovic, 2003; Milošević, Mudrić, Jovanović, et al.
2005a;Milosevic et al. 2006a; Milosevic et al., 2006b; Hans-GerdJaschke et al., 2007; Banović, Amanović,
Vučković 2012; Buturac&Solomun, 2013; Milosevic & Milosevic, 2014; Amanovic, Baic, Nikac,
Ljubisavljevic, 2015; Gostimirović, Damanjović, 2016;Nikač, Leštanin, 2017).
When we talk about police institutions (systems), as the subject of research of police sciences the
following can be singled out: types of police institutions and institutions of other security factors, their
structure, the manner of their functioning, models of control and management, models of police institutions
(systems) design, development strategies of police institutions (systems), standards for evaluation of quality
of their organizational, functional and economic efficiency and management efficiency. Methods and
standards of research of police institutions is of special significance. In a word, the subject of research
includes all aspects of police systems using multidisciplinary approach, corresponding knowledge acquired
by police sciences and other related sciences, corresponding methods and methodological instruments
(Milosavljevic, 1994; Milosevic &Mudric, 2001; Milošević et al., 2006b;Buturac&Solomun, 2013; Banović,
Amanović, 2017).
Crime as a complex and multidimensional subject of research of police sciences can be observed from
many aspects including types of crime (traditional, organized, economic, ecologic, juvenile, violent, cyber
crime, etc.), forms of manifestation (proprietary offences, violent crimes, sexual crimes, traffic offences,
etc.), criminal offenders and their characteristics (sociological, psychological, psychopathological and
pathological, motor and functional characteristics), crime victims and their characteristics, characteristics and
character of data related to crime, techniques and methods of detection, collection and identification of data,
methods of data analysis, operation management (building tactical teams, operation planning – tactics and
methods, control of operation implementation and their effects, management of certain operations,
management of all operations, methods of operation effect evaluation, methods of evaluation of tactics and
methods used during an operation), crime management (control and models of crime control, crime
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prevention, tactics, methods and models of prevention and suppression of crime, IT control of crime,
standards of quality assessment of all stages of crime management, methods of management), methods and
standards of study of etiological and phenomenological points of reference of crime using knowledge
developed by police sciences and other related sciences (Milosevic et al., 2006b; Porada et al., 2006;
Buturac&Solomun, 2013; Banović, Amanović, 2017).
The subject of study of duties of police agencies and agencies of national and other types of security
refers to: types and structure of tasks (of criminal police, uniformed police, court police, tax police, financial
police, communal police, customs and other agencies dealing with national and other forms of security, and
then for instance the tasks of traffic, river, border, special intervention, anti-terrorist police and gendarmerie),
the work on data collection, storing and analysis, assessment of condition and changes in the work of all
groups of police and agencies, as well as presentation of the obtained results in the form of reports, studies
and proposals.
The subject of study of personnel working profiles includes standard police powers and means of
coercion (use of force). In addition to this, it includes the means necessary to perform duties and tasks and
their use in work, methods of work of various forms of police and agencies, technology of their work (fight
against terrorism, intervention during public disorders, crowd control, technology of work of criminal, patrol,
border, special, court, tax, communal and financial police respectively, technology of work of gendarmerie,
security and protection, intelligence and counter-intelligence, control of traffic, pulling over a vehicle, border
control, community police procedures and methods), operations carried out for various purposes (detection,
holding, prevention, control, etc.), models of management of all kinds of police tasks and tasks of agencies
dealing with national and other forms of security, operational management (building tactical teams, action
teams, conflict management, crisis management, management of certain operations, management of all
operations, management of planning and control of operations, methods of effects of operations carried out),
management of administration and organization (management of problem-oriented tasks, effective
implementation of meetings, police administration, delegations), IT support to realization of all kinds of
tasks and their management, standards and methods of study of tasks, technology, operations and their
efficiency based on the knowledge developed by police sciences and other related sciences (Milosavljević,
1994, 1997; Milošević&Mudrić, 2001; Buturac&Solomun, 2013; Banović, Amanović,2017).
The subject of study of police personnel and the personnel which would be employed by various
agencies and other subjects of security refers also to: organizational behaviour of police and personnel of
national and other forms of security (relation to duties and authority, relation to risk, ethics, motivation,
leadership, police behaviour and effective influence, analytical skills, negotiating skills, verbal control and
communication skills, group work skills, promptness and quality of decision-making, stress management,
skills related to implementation of tactics and methods of work, international cooperation skills),
methodology and manner of recruitment, education and training, social and physical competence, career,
methods and models of managing personnel at strategic and operational level (management of organizational
behaviour, management of recruitment and selection, career development management, human resource
management, management of development of skills and knowledge of all personnel, human resource
planning, making strategy of human resource application), methods and standards for evaluation of quality of
management of organizational behaviour of police and other personnel, recruitment, career progress,
education, as well as methodology of study of all these points of reference (Pagon et al., 1996; Milosavljević,
1994, 1997; Milošević&Mudrić, 2001; Amanovic et al., 2015; Buturac&Solomun, 2013; Banović,
Amanović, 2017).
Most widely the subject of research of evaluation of the policing effects refers to: study of standards,
methods and models of evaluation of police work quality (application of tactics, methods and means in
operations, control of planning and realization of operations, control of effects of operations and assessment
and control of condition of all forms of security), harmonization of effects of work and goals set by the
police and by the society to the police (the effects of intelligence and counter-intelligence work and other
forms of protection, effects of use of powers and means of coercion/force, police and the environment, police
and the public, police ethics, respect of human rights and freedoms), as well as methodology used in such
kind of research (Milosevic and Mudric, 2000,2001; Milosevic et al., 2005a,b; Milosevic et al., 2006a,b).
In line with the subject of research of police sciences, their task (the task of police sciences) is to
produce knowledge which would enable versatile development to the police through meaningful
management of police institutions and personnel, as well as current, short-term and long-term effects of their
work in the domain of prevention of and fight against all forms of crime, preserving, protecting and
enhancing security of citizens within the framework defined by law and with respect of human rights and
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freedoms (Bruno, 1989; Milosevic &Mudric, 2001; Milosevic, 2005; Porada et al., 2006: 20;
Buturac&Solomun, 2013: 141-142; Banović, Amanović,2017).
3. STRUCTURE OF POLICE SCIENCES
3.1. Scientific research field
The widest term of reference in studying phenomena related to police is scientific field. In our case
scientific field covers social sciences and protection services (ISCED – UNESCO classification 2011).
Further, scientific field is made of certain fields, and the fields are made of several police sciences and
scientific disciplines which study the said phenomena using multidisciplinary approach (Milošević&Mudrić,
2001; Milosevic et al., 2005a,b; Milosevic et al., 2006b; Porada et al., 2006; Buturac&Solomun, 2013;
Banović, Amanović, 2017).
3.2. Police science fields of research
According to the field and manner of research police sciences can be divided intosystematic (basic),
specific (special) and appliedsciences (Bruno,1989;Milosevic &Mudric, 2000, 2001; Milosevic et al., 2006b;
Porada et al., 2006; Amanovic, 2013; Buturac&Solomun, 2013; Banović, Amanović, 2017).
The first, systematic sciences deal with the study of general principles and theories related to police
systems, police and business agencies, to all forms of crime, crime-investigation techniques, protection tasks,
intelligence and counter-intelligence work of national security agencies and protection and security agencies.
The sciences dealing with general principles and theories related to police systems, police work and work of
agencies are systematic police administrative sciences. The sciences dealing with general principles and
theories related to all kinds of crime and crime-investigation techniques are systematic criminalistic sciences.
The sciences dealing with general principles and theories related to protection, intelligence and counterintelligence work of agencies for national and other forms of security are systematic police security sciences.
Specific or special police sciences deal with the study of specific principles related to manifesting
forms of crime, offenders of crimes and other incriminated acts, traffic safety, organizational behaviour of
police officers, data, their collection, analysis and presentation, police powers and means of coercion, social
and physical competence of police officers, communication of police officers with the environment,
methodology of study of crime and other police-related phenomena, evaluation of police work quality, police
administration and organization, anthropological characteristics of police officers and other subjects of
security, contemporary information technology, and finally management of police work and organization,
crime, police operations, organizational behaviour of personnel, human and material resources. The sciences
which deal with the study of specific principles related to manifesting forms of crime and criminal offenders
are specific criminalistic sciences. The sciences which deal with the study of specific principles related to the
analysis and presentation of data, standard quality evaluation, methodology of police phenomena, traffic
safety, means of coercion, social and physical competence of police officers, anthropological characteristics
of police officers, contemporary information technology are specific police sciences. The sciences which
deal with the study of specific principles related to police administration and organization, police powers and
for organizational behaviour of police officers are specific police administrative sciences. The sciences
which deal with the management of police work and organization, crime, police operations, organizational
behaviour of personnel, human and material resources belong to police management sciences.
The applied police sciences deal with the study of application of principles to which systematic and
specific sciences have come to in everyday police work and the work of security agencies such as the
application of the most efficient models, methods, tactics, software, strategies in control, repression and
prevention of crime of all kinds and in all domains; prevention of intelligence activity and protection from it,
securing of public order, persons, facilities and securities, then traffic safety, control of critical situations,
and finally technology of work of police stations, intervening, gendarmerie and special forces. Applied
police sciences are founded on applied criminalistic sciences, applied police security sciences and applied
police administrative sciences.
3.3. Scientific disciplines within police sciences
In line with the subject and fields of police sciences, scientific disciplines of police sciences can be
defined in the following manner (Milošević, Mudrić, 2002; Milosevic et.al., 2005a,b,c; Kešetović, 2005;
Milosevic et al., 2006a,b; Banović, Amanović, 2017):
- Scientific disciplines of systematic police sciences are: police systems, science of policing,
uniformed police work, criminal police work, national security agency work, alternative security subjects
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work, organized crime, traditional crime, economic crime and corruption, ecological crime, juvenile crime,
IT crime, criminal identification, traceology, operative technique, document investigation, ballistics
(criminalistics-technical ballistics), fires (investigating fires, sabotages and diversions), traffic (crime
investigation technique in traffic), investigation technique, intelligence services, theory of intelligence work,
theory of counter-intelligence work.
- Scientific disciplines of specific police sciences are: homicide (professional and serial), robberies and
armed robberies, thefts, kidnapping, blackmail, extortion, sexual offences, drug-related offences, traffic
offences, traffic safety, forensic psychology, police psychology, deontology, intelligence psychology,
psychopathology and crime, mental illnesses and crime, addition diseases and crime, victimology, forensic
(police) medicine, new information technologies in policing, information science in crime, information
science in national security, police informatics, management of criminal police work and organization,
management of uniformed police work and organization, management of national security work and
organization, management of police officer‘s organizational behaviour, personnel management, operational
management, human and material resources management, sociology of crime (violence), police statistics,
research methodology in policing, standards and evaluation of quality of police work, ethics and human
rights (theories and standards), communication (relations) with the public, special physical education, police
(practical) shooting.
- Scientific disciplines of applied police sciences are: crime-investigation tactics, crime-investigation
methodology, crime-investigation operative work, crime-investigation techniques, economic crime
investigation, models of crime control, crime prevention, control and auditing of business operations,
photograph techniques, prevention of intelligence activities, operative crime investigation work of national
security police, operative crime investigation work of uniformed police, patrol duties, traffic control,
stopping vehicles, intervening in public disorders, crowd control, border control, police procedures,
technology of work in a police station, technology of work of border police, community policing methods,
crisis situations and their control, technology of work of intervention units (intervention units, gendarmerie,
special units), computer management applications in criminal police, computer management applications in
uniformed police, computer management applications in national security police.
As it has been said earlier, in the presented structure of police sciences it can be seen that police
sciences are multidisciplinary, interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary and that they belongs to a wide corpus
of knowledge they share with other sciences, such as management, legal science, criminology, forensic
science (digital forensics, forensic psychology, etc.), then sociology, psychology, pedagogy, security and
political sciences, but also with technical sciences (traffic safety, informatics, ballistics, etc.) and medical
sciences (mental illnesses and crime, addiction diseases and crime, and so on). Since they cover various
subjects, police sciencesalso offers various knowledge on their subjects. However, there is an undisputed link
among the sciences making police sciences, which makes it possible for us to call them police sciences
(Milosavljević, 1994). This link reflects in the fact that they offer, each in its own way and in line with its
respective subject, certain knowledge on policing, in other words the knowledge required by the police,
offering at the same time a new and higher system of general knowledge and principles common for police
sciences.
4.

SIGNIFICANCE OF CONSTITUTION OF POLICE SCIENCES

Despite the fact that both in Europe and worldwide there is a trend of education and training of police
forces based on police sciences (Milosavljevic, 1994, 1997; Porada et al., 2006; GerdJaschke et al., 2007;
Dujmović&Šuperina, 2012; Buturac&Solomun, 2013), whereas the scientific method is a leading method in
education (Milosevic and Mudric, 2000, 2001; Porada et al., 2006), in our country there is a generally
present trend of partialization of knowledge within the system of education of police education institutions as
well as partial study of the phenomena which are of interest for the police (Milošević, Mudrić, Lipovac,
Banović, Kešetović, &Kavran, 2005b; Milošević, Kešetović, Lipovac, Banović, Mudrić et al. 2006a;
Milošević, Mudrić, Kešetović, Lipovac, Banović et al., 2006b; Banović, Amanović, 2017). In this way the
students are given a large quantity of independent pieces of information which they cannot or do not know
how to integrate into a unique domain of police science and unique work profiles of police officers
(Milošević et al., 2005b; Milošević et al. 2006a; Milošević et al., 2006b; Banović, Amanović, 2017). The
knowledge acquired by research of police phenomena is presented by individual sciences as categories that
are quite independent from the police and they are transferred as such in police education. The way out of
this situation is to constitute police sciences in our country and to incorporate them into police educational
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system as a basic science. Today scientific disciplines are most often classified according to the subject and
method of research. In this way it would be quite clear which sciences study the police phenomena, which
sciences are the foundation of an individual profile and based on that the resulting knowledge could be
integrated into a unique system (Milošević, Mudrić, Jovanović, Amanović, Dopsaj, 2005a; Milosevic et al.,
2005b; GerdJaschke et al., 2007; Amanović, 2013; Buturac&Solomun, 2013; Milosevic and Milosevic,
2014; Amanović, Baić, Nikač, Ljubisavljević, 2015) which integrated in such a way will be transferred to
the students in the course of their education. The following goals would be achieved in that way:4
- There would be an integration of scientific laws to which individual police sciences have come in
their research work and this would enable a comprehensive, multidimensional explanation of the
phenomena which are of interest for policing and police education.
- Research methodology of police sciences would be developed. Their application in studying the
phenomena of interest forthe police would reveal new principles and define theories based on which
the answers could be generated related to the following: social competence of police officers; crime
problems; problems in application of contemporary criminal-investigation techniques and
information technology in detecting and suppressing all forms of crime; systems of police
organization; management of policing; management of material and human resources; management
of police operations; policing technology; defining future conditions and changes in the said domains
finding the most efficient models and methods in control, fight against and prevention of crime; and
constitution of police systems and systems of management which correspond to the future defined
conditions.
- A consistent analysis and constitution of appropriate curricula would also follow. In other words,
upon defining scientific fields and the scope of their study, it would be easier to decide on the
number of courses related to a certain field, the sequence of their studying, the depth and width of
study, and consequently the forms of work on individual courses and the number of classes required
for their realization.
- The quality of education would increase and thus the work efficiency of the police.
- Correct defining of scientific fields and subsequent defining of problems, subjects, goals and
methods of research of certain courses within them would enable to define easier the basic field of
police education institutions, as well as justification of their existence.
- By defining police sciences we shall know the fields of research that are significant for the police,
their scopes, and the directions of their future study and will therefore be able to organize meaningful
science and research work.
The directions and speed of development of police sciences are imposed by the changes occurring at
social and technological level. The intensity of these changes is such that the police are required to adapt
constantly in terms of innovation or change in their work. The development of research software, and
particularly the application of expert systems in research or in specific police practice, open possibility to
create new knowledge and problem solving for which there are no exact theories and algorithms but there is
knowledge which is structured in an uncertain manner, then problem solving about which there is a small
amount of facts and possibilities for their combining, then solving the problems in which special knowledges
are not concentrated and available, and finally solving of problems in which the manner of solving should be
transparent. Where there is already developed appropriate research methodology and solid knowledge it
should continue to deepen that knowledge in the future dealing particularly with:5
Strategies of police development,
Police organization problems,
New technologies of policing,
Fundamental research of all types of crime,
Research in the domain of forensic sciences which would be in close cooperation with criminal
police in investigation,
Operative planning, methodology for valorisation of plans as well as development of operative
strategies,
Development of new methods and techniques for the fight against all forms of crime,
Development of new methods in trace diagnosing,
Development of new methods in crime investigation,
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-

Development of new methods related to work of all forms of uniformed police (basic police, traffic
police, border police, intervening police, gendarmerie),
Development of educational and training methods,
Valorisation of application of methods in various domains of policing,
Development of models for preventive policing,
Police management (personnel, resources, operations, crisis situations, management software, etc.),
Social and anthropological competence of police officers.
Intensive work on the study of police management in all domains as well as the study and constituting
of new technologies and methods of policing appear as the imperative of time.
5.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above presented the relevance for foundation of police sciences, the need to introduce
them into the existing nomenclature of sciences in Serbia and the given structure of police sciences, the
following conclusions can be made:
Police sciences in our country still do not exist within the system of science classification although
they exist in scientific and police education institutions. The objections referred to the attempts of their
constitution are that their field, scope and methods are weakly and unclearly defined and that they lack
theoretical foundation. Despite justified objections, there are numerous arguments suggesting that these
sciences can be observed as emerging sciences, in other words a relatively independent system of the already
existing sciences and scientific disciplines (social, natural, humanistic, and other), which study relevant
factors of internal security of social groups and individuals. Further development of research in this field
would add to the arguments in favour of establishing an independent scientific discipline with clearly
determined subject of study, specific scientific methods and clear goals, not only practical but theoretical as
well.
According to the field and manner of study police sciences are classified into systematic (basic),
specific and applied. The subject of study of police sciences covers police institutions (systems), crime,
policing, police personnel, as well as the effects of policing and methodology of research of police
phenomena. When studying the stated phenomena police sciences use knowledge of a range of other
sciences which can be applied on police sciences, in the same way as other sciences do with the knowledge
developed by the police sciences. As such, police sciences use the knowledge of fundamental (basic)
sciences, special but also applied sciences, and therefore the research in the domain of police sciences is
sometimes fundamental, sometimes developmental and sometimes applied.
It cannot be argued that generally accepted trends of emphasizing and involving science and scientific
research into policing, the standards of Bologna Declaration, the positive attitude of police organization,
political elite and European perspective will continue to favour the development of police sciences which is
followed by interdisciplinary and European approach to police sciences and scientific and research work of
or related to police. Finally, scientific study of police should be understood as a significant opportunity for
police organization in terms of its modern shaping in a modern democratic society. Police organization does
not have only legally political and criminally set goals. It is its prevailing task to create and ensure an
environment where political and social activities can unwind in their full interaction freely, democratically
and in a civilized manner.
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Abstract
Recognizing the operational level of war as essential for defense system is the new trend of the
modern military doctrines. The militaries worldwide, especially in the West, are increasingly investing in
studying and development of the operational art necessary to manage the operational level. It is integrated
into the military education as a separate component of the advanced military studies. The aim of this paper is
to highlight the necessity to study the operational level of war as part of military education of the field grade
officers. At the operational level, the military thought in a specific country develops its own operational art
that explains its military‘s way of war. The purpose is to link the strategic and tactical levels of war. Without
operational art, the military doctrine is incomplete. Because future wars will take place in a complex
environment, the country‘s defense system must become very adaptive. It should not be inert as the
operational environment is always dynamic. Therefore, it is necessary to build an educational culture that is
willing to adapt and change.
Keywords: war, doctrine, strategy, operational art, military education.
1. INTRODUCTION
Since the operational environment is changing rapidly and often unexpectedly, the country's defense
and security system must be designed as flexible and adaptable in order to respond to such changes. In
general, the Western culture is changing faster than the eastern one which is traditionally more inert (Knox &
Murray 2001, p.13). The West has no problem with changing paradigms, and it does it often and decisively.
Usually after every war, conflict or crisis, the West learns, changes the doctrine and adjusts it to correct the
mistakes.
The ability of the system to change and adapt is directly related to culture. Modern military
education in the West depicts the western way of war and the military thought that has always been dynamic
and innovative (Jordan et al., 2016, p.142). This is the strength of the western military education system. Its
success is due to the ability to recognize the errors and learn from failure. Instead of building myths and
concealing mistakes, the West is critical and identifies the system‘s gaps. If the theory has changed, it does
not mean that it is not a theory, because the nature itself is changing (Kuhn, 1970).
Today, the operational level of war is in the focus of the western education system. Empowering
field grade officers with operational art is considered as important part of selection for advancing to higher
duties. The goal of the intermediate level of military education is to move the field grade officers from
tactical level of thinking to the operational, in order to fulfil the objectives directed from the strategic level
(Holder & Murray, 1998, p.81-90). To define the problem, it is necessary to accept the necessity of critical
and creative thinking, the ability to develop an argument and discussion, to check the evidence and to
evaluate the product. Especially working in a joint, combined, international and interagency environment
imposes the necessity of officers who know how to think, not just what to think. To achieve this, it is
required to develop a holistic approach of looking at things combined with extensive knowledge from
multiple areas.
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While strategy is the overall long-term and future-oriented plan, tactics is a set of many smaller plans
and tasks that are part of the strategic plan, with shorter time frame and specific procedures to be carried out.
Thus, the strategy sets the general end state, while the tactics define ways and means to achieve it. This is
where the link identified after the First World War fits: the operational art that connects strategy and tactics
by linking ends, ways and means (FM 3-0, p.6.4).
Most often there are not enough ways and means to achieve the ends. Therefore, the strategic end
state must be broken down into smaller, operational ends through which the end state is achieved.
Operational art prepares the field grade officers to fight with what they have, in the way they can. This is an
approach based on balancing the threat with capability based planning.
In most of the western militaries, the education at the operational level is planned to begin not before
an officer obtains at least 10 years of practical experience at the tactical level. The military personnel
working at the operational level at the same time should understand theory and have practical experience in
the field. It's the only way to successfully connect the both. Without these two pillars, field grade officer will
not be able to respond to the complexity of modern battlefield.
The concept of levels of war (FM 3-0, p.6.1-6.3) is also used as analytical tool for teaching and
learning, because it can be used to explain the past wars and develop ideas for the future ones. The
operational level of war involves the use of military in a theater of operations, which is much larger
geographical area than the zone of operations that the tactical level deals with. Today's operational level of
war also integrates several services and branches as well as militaries from other countries. Coalition
operations are regarded as the future of warfare as opposed to the unilateral use of force.
In order to determine what the field grade officers need to know at the operational level of war, it is
necessary to understand the operational environment, threats, risks and the current doctrine how the military
operates. Because the operational level aims to achieve the strategic end state, those working at this level
must additionally know how the military strategy fits into the states' national strategy, i.e. how the military
end state will contribute in achieving the national end state (FM 3-0, p.6.7).
Since the national strategy has many aspects the the field grade officers are required to have a
broader knowledge in the field of economics, politics and information, as opposed to only military
knowledge at the tactical level (Burk, 1998, p.150). This includes an understanding of the geostrategic
relations, economic, social and cultural impacts in the operational environment, and in terms of participation
in coalition operations with other militaries, also the characteristics of the battlefield in a particular region.
3. CHALLENGES AT THE OPERATIONAL LEVEL
So far, the operational art has dealt with linear use of forces, but in the last two decades new terms
have emerged among military professionals and politicians such as asymmetry, hybridity and non-linearity.
The adaptive military education system should include these terms not as phenomena, but as a new reality.
How fast the new paradigms in science will be accepted is an indicator of an adaptive system that learns and
improves.
A holistic approach means accepting changes that are moving us away from the comfort zone. For
example, if the civilian population in recent wars has more been isolated from the battlefield, the terrorism as
a growing security threat has put it back as a target for attack. Thus, the contemporary operational art must
include terrorism, not as a phenomenon or anomaly, but as a "new normal." So far, the unconventional
doctrine has been regarded as a special case, but the reality is that the everyday terrorist attacks are slowly
changing the traditional concept of using the military.
The trend of professionalization of the militaries has its own cost. In order to work with expensive
equipment and complex systems, more expensive and educated soldiers are needed. However, the education
process of the military personnel does not start from scratch. Future soldiers come from the core education
system of the state. The military education only upgrades its personnel, and therefore it is often considered
that the profile of the military organization is a reflection of the society. The ability for critical and creative
thinking necessary to grasp the operational art in the military should be developed from an early age, starting
from ones' civilian education.
Today we are facing many different approaches in the military education, based on the different
educational culture of a specific state. For example, the traditional military education is instructor focused,
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where students follow instructor‘s lectures, must memorize the contents of a certain topic, use limited
knowledge during lectures, and the assessment and evaluation of the student depend on knowing the theory.
Contrary to this, in the modern military education, especially in the West, the trend is a military
education which is student focused (Wiarda, 2011, p.61-70), where the student analyses and applies
knowledge with the help of the instructor as a facilitator. The goal is the practical application of the theory,
so the assessment and evaluation depends on the participation of the student during the instructions.
In order to design an adaptive educational system, it is necessary to have a military culture that is not
reluctant to change and new ideas. According to the British strategist B. H. Liddell Hart, "the only thing
harder than getting a new idea into the military mind is to get an old one out" (Collins, 2002). In order to
have an organizational culture prone to change, it is important to understand that the system can not be inert
because the contemporary operational environment is highly dynamic. If someone does not want to change
when change is needed, it automatically becomes part of the problem. The military education system must
not become a victim to people who do not want to leave their comfort zone.
4.

EDUCATIONAL FRAMEWORK OF THE OPERATIONAL ART

To prepare the field grade officers in the military to practice operational art, the operational level of
education should cover several major areas. It is necessary to study the theoretical foundations of the
operational art, its evolution through time, its strategic context, operational design as a unique tool and a
vision for its development in future warfare.
4.1. The foundation of learning operational level of war is to study the theory of operational art as a
separate branch of modern warfare. "The primary goal of any theory is to clarify concepts and ideas that have
always been confusing and entangled" (Clausewitz, ed.1976, p. 132). Since operational art develops over
time in terms of the environment, science, technology, and political processes in the states, it is of particular
importance to understand the very process of developing theories.
For this purpose, the field grade officers must understand what is the role of theory in developing
operational art. To recognize the influence and significance of the theory in terms of time and space when it
was developed, the cultural and intellectual context is important. An officer must appreciate the significance
of the military theory, analytical methods and the art of identifying the problem in a complex environment in
order to find practical operational solutions.
Studying the theoretical and analytical methods contributes to effective decision-making through the
application of a theory from one to another time, context and operational environment. To this end, the
curriculum should cover different frameworks, models and theories that allow the application of system
theory in a complex environment. This is the main characteristic of the modern operational art because
modern warfare occurs in a far more complex environment than before.
4.2. After learning the theoretical framework, the field grade officer must obtain deep understanding
of the evolution of operational art through time. By studying the most distinguished historical campaigns,
the nature of conflicts can be scientifically explained, starting with the campaigns from the early 19 th century
onwards, when the modern understanding of the operational level of war started to develop (Krause &
Phillips, 2006).
Studying how the elements and aspects of a particular conflict are developed over time is necessary
for predicting future warfare. By studying the most famous historical campaigns, it is revealed why specific
decisions were made at certain time and place and how the operational environment influenced the thinking
process. The study of the evolution of operational art aims to reveal the link between the post-war experience
and how it affects the development of doctrine and preparation for the next war.
It is necessary to acquire knowledge and skills for analysing the nature of today‘s conflicts and
envision those in the future, so the existing doctrine is used as a framework for the assessment of the past. By
asking the right questions, one gets a perspective on how to think about the next war above the tactical level,
i.e, developing a sense of responsibility at the operational level and offering solutions to strategic leadership.
4.3. The strategic context of the operational art in the broadest sense means how the politics
influences military strategy and the development of the military doctrine suitable to respond to the strategic
vision (Olsen & Van Creveld, 2010, p.228). The operational art stems from the national defence strategy of a
particular state. In the international relations, states use different aspects of national power, therefore it is
important to understand how foreign policy and strategy are developing over time.
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It is essential to learn about the role of the diplomatic, information, military and economic power
throughout history, how they influence in creating states' strategic goals and developing the military doctrine
to enable achieving those goals. There are many historical and modern examples to portray the application of
national power in order to better understand the broader environment in which it is decided where, when and
how much military force is used. The field grade officers should be able to unite the theory of operational art
with the outcome of conflicts to build a new theory that will respond to the new strategic picture.
4.4. The latest tool that is applied in the western militaries within the operational art is the
operational design (Joint Staff & Suffolk, 2011, p.7), a conceptual planning tool that precedes detailed in the
further decision-making process. It is a methodology for interpreting strategic guidelines and directives from
politicians who are often ambiguous and broad to give options in diplomacy.
To appreciate the value of designing at the operational level, it is important to recognize the
operational art as a third level of war that links strategy and tactics. The methodology of operational design is
developed for field grade officers in the middle of their military career, that have fresh experiences from the
tactical level and a vision for the strategic level.
Producing efficient and flexible operations concepts and plans to solve complex military, social and
political problems, requires critical and creative thinking. Operational design includes mandatory study of
historical and modern examples of linking conceptual and detailed planning using doctrine and theory. The
design is very useful for finding operational solutions and ideas to establish control in a complex system
through text and image.
4.5. The education for the operational level of war contains enough theory and experience for the
field grade officers to start thinking about the future of operational art. One of the aims of studying
operational art is to anticipate how the next war will look like, in order to prepare the defence system to be
adaptable to changes. Blind compliance with the doctrine, rather than the reality of the operational
environment can result in uncertainty (Dunn, 1996).
After studying and analysing past wars, conflicts and operations, it is necessary to integrate the
current geopolitics, and the latest threats and risks that can contribute to future conflicts and wars in different
regions. By comparing the cycle of changes throughout history, the field grade officers develop the capacity
to draw conclusions how the war will affect the state and the behaviour of the citizens. Today it is believed
that although the history is repeating in greater or lesser extent, it is more important to study the development
of current military thought, theory and doctrine and how they could contribute to prepare the defense system
for the future warfare.
5. CONCLUSION
The way of war of a particular military affects the way in which the field grade officers are educated.
Almost every nation has its own operational art that is directly influenced by cultural characteristics. It is
shaped by the organizational culture of the military, which is shaped by its organizational climate. Therefore,
in order to change the operational art, the military must change its culture through changes in climate. This
implies that small inputs over a longer period of time may slowly affect operational art and the military
doctrine.
At the operational level, the education focuses on studying the impact of threats, risk and challenges
of the modern operational environment, analysis of the national strategy and how the operational objectives
derive from the strategic ones. The operational level of war is more complex than tactical and requires a
holistic approach in looking at challenges in the operational environment.
To grasp the big picture of how the environment and operations are shaped, the field grade officers
should be educated to think multidisciplinary, to link theory with practice, and frame problems in the
required time/space context. There must always be certain improvements, because the operational
environment is constantly posing new inputs. A defense system that does not change, or is delayed in
changing, will always lag behind.
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Abstract
Education represents one of the most important segments of every developed society. Police
education is specific in the way it contributes towardsestablishing security sector as a part of general
educational system. Police education must respect and contain all the necessary contents which should
contribute to production of personnel with the highest possible level of knowledge necessary for police work.
Police education in the Republic of Srpska continues the tradition from the beginning of 1990s and it went
through various phases and reforms since. Each phase was specific in its own way and left its mark on the
personnel of the police of Republic of Srpska.
Keywords:police, police education, personnel, security sector.
INTRODUCTION
Following the general education, we can say it is equally important for individual and entire society.
The same goes for police education. If the system is not well organized it can generatenumerous problems in
the police structure. Those problems usually refer to police staff that encounters certain flaws through the
system of police education. Youngpersonnel tend to find their experiences and role models intheir teachers
as they go through the obligatory education system in order to eventually join the law enforcement. For this
reason we need to pay attention to the system of police education and insiston having the most educated and
most experiencedmembers of the law enforcement involved.New personnel cannot be properly educated by
those who do not have enough experience or are not qualified. Also, members of police whose reputation is
not exemplary cannot form quality staff for future. Police education institutions must not be places for
personnel that is found unsuitable for police work or for politically suitable candidates that are not interested
in serious work. Unfortunately, a certain general opinion is formed that working in police education is a
sector for various profiles and that it lacks work ethic.
Such understandings are not good as well as the trend of involving different educational and personal
profiles in the teaching process of police education. It can be a severe issue for the future development and
shaping of new personnel in law enforcement organizations.
POLICE EDUCATION
Police education should be understood as investment in personnel, an investment that will eventually
pay off in multitudes. This claim comes from the concept of permanent quality police education which is
based on the knowledge as a basic resource of every organization (such as police). Such knowledge must be
constantly upgraded and modernized.
Training and education of police staff consist of main methods of theory and practical preparation of
people for police service. In the principle, theory and practice is done before joining the service, at the
beginning of service and during entire service span. Besides that, building the personnel includes their
education, by which we consider development of work ethic, attitude, characteristics and qualities needed for
service (Milosavljevic, 1997:549).
Policy of educating police personnel must derive from historical and theoretical basics and
acknowledgments about the position and role of police in a society. One should also always have a wider
understanding of the function of police. Strategic planning of police education policy should start from the
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creation of personnel profile for the entire state, not just the narrow organization and functionality. Many are
those who would narrow down the police education to strictly expert operational level, without
understanding the width of the idea and activity of police. Their claim is that expanding might be
misunderstood as forcing police system in a state, i.e. forming police managed system, which is incorrect
because police system depends on the methodology of management, not from the police education system.
What is correct though is that the police activity is a wide term, related to citizens more than any other
activity, and that is why police education must be wider and multidimensional. It should have general, legal,
expert, moral and culture disciplines (Kuzmanovic, 2002:46). In order to fully cover the whole structure, it is
necessary to include institution of high education in the police education system.
The structure of the police education system should have curriculum that tends to theoretically
capacitate the student about the importance of the rule of law and legal state. Of course, it is necessary that
police education consists of a significant number of classes spent in training. In theory, future police
personnel should realize that the rule of law is the key principle which enables constraining the state power
with law and making society effectively ruled by law. ―The rule of law implies the existence of the legal
state which is submissive to law, which means all the acts brought by the state must be legal. Political
standards, principles and decisions must be submissive to law in the widest sense because legal state is not
made only of constituent and constitution, lawmaker and law, but of thetotal society – work of everyone‖
(Kuzmanovic, 2002:47). Besides the mentioned, police education system must develop the conscience of
police profession, respecting the basic principles of police work, respect of ethic code and key moral norms
which represent the basis for anti-corruptive behavior of police personnel.
Devising the concept and projection of police education, training and specialization is very important
and complex activity of creating the conditions which will enable continued development of police
education, training, specialization and harmonization with the European police institution (Setka et al.,
2016:74).
In the context of education of law enforcement staff, it is important to note that the methodology of
work is constantly changed and adjusted to the changes in scientific, technologic and social spectrum. Such
development brings new scientific principles, methodology and techniques applied in police work
(Milosavljevic, 1994:578). Out of these reasons, it is important for system of police education to be based on
the principle of constant specialization. ―For specialization it is especially useful to have situational training,
which includes setting up different police activities and their realization under supervision and direction of
training staff‖ (Jovicic, 2011:47). Specialization is necessary because one part of the education process,
especially the functions, must be performed in organization units. Current changes should be followed and
education system cannot react to it successfully, because it focuses on concepts and general knowledge
(Jurina, 1994:333). Finally, permanent specialization in our region is necessary due to often changes in law
and regulations, as the main characteristic of our legal system is often change of regulations.
BRIEF HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT AND CURRENT SITUATION OF THE SYSTEM OF
POLICE EDUCATION IN REPUBLIC OF SRPSKA
After Ministry of Internal Affairs of Republic of Srpska was founded in 1992, School of Internal
Affairs was formed in Banja Luka and started working on 2 nd November 1992. School of Internal Affairs
organized not only regular classes but also courses for the members of police forces that had no prior police
education (at the time, it was high urge for recruitment of fresh police staff). The next thing was Higher
School of Internal Affairs, founded in 1995 and officially started on 20th November 1995. After founding the
Higher School, The Center for Education of Police Personnel was formed, consisting of School ofInternal
Affairs and Higher School of Internal Affairs.
Following the ending of war conflict in Bosnia and Herzegovina (further on, Bosnia) and Dayton
Peace Accord coming to power, in accordance with the Annex XI of the Dayton Peace Accord, the reform of
police structures in Bosnia started. Since authority was given to IPTF (International Police Task Force) and
obligations were issued for the signatories of the agreement, it was obvious that the reorganization of police
in Bosnia will follow, and Republic of Srpska will be affected by it. As such agreement that practically set
conditions for peace in Bosnia did not deal with details of reorganization in any field of administration, it
was logical to start with total reorganization of state administration, including police, through the
implementation of the Peace Accord. With that in mind, IPTF made Plan for the reorganization of police in
Bosnia and Herzegovina in June 1997. It was a general document, so IPTF made a more detailed one in
September of the same year – Principles of reorganization of police in Republic of Srpska. That document
was coordinated between the UNMBiH mission (United Nations Mission in Bosnia and Herzegovina) and
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the government of Republic of Srpska (Jovicic, 2008:122). Under supervision and organization of IPTF,
intensive training of police staff in RS started in 1997. All members of Ministry of Inner Affairs completed
training in human rights and after that different types of specialized practices were organized. Training
process was followed by introducing the new organizational units upon the initiative of international
organizations (Jovicic, Setka, 2015:156).
Following the initiative of international community, Police Academy was founded in 1999, so the
concept of police training was changed significantly. Besides changing the concept, the purpose of founding
the Police Academy was to introduce a certain number of staff of non-Serb ethnicity in the ranks of police in
Republic of Srpska. Ministry of Inner Affairs Republic of Srpska adapted the training process to standards of
training in Europe as the prior training methodology was abandoned in modern states and the process of
performing these activities got significantly less expensive (Jovicic, 2005:26). The key change was the
abolition of four-year long high school education and introducing the new one-year long police education
model. Also, only candidates with completed four-year high school could join the Academy. The system of
police education changed in every area.
Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of Srpska was aware from the beginnings that education,
trainings and specialization of police personnel is necessary for forming professional and democratic police
structures. Heading that direction, and due to increased needs of Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of
Srpska for highly educated personnel, Ministry transformed Higher School of Inner Affairs into High Scool
of Inner Affairs in 2002. That event started higher education process within the Ministry of Inner Affairs.
High Scool of Inner Affairs focused not only on standard education process, but also on publishing, scientific
research and organizing scientific conferences. Founding of High Scool of Inner Affairs demanded a
transformation of School center into the new organizational unit of Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of
Srpska, so Directorate for Police Education was formed, with the aim to coordinate activities of Police
Academy and High Scool of Inner Affairs so the process of education and specialization in the Ministry
would be quality (Jovicic, Setka, 2015:158). High Scool of Inner Affairs existed until March 2017 when it
was transformed by the Government of Republic of Srpska into Faculty of Security Studies, as a part of
University of Banja Luka. This act brought end to the higher police education in RS, whether we like to
admit it or no. The clear sign for it is that the Directorate for Police Education was renamed to Directorate
for Police Training. The name change is logic since the Directorate for Police Education lost its educational
component with the abolition of High Scool of Inner Affairs and kept only the internal expert and specialized
component for the needs of Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of Srpska. The system of education in RS
is divided into elementary, high and higher education sector. Since there is no more higher police education,
the possibility for students to practice during education period in Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of
Srpska is no longer present. Yet, the formation of Faculty opened a perspective of accomplishing second and
third cycle in post degree studies and the possibilities of scientific development in the area of security
studies.
EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF PERSONNEL FOR THE NEEDS OF POLICE OF REPUBLIC
OF SRPSKA
The importance of human potential in every organization and specific characteristics of security
services condition the significance of planning, selection and education of potential security personnel.
Especially important is the question of regular planning, selection of personnel and their education, since
after the process they will be engaged in performing work of vital interest for each country (Jovicic,
2009:163). Therefore, the education of personnel is of enormous significance for the functionality of police
agencies.
In order to make a clear distinction between terms of training and education of police, it is necessary
to say that under training we consider education personnel through courses and similar forms of training
completed before or during the service. By police education we consider specialized high or higher education
for profession of police (Milosavljevic, 1997:549).
First, we will focus on police education in Republic of Srpska. If we take prof. Markovic‘s claim that
staff policy represents organized social activity which enables formation of principles and measurements,
building, selection and hiring personnel and creating optimal conditions for their work and development, it is
clear that police education cannot function independently from the basic organizational unit of High Scool of
Inner Affairs that deals with staff policy. In the past period, truth be told, there are numerous examples of
low level of cooperation between the leads of police education and the leadership of staff policy. An example
of that is that at one point of time there was an overflow of graduated students of High Scool of Inner
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Affairs. During that period the number of students in High Scool of Inner Affairs was determined
independently from the personnel office, i.e. the policy of accepting new students was lead independently
from the official staff policy. In the same period, while the Ministry was funding the education in High Scool
of Inner Affairs, a number of students from other higher education institutions was brought into system
although they did not follow subjects necessary for police work. They would of course take the positions
which should have been filled with graduates from High Scool of Inner Affairs. Such irrational move was
difficult to explain, yet all of that caused the overflow of graduates from High Scool of Inner Affairs and
overflow of employees in Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of Srpska without adequate police education.
The best example of that is the result of research in the essay of Mirela Tesanovic – Managing human
resources in the Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of Srpska. There one can find that within Ministry of
Inner Affairs of Republic of Srpska the structure of employees with high and higher education is very diverse
and covers educational profiles and titles from 82 different education institutions (Tesanovic, 2007:160). It
cannot be good for police to have that amount of different profiles where majority is not qualified to perform
standard police work while there is an institution of higher education within Ministry of Inner Affairs of
Republic of Srpska whose aim is to create highly educated personnel for the service.
All of the above caused the decision of the Ministry to abandon the concept of higher police
education and to form a faculty outside of Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of Srpska. Since there is no
more higher police education, we can say that the role of creation the new police staff for the needs of
Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of Srpska is taken by the Faculty of Security Sciences. High Scool of
Inner Affairs gave strong contribution to the development of highly educated police personnel, but since its
role was fulfilled, it was a justified decision to transform it into the Faculty of Security Sciences. It is
justified because the Faculty will definitely be able to educate adequate personnel for police work and yet in
less expensive way than High Scool of Inner Affairs did. Also, the Faculty will be able to offer other social
subjects a quality personnel which would give contribution to the development of entire security ambient
within Republic of Srpska and Bosnia in total.
Police training would be covered by the unit for basic police training – Police Academy. Police
Academy would train students with fourth degree of school finished and capacitate them for police work in
the rank of police officer (starting rank). Besides that, it would capacitate employees within Ministry of Inner
Affairswithout basic police education for the rank of police officer. Finally, it would train the employees of
Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of Srpska that need extra training.
Besides Police Academy, the training of police officers will be also done by the Unit for expert
training. The tasks of this internal organizational unit focus on all forms of specialization, organization and
performing of coordination of trainings done for the needs of other institutions, legal and private. These tasks
are performing expert field training, capacitation of police staff for yearly check plan, check of capacitation
of security agencies staff, planning, organization and performing the process of acquiring knowledge and
skills through specialized trainings of Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of Srpska employees as well as
the confirming the level of educational needs of police staff.
Besides the training work done in the Directory for Police Training, training of police staff should
also be done in the Training Center. The authorities of Center are to organize and perform the police training
from the area of expertise and capacitation of police staff. It should also provide support for realization of
training to Special Antiterrorist Unit and the Directory for Police Training, building suggestions of
regulations for authority and acts of Training Center, suggesting ways of improvement of specialization and
giving initiatives and suggestions for building of curriculum, etc.
CONCLUSION
As we can see from all the above, Republic of Srpska and its Ministry of Inner Affairs, starting from
its beginnings, pays special attention to the education of police personnel. If it was always efficient or as
expected, that would require a more detailed analysis. Yet, the statement that the importance of education of
police personnel was understood in Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of Srpska from the start stands.
Police, as the organ of state and with the authority it has, is one of the most important parts of
country and society. Its role can be fulfilled the way it is expected and regulated by law only if it has quality
personnel within its ranks. In order to have top level staff, they must have exceptional education process. As
noted earlier, already in November 1992 (although during Civil war in Bosnia), Republic of Srpska through
Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of Srpska founded High School of Inner Affairs in order to dedicate
attention to police education. So even during wartime, priority was to have police work done by the adequate
staff that went through police education.
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The key to success in any area, including police, is quality education of those who should practically
perform the law and enable the functionality of police. Exactly from that reason, the education of police
personnel was in focus of all members of Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of Srpska from 1992 till
today. Higher School of Inner Affairs was founded in 1995 and officially started on 20th November 1995.
After founding the Higher School, The Center for Education of Police Personnel was formed, consisting of
School of Inner Affairs and Higher School of Inner Affairs. Ministry transformed Higher School of Inner
Affairs into High Scool of Inner Affairs in 2002. During the period of 22 years of high and higher police
education under authority of Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of Srpska, a huge number of key members
of today‘s Ministry of Inner Affairs of Republic of Srpska was educated.
As state and its organs are dynamic, process of change and development brings adjustments to what
is the current situation in society. High Scool of Inner Affairs existed until March 2017 when it was
transformed by the Government of Republic of Srpska into Faculty of Security Sciences, as a part of
University of Banja Luka. The Faculty will definitely be able to educate adequate personnel for police work
and yet in less expensive way than High Scool of Inner Affairsdid. Also, the Faculty will be able to offer
other social subjects a quality personnel which would give contribution to the development of entire security
space. Time before us will show the justification of this role, but what we believe is that a space is opening
for new approaches in education of personnel: wider approach with higher quality, more practical for each
and every sector: state, private, security or economy. Therefore, education will have the chance to give larger
contribution to the increase of the level of general security, individual and total, and it will not negatively
affect police education in any sense.
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Abstract
Nuclear technological production of electricity is characterized as a low-carbon technology, which
on the one hand, has key importance in terms of reducing greenhouse gas emissions, while on the other hand
there are numerous controversies, defensive approach and anxiety due to the danger of nuclear accidents and
solving the problem of radioactive waste. Starting from the actuality and importance of the issue of the use of
nuclear energy in the context of solving environmental changes, the paper carried out a thorough review of
literature. On this occasion, the paper carried out an insight into the existing relevant scientific knowledge in
this field and a secondary analysis of the contents of documents of relevant international institutions, which
within their competence publish data on the energy state and current emissions of greenhouse gases on a
global level. The majority of papers emphasize the advantage of the use of nuclear energy in comparison
with the generation of energy in the process of combustion of fossil fuels. It is primarily stated that small
amounts of radioactive gases, which are regularly discharged under controlled conditions in the operation of
nuclear power plants, cannot produce effects such as acid rain, smog, ozone depletion and do not contribute
to an increase in temperature of the troposphere. However, the possibility of producing nuclear accidents and
the severity of the consequences if radioactive isotopes leave the reactor uncontrollably, and the generation
of radioactive waste results in a dilemma in the scientific and social community and creates a division in the
acceptance of nuclear energy as an alternative to the use of fossil fuels.
Keywords: environment, nuclear energy, climate change, sustainable development.

1. INTRODUCTION
Problematization of issues related to different aspects of energy and environmental protection is of
interest and is one of the key factors of long-term strategies for the sustainable development of modern
countries (Filipović, et al). Some authors give to nuclear energy a key role in global power, meeting global
energy needs and reducing environmental pollution (Fiore, 2006). Others believe that nuclear energy is
important for the development of long-term environmental and energy strategies (Hong, et al., 2014;
Verbruggen, et al., 2014). Nuclear energy is recognized as ―great potential‖ for reducing the use of fossil
fuels in global energetics (Kim & Edmonds, 2007). In addition, one of the crucial conditions for the
planning, construction and commissioning of nuclear power plants is the preliminary consideration of the
realized and expected environmental impact. The greatest impact relates to radioactive isotopes and the fact
that their release can have significant repercussions on human health and the environment (Cvetković, 2013;
Cvetković&Popović, 2011; Cvetković & MlaĎović, 2015).
Nuclear energy has significant environmental benefits compared to fossil fuels. Under normal
conditions, the nuclear plant almost does not produce harmful gases. Small amounts of radioactive gases are
dischargedregularly under controlled conditions and pose no danger to workers and the surrounding
population. Gaseous emissions from fossil fuel power plants pose a significant risk to human health and the
environment. The basic gases are carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxides and various heavy metals including
mercury as the most important. Adamantiades and Kessides state that nuclear energy does not pose a threat
to humans and the environment compared to fossil fuel power plants (Adamantiades&Kessides, 2009).
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2.USE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY AND MITIGATION OF CLIMATE CHANGE
Climate change is considered to be the greatest sustainability problem because it causes practically
irreversible transformations of the Earth's climate system. These transformations will likely affect all future
generations by compromising food and water supplies, leading to acidification of the oceans by absorbing
greenhouse gases, ablation, more intense heat waves and other extreme weather conditions. The Earth's
climate system is heated due to an increase in the concentration of greenhouse gases, in particular due to
emissions, resulting from the burning of fossil fuels in the energy sector. The stabilization of atmospheric
concentrations of SO2 in order to avoid major climate change requires a global approach.
From the surface of the Earth, huge amounts of natural and industrial gases are emitted to the
atmosphere, which in the upper zones of the atmosphere initiate greenhouse effects. The greenhouse gases
form an air cover that absorbs a part of the thermal radiation from the Earth's surface and partly prevents the
loss of heat into the universe, contributing to the warming of the atmosphere. Due to the greenhouse gas
phenomenon, over the past 100 years the global temperature on the Earth's surface has increased, on average,
from 0.4 to 0.8C°. In addition, without the emission of gases, the temperature on the Earth would be lower
by around 3°C in relation to the current average temperature (Ramanathan& Feng, 2009; Pruess et al, 2003).
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change report, each of the last three decades has been
successively warmer than any previous since 1850. Period from 1983 to 2013 was probably the hottest thirtyyear period in the last 1400 years at the Northern Hemisphere (IPCC, 2014:2). The greatest contribution to
the phenomenon of greenhouse effect is given by carbon dioxide emissions (SO2), then methane (SN4),
nitrogen oxide (N2O), fluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), sulfurhexafluoride (SF 6) (Gor,
2008:28). The greenhouse gases and global warming equivalents are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Greenhouse gases and global warming equivalents. Source (Metz et al, 2005).
Greenhouse gases
carbon dioxide (SO2)
methane (SN4)
nitrogen oxide (N2O)
fluorocarbon (HFC)
perfluorocarbon (PFC)
sulfurhexafluoride (SF6)

Global warming equivalents
1
21
310
6 500-9 200
140-11 700
23 900

According to Table 1, the reduction of 1 ton (t) of SN4 is equal to and can be expressed as a
reduction of 21t SO2e; reduction of 1t N2O corresponds to a reduction of 310t SO2e, while 1t SF6 is equal to
a reduction of 23900t SO2e. According to the International Energy Agency, the world's largest greenhouse
gas emitters are China and the United States (USA), followed by the big national companies (IEA, 2016a).
According to Benson, a reduction in emission, that is, emitted amount of greenhouse gases into the
atmosphere, can be achieved (Benson, 2005): through reduced use of fossil fuels; increased energy
efficiency; use of renewable energy sources (Sun, wind, biomass, water, geothermal, etc.); collecting
industrial gases that are discharged into the atmosphere and their storage in underground geological
formations.
Carbon dioxide can be separated from flue gases at the site of stationary sources and deposited in the
deeper layers of the Earth's crust in the long term. Storage processes, that is, the existence of the storage, is
planned for a longer period of time, for a thousand (or more) years (Bach, 2000). According to UN
projections, nuclear power and renewable energy sources have the potential to respond to increased demand
for energy without additional carbon dioxide emissions. The urgency in the cope with climate change and
environmental impact is outlined in the thirteenth goal of sustainable development on climate actions, as well
as in the agreement signed in December 2015 in Paris (UN, 2015a).
Without nuclear energy, the current global CO2 emissions due to energy consumption would be
about 7% higher, depending on the use of fossil fuels being replaced (Turkenburg, 2004). The use of nuclear
energy emits small amounts of fine dust and gases such as SOx and NOx which can not cause effects such as
acid rain and smog neither damage to the ozone layer. All processes generally produce negligible amounts of
carbon components (NEA, 2000). The use of nuclear energy contributes not only to the reduction in
greenhouse gases, but also to the reduction in emissions of other pollutants such as sulphur dioxide,
nitroxide, suspended particles and volatile organic compounds. Consequently, nuclear energy and other low
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carbon technologies have prevented the emission of significant amounts of greenhouse gases over the past
decades. It is estimated that in the period between 1970 and 2012, combined electricity generation from
nuclear power plants, hydroelectric power plants and other renewable sources avoided emission of over 157
gigatons (Mileti& Darlington) SO2 compared to emissions if these amounts of electricity were obtained from
coal, oil or natural gas. In the Fifth report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPSS), the
Working Group No. III confirmed the significant potential of nuclear energy in the global decarbonisation of
the economy, and especially the energy sector. Scenarios in line with the goals of the Paris agreement,
projected more than double increase in the capacity of generating nuclear power (from 383 GW in 2015 to
930 GW in 2050) (IAEA, 2016: 51).
3.NUCLEAR ACCIDENTS AND RADIOACTIVE WASTE
The mentioned environmental advantages of nuclear energy in comparison with fossil fuels remain
out of focus in the moment when radioactive isotopes leave the nuclear reactor uncontrollably. Bearing in
mind the nuclear reactor accidents: Three Mile Island, Pennsylvania, USA, 1979, then major accidents in
Chernobyl in 1986, and the most recent horror of nuclear disaster at the Fukushima nuclear power plant in
2011, there has been a change in the policy related to the mode of energy production in many countries. This
raised the questions of environmental, social and economic risks of energy strategies that rely on nuclear
technology (Rehner & McCauley, 2016: 289). Taking into account possible accidents at nuclear power
plants, one of the first countries that opted to make decision on their accelerated shutting down and
abandoning nuclear energy by 2020 was Germany. Swiss citizens have also opted for an accelerated process
of shutting down nuclear reactors that provide 40% of electricity in the country. However, at the end of 2016,
within the framework of energy planning until 2050, the Swiss government decided to reject a proposal to
accelerate the shutdown of nuclear power plants and to leave them in operation until it was considered safe
(Greiser, 2016).
The management and disposal of nuclear waste is probably an issue where the gap between the
advocates and the opponents of nuclear energy is the biggest. Many in the industry believe that technical
solutions are available, but politically blocked, while others see this backlog as a reason for blocking the use
of nuclear power (Turkenburg, 2004). Annually 8 to 10 billion tons of waste are generated worldwide (this
excludes mining and waste from mineral extraction, which is usually not counted as waste). Of this, about
400 megatons is hazardous waste, and less than 0.5 megatons is radioactive waste. About 2 to 3% of this
radioactive waste, called high-level waste, is a particular challenge because of its radiotoxicity and long halflife. The remaining 97 to 98% (representing only 8% of radioactivity) can be classified into low-level and
medium-level radioactive waste (McCombie, 1997). Non-radioactive waste also comes from the production
of nuclear energy, but is not limited to fields of nuclear power. In some cases, this waste is deposited in
landfills, while in the case where waste contains toxic and dangerous elements, special management,
treatment and disposal are required. If this waste is not managed properly, it can cause significant effects on
the environment and human health and significantly increase the environmental footprint of a country that
has a nuclear facility in its area. The environmental footprint measures the impact of people on their
environment and takes into account data such as the amount of arable land and water needed for production,
for disposal of waste resulting from this production (Wackernagel & Rees, 1998). Significant waste
reduction and management are stated in the twelfth goal for sustainable development in 2015 within the new
global agenda for sustainable development.
4.NUCLEAR ENERGY AS A BASE OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN THE FUTURE
The concept of sustainable development was first formulated in the 1980s. In the World Commission
on Environment and Development report, entitled Our Common Future, sustainable development is defined
as a development that meets the needs of present generations, without depriving future generations of
opportunities to meet their needs (WCED, 1997: 7). In order to achieve sustainable development,
environmental protection must become an integral part of the development process. The Brundtland
Commission confirms the need for further economic growth in order to achieve further economic progress of
developing countries, but only on condition that development is sustainable. Half a decade after the
Brundtland Commission at the UN Conference on Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro in 1992,
a declaration was adopted with twenty-seven principles of sustainable development. All Member States were
recommended to establish national strategies for achieving sustainable development goals. The concept of
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sustainable development began to be studied in almost all the sciences, interpreted and analyzed in thousands
of articles and became an integral part of many historical developmental and theoretical disciplinary
paradigms. In addition to the advocates, the concept has had its critics since its inception. Even those who
accept and promote its content, refer to the uncertainty of this notion. Gidens highlights the inaccurate
definition of the concept and the contradiction between the two basic terms ―sustainability‖ and
―development‖, stating that ―sustainability‖ implies continuity and balance, while ―development‖ means
dynamics and change, and while ecologists are interested in the aspect of sustainability, governments and
companies are interested in development, usually in terms of the growth of gross domestic product (Gidens,
2009: 79). Others who start from the classic theoretical postulates of liberal economic science, in interpreting
and ―imposing‖ a sustainably arranged world, see a kind of conspiracy against free and individual market
development, similar to social engineering that was sought to be achieved by Communism and Marxism
(Demonja, 2014).
In addition to numerous criticisms and the very fact that the concept of sustainable development does
not imply legal commitment, thus each member state independently decides on the acceptance of the
principles of sustainable development and implementation of national strategies for sustainable development,
the concept has managed to survive. Based on the principles of the UN Conference on Environment and
Development in Rio and the Millennium Development Goals, it was strengthened on 25 September 2015 at
the Sustainable Development Summit. One of the documents adopted at the Rio de Janeiro Conference was
the Sustainable Development Plan, the so-called Agenda 21, which states that the approach to solving
environmental problems and sustainable development planning must be based on strategic planning. The
United Nations Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) has been established to monitor the
implementation of Agenda 21, which is a comprehensive and well-elaborated strategy for global partnership
and the implementation of the sustainable development concept throughout the world.
Although the idea of sustainability stemmed from an environmentally-oriented analysis of reality, it
could not stay only an idea of the natural environment, resources and environment, without economic
concretization and social changes that followed inevitably. Namely, the lives of people are based on their
economic activities and the way of doing these activities. In order to find a common solution for many socioecological problems, the United Nations Member States have adopted the Sustainable Development Program
by 2030. The program contains 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG), dealing with the most important
challenges of today and therefore called the Global Goals. Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are an
upgrade and expansion of the eight Millennium Development Goals agreed by the UN member states to try
to achieve by 2015.
At the ninth session of the Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD), nuclear energy was part
of a controversial debate. On this occasion, there were disagreements between the countries that accept
nuclear energy as the basic component of national sustainable development strategies, and those that
consider nuclear energy fundamentally incompatible with the concept of sustainable development. Nuclear
energy is associated with numerous dangers in terms of nuclear safety, spent fuel, cross-border potential
consequences, hazardous waste management, and the decommission of nuclear facilities. Through adopted
document CSD-9, the states agreed that nuclear energy has no role in sustainable development, and the
choice of nuclear energy has been left to the states (UN, 2001: 8). A few years later, at the Summit on
Sustainable Development in Johannesburg in 2002, nuclear energy was recognized in the category of
advanced energy technologies for improvement of energy efficiency of countries. Three aspects of
sustainable development defined in the Johannesburg Declaration of Sustainable Development at the United
Nations World Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002 are environmental, economical and social.
When it comes to economic aspects of sustainable development, one considers the investments necessary for
the construction of nuclear power plants, access to resources (uranium), methods of financing the
construction and maintenance of an adequate level of safety, in relation to significant return investments on
the other side. The ecological dimension is recognized through the global contribution to mitigating climate
change, protection of natural resources (water and land), biodiversity, the entire ecosystem, and
biogeochemical cycles. Social aspects are recognized through the impact on human health as well as on other
social relationships including education, culture, perception and public participation in decision-making.
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3. CONCLUSION
Bearing in mind the increase in global demand for energy, concerns occur in almost all countries in
the world, and many opt publicly to stimulating the production of energy produced and used in a way that at
the same time helps in developing and satisfying the vital needs of the population now and in the future.
When making decisions at the national level, politicians in their long-term developmental energy strategies
opt for different sources of energy, primarily oil, coal, natural gas, wood and coal, and then for the most
varied renewable sources of energy, solar, wind, hydropower, biomass, nuclear, etc.
A detailed insight into relevant scientific papers published in prestigious scientific journals produced
a conclusion that nuclear power compared to fossil fuels has significant ecological advantages, especially
when it comes to decarbonisation of the economy. The majority of papers state that nuclear energy, under
normal conditions, almost does not produce harmful gases, and that small amounts of radioactive gases,
which are regularly released under controlled conditions, can not cause effects such as acid rain, smog and
ozone depletion. Thus, nuclear energy can be considered as a good support to global action to mitigate
climate change.
In addition to the possibility of nuclear energy to prevent climate change and air pollution, there is
still disagreement over the danger of nuclear accidents and the solution of radioactive waste. The negative
attitude of the public is influenced by the security risks of nuclear energy production and potential nuclear
disasters, risks of environmental contamination by radioactive isotopes and the problems of adequate
disposal of nuclear waste. Waste generation is a key issue of sustainability that relates to resource use and
proper waste management to avoid long-term consequences for people and the environment.
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ABSTRACT
Ethics is a science of morality, about human behavior that is measured with good and evil. Аs a
special scientific discipline, the ethics reminds us that the human mind should constantly be awaken and to
receive new informations.
Immorality is the opposite category of humanity. It is a degradation of human feeling and
displacement of its natural function.In today's science, morality and ethics are absent.Therefore it can be said
that today there is a crisis of ethics inthe scientific achievements.
For the purposes of this research, the method of observation will be used as the main method.
The authors of this paper are intended to explain ethics in the application of scientific achievements
with a special accent of techniques for climate conditions modification as a threat for the world security.
Key words: ethics;scientific achievements; world security; morality; climate weapons;

1.INTRODUCTION
Ethics as an axiological science explores those human intentions and actions that can be measured as
good or bad. Morally is what is commendable and immoral is what is being evaluated negatively and is
rejected.As mankind develops, new philosophical issues arise. Among them the most important is human
behavior towards nature (Temkov,2005:6,8,13).
This research analyzes the techniques for climate conditions modification as a threat for the world
security and its ethical aspect.In other words, under weather modification we can understand any effort to
alter artificially a natural phenomenon in the atmosphere. The human can impact upon the weather and
climate in two ways- intentional and unintentional. Weather modification process means a technique to
realize intentional change of the atmosphere state based on previously carefully investigated ways to control
natural processes running in the atmosphere. Today in modern science, this techniques for climate conditions
modification arebeing used non-stop.
Every scientific discovery is important for the world. According to Abramovič (2017), the discovery
has no logic.A logical trail can not be made in which something can be discovered in science. It is pure
inspiration and artistic act in science. Discovery and science are two completely different things. Science is
when something has already been discovered and explained the same thing, so based on the explanation, it
can be predicted an experiment that is infinitely repetabile. But the discovery itself can not be learned.
Discovery is something that previously did not exist, and science is something that has been previously
revealed, and then it is learned.
The main hypothesis of this research isformed as follows: If the techniques for climate conditions
modification are used in unethical way and for hostile purposes, than it‘s a real threat for the world security.
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2. HISTORICAL DIMENSION OF THE TECHNIQUES FOR CLIMATE CONDITIONS
MODIFICATION AND IT`S ETHICAL ASPECT
The term „environmental modification techniques― refers to any technique for changing - through
the deliberate manipulation of natural processes-the dynamics, composition or structure of the Earth,
including its biota, lithosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere, or of outer space(UN, 1977:4).
Weather modification techniqueshave their own history for the first time in the 19th century. It
connects with Nikola Tesla`s work in Colorado Springsenrolled in his research diary. It was a period when
his creativity in the field of high frequencies was at his peak. He was writing the diary to have an insight into
the course of his research and due to the exceptional extent of the experiments of his research in the isolated
laboratory he had erected in 1899 on the slopes of the mountain Pikes Peak, the highest summit of the
southern Front Range of the Rocky Mountains in North America, near the downtown of Colorado Springs
(Tesla,1978:9).
Back in 1899, Tesla and his associate Julius Czito inside his laboratory in Colorado Springs,
experimenting with various electromagnetic fields with various characteristics, accidentally caused heavy
rain. Nikola Tesla on May 18, 1917 in 'Minutes of the Annual Meeting of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers',stated the following:„In Colorado Laboratory I succeeded one day in precipitating a dense fog.
There was a mist outside, but when I turned on the current the cloud in the laboratory became so dense that
when the hand was held only a few inches from the face it could not be seen. Moments after the rain started
causing extensive shortcuts, so that my assistant Czito and me only by chance escaped injuries"(Abramović,
personal communication September 19, 2017) 6 .Then Tesla realized that electromagnetic fields affect the
climate. He also discovered that these fields also affect the human nervous system.The reason for this effect
is that all frequencies, the so-called Schuman's resonances characteristic for the Earth's geophysical system
are also suited to the frequencies that the human brain and its central nervous system work. Meteopathy is
also based on this. For example, if a cloud appears that is low and negatively charged, the person feels sad if
he is in that field.If, however, the cloud is positively charged, it is nervous and feels tense.Tesla was the first
who explored the ionosphere, and in July 1903, with the excitation of the ionosphere from the Wardenclyffe
tower, he was able to „fire the sky― over New York in a length of 200 km. These techniques have been
improved today.On the basis of these Tesla's discoveries, the americanHAARP-High Frequency Active
Auroral Research Program is made, which is one of the main weather weapons today(Abramovič, 2016).The
HAARP preceded the Russian system under the nameSURАwhich for the first time according to official
information has been installed near the town of Vasylsburk. In addition to these two, by 2010 there was also
HIPAS-HIgh Power Auroral Stimulation and EISCAT-European Incoherent Scatter Scientific
Associationwhich was established in 1975in Norway.
2.1.Cloud seеding experiments
The General Electric Research Laboratory in Schenectady, New Yorkconducted the first cloud
seeding experiment in the USA. On November 13 in 1946, the team guided by Vincent Schaefer,got up in an
airplane and dropped dry ice pellets into a real supercooled cloud over western Massachusetts. That carved a
long hole in the cloud because of the hunger of the snow crystals for the supercooled water. And it only
snowed out of that part of the cloud, the fuzzy white in center of hole presented in the pictures No.1 and 2.
That experiment was a visible success.

6Excerpt from the full version in the Leland Anderson`s personal archive (unpublished)
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Pictures No.1 and 2. The first cloud seeding experiment.

Source: http://www.edholroyd.info/snowstorm/history.htm
Weather modiﬁcation took a macro-pathological turn between 1967 and 1972 in the jungles over
North and South Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia. Under operation POPEYE, the Air Weather Service
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conducted secret cloud seeding operations to reduce trafﬁc along portions of the Ho Chi Minh Trail. Flying
out of Udorn Air Base, Thailand without the knowledge of the Thai government or almost anyone else, but
with the full and enthusiastic support of President Johnson, the AWS ﬂew over 2,600 cloud seeding sorties
and expended 47,000 silver iodide ﬂares over a period of ﬁve years at an annual cost of approximately $3.6
million (Fleming, 2006:9).
Its legal base these„weather weapons― recievedin the late 70`s, with the adoption of the Resolution
31/72 of the United Nations General Assembly on 10 December 1976.The Convention was opened for
signature at Geneva on 18 May 1977 and its full name is - Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any
Other Hostile Use of Environmental Modification Techniques (UN, 1977:2).The States Parties to this
Convention, were Guided by the interest of consolidating peace, and wishing to contribute to the cause of
halting the arms race, and of bringing about general and complete disarmament under strict and effective
international control, and of saving mankind from the danger of using new means of warfare, recognizing
that scientific and technical advances may open new possibilities with respect to modification of the
environment(UN, 1977:3).
All of the State Parties recalled the Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human
Environment, adopted at Stockholm on 16 June 1972. They realized that the use of environmental
modification techniques for peaceful purposes could improve the interrelationship of man and nature and that
military or any other hostile use of such techniques could have effects extremely harmful to human welfare
(UN, 1977:3).
By this Convention, each State Party expresses commitment not to engage in military or any other
hostile use of environmental modification techniques having widespread, long-lasting or severe effects as the
means of destruction, damage or injury to any other State Party (UN, 1977:4).
The treaty created a list of
phenomena that could result from the use of this climate weapons, such as:
-hurricanes, earthquakes and tsunamis;
-an upset in the ecological balance of a region;
-changes in weather patterns-clouds, precipitation, cyclones and tornadic storms;
-changes in climate patterns,
-changes in ozone currents;
-changes in the state of the ozone layer and
-changes in the state of the ionosphere (Advisory Service on International Humanitarian Law,
2003).
Another technique that is being used is the accumulation of water vapor in the atmosphere.
Its accumulation creates clouds. There are two ways of evaporation of the water. Evaporation is a type
of vaporization of a liquid that occurs from the surface of a liquid into a gaseous phase that is not saturated
with the evaporating substance, for example: water from the rivers, lakes, and oceans. It`s called slow
evaporation. The other type of vaporization is boiling – rapid evaporation.
Picture No.3. Water vapor machine-on the left. Same machine seen from satellite image-on the right.

Source:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1qDiF3n9L0
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The next picture presents water vapor generation from multiple simultaneous sources seen from
satellite:
Picture No.4. Water vapor generation from multiple simultaneous sources – satellite image.

Source:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D1qDiF3n9L0

3. GEOENGINEERING EXPERIMENTS CONDUCTED IN VIVO IN SERBIA AND MACEDONIA
AS COUNTRIES WHICH ARE ON THE PROGRAM OF WEATHER MODIFICATION
3.1.Floods in Serbia from 2014 – indicators forunetical useof weather modification techniques
Between 13 and 18 May 2014, a low-pressure cyclone designated Tamara and Yvette, affected a
large area of the Balkan Region especially in Serbia, causing floods and landslides.
If the techniques for climate conditions modification are used in Serbia in 2014, than it‘s an evidence
of its hostile and unethical use.Argumentation in favor of this hypothesis is explained in the text that
follows.According toAbramovič (2014.b), in order to be able to concentrate as much moisture as possible on
a given territory, chemicals that are hygroscopic - tending to absorb moisture from the air,must be thrown
into the atmosphere before. Immediately after that, with a certain frequency that moisture is condensed. If the
goals are to form a small tornado, that is, a vortex stun, it is done with lasers and satellites. Simply, two
layers of atmosphere are heated differently and an air vortex is obtained. But nothing can be created without
the prior seeding of aerosols into the atmosphere.
The discharge of aerosols from May 11 several days before the flood was very intense.According to
professorAbramovič(2016) the technological achievement is impressive because the cyclone's eye was
precisely above the thermal power plant„Nikola Tesla― in the city of Obrenovec and was „ethnically
determined―.With frequency modulation, the cyclone was shaped so that despite the territory of the Republic
of Serbia, it covered parts of the neighboring countries where the majority ethnic population is Serbian.
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Picture No.5. A floods pattern from Serbia in May 2014.

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwUmDU8zsQI
Another detail that is easily perceptible is the moment when the second day moisture was missing
and the cyclone itself began to weaken, itstarted to move towards the Carpathian Mountains to collect
moisture and returned to the same territory.Further, according to professorAbramovič(2014.c), it was
basically not a classic cloud but a very dense atmospheric that is overgrown with water vapor, which, via an
electromagnetic path, turns into a waterjet.Observed by animation of a satellite image, it is noted that the
whole process is completely controlled.It is obvious that the motive was to give an adequate message that it
was an artificially caused storm.Also, a week before the storm, scientistsfrom the Russian Federation
specialized for meteorological warfarehad arrived in Serbia andwere following the whole situation on the
ground.
As for whether there are active or passive antenna systems, Abramovič (2016) believes that there are
no active antennas in Serbia, but there are only passive ones that only send data without generating
electromagnetic radiation that would play a major role in climate modification. The active antennas,
according to him, are located in Hungary and Macedonia and cover the Balkan region.What is new is that
according to him, there are now active antennas located near the town of Sveti Nikole in Macedonia. What is
very symptomatic and indicative is the following: in the period of 2014, on the Macedonian online news
appeared a title saying that some of the great forces had an interest in setting antennas for modification of the
weather conditions in the area of the village of Stracin, Kumanovo. The reason for this chosen location was
due to the strong cosmic and bionic energies registered in that region of Macedonia by the experts who deal
with this technology. However, after a while this information was lost from the Internet and could not be
found anymore. Now, if we take this information and the statement of Professor Velimir Abramovich as
relevant, they coincide. The village of Stracin is only 30 kilometers from the city of Sveti Nikole.
Accordingly, these active antennas could be installed exactly on that territory.
According toAbramovič(2014), now has a restored system of so-called HAARP. Two lasers heat the
parts of the atmosphere, produce high temperatures, a strong wind blows on local territory and emit
frequencies for condensation of moisture.Those short stumps that were observed every second or third day
during the summer period in 2014 and were characteristic of the „South Stream― countries, was testing of the
system itself.
Professor Velimir Abramovič immediately after the end of the storm in Serbia precisely stated that in
about 2-3 days there will be earthquakes in the immediate vicinity of the flooded areas and on the Balkan
region in general. When the ionosphere is heated and after that the emitters of microwave radiation are
excluded, the ionosphere starts to return to the original state and oscillate tectonic, entering into resonance
with the tectonic plates.These predictions of the professor have come true. In about 72 hours, earthquakes in
the region of Albania rose to 5.2 on the Richter Scala, and in Greece with 6.3 magnitude. Earthquakes were
also registered in Bosnia and Herzegovina, more precisely in Mostar, with a magnitude of 3.1 on the Richter
Scala and in the Nis region of Serbia (Abramović, 2014.b).
What is characteristic, but for Macedonia at that time is that after the floods in Serbia, on May 25,
2014, the city of Skopje was hit by a severe short-term storm. Indicative moment is the previous intensive
aerial emission over the entire city, which were easily visible by all citizens of the City of Skopje just 2 hours
before the start of the storm. And even more symptomatic is the fact that these airplanes that ejected these
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nano particles were not at all marked.It was easily noticeable considering the height of the flying which was
relatively low, and the same could be better seen with binoculars.
3.2.Floods in Skopje from 2016 - indicators for unetical use of
techniques

weather modicfication

Abramovič(2016.a)talks about the negative consequences of experimenting with the weather
conditions and reveals the cause of the floods that occurred in Skopje on August 6.If the techniques for
climate conditions modification are used in Skopje in 2016, than it‘s an evidence of its hostile and unethical
use.
In the interest of this section of the paper, it would be good to explain the way cyclones are
created.Each layer of the atmosphere, up to the exosphere, has a special temperature, winds, electrostatic and
electromagnetic properties that are studied in detail. Direct cyclone production in a precisely defined territory
is essentially one of the simplest operations of HAАRP technology. The procedure takes place in the
following case: firstly, the ionosphere over certain areas is heated by high frequency emitters by diluting and
forming a calotte-hemisphere region, with a low pressure that concentrates clouds and free moisture of the
troposphere over the target site at a height of about 10 kilometers. Then, with additional broadcasts of high
frequencies from the antenna fields of the earth, the tropospheric nitrogen and oxygen are bound, after which
the energy of the ionosphere is pushed to the troposphere that allows manipulation of the polarities of the
ions, which is very important for the sudden causation of large water precipitation.Of course, there are other
climate experiments that have been tried over the Balkan region. For example, anut-sizedhail who hit the
center of Belgrade in the summer of 2016 was preceded by anomalies in the range of electromagnetic
frequencies in the atmosphere. If the air under the cumulonimbus is heated by impulse lasers, then the ice
volume can be significantly increased. In history, the largest hail that has fallen so far is in Bangladesh, India
in 1986. The weight of certain balls was even 13.6 kg.On the US-Canada border in 1998, there were rains of
hail for 9 days (Abramović, 2016.a).
Back in 1993, it was discovered that in the lower layers of the Earth's atmosphere there is a mass of
water vapor that can be compared to the Amazon River. Its so called „river― is a motor mechanism for
moving the water from the equatorial belt to the poles. Its width is about 650-750 km and its length is about
8000 km. The „river― itself is at a height of about 3 km above the Earth's surface. In the Northern and
Southern Hemisphere, another 5 such "rivers" have been discovered, but in order for that water to fall to the
ground, it is necessary to produce lightning with special characteristics.
Such specific lightning were recorded in the Skopje Region in August 2016 during the storm.
Moreover, the cyclone itself, when it was „worn out― went to the Skopska Crna Gora Mountain to collect the
missing moisture and again concentrated on the place where it was originally set, although the blowing
winds of 70 km/h, which in itself would be logical for this cyclone to be moved to another anti-cyclone
region.
3.CONCLUSION
Ethics is а theory of morality, its sources and foundation, goals and meaning, the basic criteria for
moral evaluation and assessment of moral intentions and human behavior. Its a science for which a good
deed is the main goal (Temkov,2005:12).
By the 19th century, all scientists were in communication with each other and were eager to come up
with a new invention, so that together with his colleague they could improve it. Scientists at that time had a
spiritual interest in scientific discoveries, and were not part of state structures.The first moment after the
atomic bomb was created, then science went into secrecy and clashed with the war structures(Abramovič,
2014, b.).The reason for that is the wrong scientific approach of the scientists and the new ways of
understanding the physics as a science, regardless of the ethical dimension.
Of all the informations that has been mentioned so far, we can conclude that they are in favor of the
hypotheses.As scientists we are in charge of analyzing all processes in the field of scientific achievements,
especially in the area of climate weapons, before the world public, and to observe the ethical dimension that
is in accordance with the universal cosmic principles.Nikola Tesla considered that there is objective
cosmological ethics and that the laws of cosmos are the natural laws of physics.
Tesla`s principal aim was very clear: to search for the inexhaustible possibilities of dominating the
forces of nature and subordinating them to human purposes thus increasing immensely the power of man and
mankind in order to live more humanity (Tesla,1978:10).
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Abstract
Issues regarding mentoring, as a way of conveying experiential knowledge between the employees
in the police are phenomena that affect in a significant manner the improvement of the police efficiency.
Actually, mentoring refers to transferring the knowledge of the more experienced towards the less
experienced police associates. Mentoring is a way of transferring the knowledge and skills in the area of
police working gained through experience between the police employees, which leads to improvement of its
efficiency.
In correlation with this, the paper aims to emphasize few main points:
 Mentoring is a process covering the transfer of the knowledge and skills between the employees;
 Mentoring is important because of the professional development of the mentored employee,
his/her working competences, training and involvement in implementation of the everyday
activities, i.e. qualification for independent operation of the tasks of the specific job position;
 Mentoring process positively affects the mentor her/himself because s/he professionally
developed; being a mentor means recognition of the achievements and possession of qualities
which impact the organizational development; the mentor gains new knowledge (s/he must
complete new skills and techniques for transferring the knowledge);
 Active participation of those who mentor and those who are mentored throughout the whole
process is of exceptional importance for successful realization of the process.
The practice in police units shows that enhancement of the mentoring process becomes a large
necessity and the dedicated attention to this segment will affect in a great deal the police efficiency.
Key words: mentoring, mentor, knowledge, police, efficiency.
1. INTRODUCTION
Every society needs a police force that will function for protection of the citizens, their freedoms and
rights. Police is an organization that is responsible for protecting the legal order, maintaining public order
and peace, and preventing and detecting crime. The achievement of these goals is possible only through
continuous improvement of the work in the police and by increasing the professionalism in the police work.
In order for it to be successful and in order to ensure the quality realization of its security function, it
is necessary to have a good and efficient management within the police. At the same time, the police should
be properly organized, trained, equipped and well supported by appropriate regulatory and legal instruments
and it should build quality human resources that are necessary for successful management.
One of the ways of building quality human resources is the process of transferring the experience
gained from the older, the more experienced to the younger and less experienced police officers, which will
enable improvement of the quality of the interpersonal relations, which significantly influence the conditions
for realization of the security function measured through the achieved results.
Strengthening the capacities in the area of mentoring of the Macedonian police organization will
greatly contribute to improve the success of the Macedonian police. In this regard, it is worth to mention that
mentoring is the key tool that guides the organization towards achieving its goals. If mentoring is not good
and if the goals are not met, then the successful functioning of the organization is called into question. This
means that the success of the police in the performance of the tasks set up in the regular and in the crisis
situations largely depends on the mentorship.
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The Law on Internal Affairs defines mentoring as a method of transferring knowledge and skills
among workers and can be advisory or practical. Advisory mentoring is the transfer of knowledge and skills
through specific mentor advice and is done for developing general competencies of the worker. Practical
mentoring is carried out by observing the work of mentored worker, continuous consultation, practical work
and is done for the development of the special competencies of the employee ("Law on Internal Affairs",
2014, аrt.85; Mojanovski, 2012).
According to scientific literature, a mentor is an experienced person in the organization, which
provides advice and guidance to a less experienced member, called a protege. The mentor assists managers
to seek work experiences and assignments that will contribute to their development, and will enable them to
realize the most from the various work experiences (Jones and George, 2008, p. 491).
According to the Law on Internal Affairs, a mentor is a worker in the Ministry assigned to a higher
job position than the worker whom he mentored, who has completed mentoring training and has been
appointed with the decision of the Minister of Internal Affairs to: train a trainee in the Ministry and train a
worker for independent exercise of the jobs for a certain position in the Ministry (Law on Internal Affairs,
2014, art.3, art.1 t.12).
2. MENTORING AS A PROCESS OF TRANSFERING KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS BETWEEN
WORKERS
Mentoring is a process by which an experienced member of the organization (mentor) provides
counseling for a less experienced member (protégé) and helps the less experienced member learn how to
progress in the organization and in his/her career. According to Tomas, effective mentoring is more than
providing advice, helping in building skills and sharing technical expertise. These aspects of mentoring are
important and necessary, but equally important is the development of a high quality, close and supportive
relationship with the protégé (Jones and George, 2008, p. 197).
The mentoring process consists of transferring knowledge and skills among the workers, and for the
professional development of the mentee, development of the working competences, training and involvement
in the execution of everyday activities in the realization of the internship, ie the training for independent
work on a particular work place. In addition to the benefit of the mentee who is mentored, the mentor also
benefits from the mentored worker because s/he professionally develops:
- Own development, that is, working with workers who mentee them, the mentor also thinks about his
own practical behavior, s/he examines her/his own thinking and belief;
- Recognition, that is, being elected as mentor means gaining recognition for his work, for his merits,
possession of qualities that will contribute to the development of the organization;
- New knowledge, that is, the mentor is expected to master some new techniques and skills for
transferring knowledge, etc (PSB, 2015, p.2).
So, the mentoring process through which experienced managers help individuals in the early stages
of their careers provides an environment for transferring technical, interpersonal and organizational skills
from a more experienced person to a designated person with fewer experience. With this, the mentor can also
enjoy the challenge of sharing his wisdom (Matisse and Jackson, 2010, p. 313)
Mentoring is the best way of transferring the experiential acquired knowledge gained during the
work, and at the same time, experience in the part of the police work transmitted through mentoring creates
conditions for improving its efficiency. The success of the police in the exercise of the security function
depends primarily on the close cooperation between the employees in the organizational units, which in turn
enables cooperation to build effective prevention strategies. The situation in the police has greatly improved,
unlike the data obtained during the research of the management skills of the Macedonian police organization
conducted in 2007, when the LIC (LIC, 2007, p.13) teams found that: some police officers do not
communicate with each other for various reasons.
From the data obtained from the survey (Stankovski, 2016, p.221-222) of police officers from the
uniformed staff conducted between May 8 and June 18, 2015, we note that there is cooperation between the
employees in the organizational units in the police, but that it is not on a satisfactory level. In this context,
interesting is the fact that some police officers believe that there is close cooperation in the organizational
units in the police, but many police officers are of the opinion that it is not satisfactory, and very few
consider that there is no close cooperation in organizational units in the police.
The unsatisfactory level of cooperation among the employees in the organizational units is primarily
due to the disrespect of the career system and the appointment of senior police officers for police managers
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who do not have sufficient experience or have adequate education. This causes revolt and resistance among
police officers who have climbed in the police organization along the professional path, while some of the
police officers are withdrawing and not cooperating with improperly appointed or promoted police officers,
or they are not fully invested in the performance of the assigned tasks.
An interesting change in mentoring is called reverse mentoring. This process occurs when younger,
under-experienced employees are mentors of senior managers and senior executives. Using employees from
younger generations who are familiar with modern technology to teach people in senior management is one
of the key advantages of reverse mentoring. Older employees get knowledge of modern technology and can
use these technological tools (Matisse and Jackson, 2010, p. 314).
Mentoring affects the development of mentored workers and strengthens the ability of organizations
to retain valuable members. Formal mentoring programs provide a place for mentoring in the organization.
Participants receive training, efforts are focused on aligning mentors and mentored workers. When members
of the organization lack mentors, their progress in organizing and promoting higher positions may be
hindered. Through mentoring, a mentee can get benefits and develop interpersonal relationships and learn
how to handle employees, in turn, the mentor develops managerial style (Jones and George, 2008 p. 492).
We can rightly conclude that mentoring affects the professional development of a mentee, the
development of his / her competences, his / her training and active involvement in the performance of the
work tasks and activities, that is, qualification for independent performance of the work at a particular job.
3. MENTORING IN THE CRISIS MANAGEMENT UNITS
In the crises management units, the existence of knowledge transfer and mechanisms and procedures
for successful dealing with the causes of crisis, which is actually an integral part of the crisis prevention, is of
great importance. Considering the survey on "Operational planning, incident management and contingency
plan" (LIC, 2006, p. 13) of the Macedonian police in 2006 conducted by the LIC teams where a lack of
knowledge was identified as a result of the realization that: "Knowledge is still accepted as power and
something that should not be shared with others, "the results of the 2015 (Stankovski, 2016, p.217-218)
survey show dramatic progress in a positive sense. Namely, it can be seen that a greater number of police
managers think that the transfer of knowledge in crisis management units is a common practice, but a
minority of police managers believe that in the crisis management units the transfer of knowledge is not at all
practicing and small number of police managers who are of the opinion that there is no knowledge at all in
the crisis management units. This leads us to conclusion that the transfer of knowledge among the crisis
management units is practiced and is extremely important for the successful handling of crisis situations.
The existence of knowledge transfer in the crisis management units is a common practice in the
police, which arises as a result of the specific conditions in which police officers apply measures and
activities aimed at preventing or dealing with the crisis situation. So, the police pay attention to acquired
theoretical and practical knowledge in the area of crisis situation and in transferring knowledge among the
organizational units in the Ministry of Internal Affairs competent for dealing with crisis situations.
Having in mind previous, it can rightly be concluded that the established mechanisms and
procedures for work, and above all the good preventive activity and the timely undertaking of effectively
planned activities, enable successful handling of the reasons that can lead to a crisis situation. (Mojanovski,
etc. 2015, p.127)
Good cooperation in the organizational units in the police is of particular importance for successful
dealing with crisis situations. When there is good mutual relations and when there is good cooperation then
conditions are created for building effective strategies for crisis prevention. In the police, co-operation is a
key segment in building effective prevention strategies, which in turn will enable the prevention of crisis
situations or reduce the consequences for them. Of course, the quality of the Strategies for Prevention affects
the expertise of the crisis management staff. At the same time, according to the National Concept for
Security and Defense, cooperation is an instrument through which the set goals are achieved (National
Concept for Security and Defense, 2003, p.17).
The Ministry of Internal Affairs, as a subject in the Crisis Management System, continuously
develops a Strategy for Prevention of Crisis, while cooperating with other entities in the Crisis Management
System, with the aim of jointly coordinating the police with all the competent institutions for taking over
concrete actions to deal with the crisis situation.
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4. CONCLUSION
According to the previously stated, it can be concluded that in order to increase the efficiency of the
police both in the exercise of the security function and in dealing with crisis situations, it is necessary to
further strengthen the capacities of the police especially in the area of mentoring as a process and manner of
transferring experientially acquired knowledge that affects the improvement of its efficiency. This shows that
mentoring is a great method in the work of the police that affects the professional upgrading of police
officers, professional development, development of working competences, its training and involvement in
the execution of everyday activities, that is, qualification for independent work in a particular job.
Mentoring as a way of conveying theoretical and practically acquired knowledge by police managers
with extensive work experience to less experienced police officers, always leads to efficient taking of
prevention measures, and thus reducing the consequences of a certain risk or danger.
Benefits of the
mentoring process for the employee who mentees are the following: her/his professional development
through the appointment of a mentor, receives recognition for her/his work and for his merits and possession
of qualities that will contribute to the development of the organization and acquires new knowledge, because
during the process itself, some new techniques and skills for transferring knowledge must be mastered.
For the successful implementation of this process, the active participation of mentors and those who
are mentored is extremely important. Based on the results so far, it can be concluded that there is mentoring
in the police and that this is the best way to transfer the acquired experiential knowledge, which undoubtedly
affects the improvement of its efficiency.
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Abstract
European Union member states have always recognized the need to act together in foreign policy
and defense matters, but this has proved to be a difficult challenge and hard to achieved. The principle of a
common foreign and security policy (CFSP) was formalized for the first time in 1992 by the Treaty of
Maastricht, but creation of formal secondary instruments for diplomacy and intervention were needed
pursuant to regional conflicts in the 1990s. Such decisive actions are the European Union peacekeeping
missions to several of the world‘s trouble spots which promote development of the European Security and
Defense Policy and design of European military structure. The first Europe defense agreement was sign on
17 of March 1948 in Brussels establishing the Western European Union. Together with the NATO
Agreement they create the defense policy of Europe. In this context, the research paper aims is to explore
the development of the Western European Union as a cradle for the birth of the European Union security and
defense policy and the difference between the policies that are in the Union competence and the one
exclusively to the Member States.
Keywords: Western European Union, European Union, Defense and Security Policy.

1

INTRODUCTION

The world is constantly change and Europe as part of it, faces a more complex and uncertain safety
environment. The European Union as the largest trading and economic bloc in the world has a need to
become capable of acting as a global actor (political and military). For that purpose, the Union has a unique
range of tools to help in the promotion of peace and security where needed. From the very beginning since
1957 with the Treaty establishing the European Economic Community and the establishment of the
Community, was the beginnings of a common foreign policy and external representation through initial
cooperation between Member States when they negotiate as a bloc in international trade negotiations under
predetermined common commercial policy. After a decade in 1970 with the establishment of European
Political Cooperation (EPC) a step was made for broader coordination in foreign affairs, which creates an
informal consultation process between the Member States, in order to establish a common foreign policy. In
1987 with the Single European Act the European political cooperation is formalized and regulated in the
Treaty establishing the Community, when it begins to operate on a formal and legal basis.
After the catastrophic events of the First and Second World War, in the consciousness of European
nations increased aspiration for establishing the European Community (similar to the US), driven by the
desire for a united Europe and to eliminate the possibility of a new war on the European continent. However,
taking into account the heterogeneous set of languages and cultures in the integration of Europe could not
start with cultural, military and political integration. So initially only integrated economic policies of a
number of countries in Europe, starting in 1957 with the signing of the Treaty establishing the European
Community (Treaty of Rome), which is the supreme act in the legal framework for the existence of the
community and where the main goal is the creation of single market (first pillar). In the following decades
the legal architecture of the Community experiencing significant upgrades more amendments and
supplements to the basic agreement with the agreements of Maastricht, Amsterdam, Nice, etc. that in several
legal actions fields the EU and transferred considerable sovereign to EU. However, in the area of common
foreign and security policy (second pillar) there is not made significant progress over the difficulties of
reaching consensus. After first serious attempts were made by the Treaty of Lisbon, which provides
significant reforms, especially in the creation of their mutual security policy through the introduction of a
new chapter in the original contract, and it is "common security and defense policy." In 1992 with the Treaty
of Maastricht, the European political cooperation was renamed the Common Foreign and Security Policy
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(CFSP) with the aim to promote the interests of the EU, as well as those of the international community
which includes the promotion of international cooperation, respect for human rights, democracy and the rule
of law. It should be noted that the security policy of the European Union is envisaged for the development of
a single military component (military). The founders of the European Union does not envisioned it as a
strong military alliance, because the period after World War II with the prevailing mistrust between
European countries in order to create mutual military (similar to the US), while NATO security system is
largely seen as appropriate and sufficient for defensive purposes. Towards that comes the fact that the 21 EU
members are also members of NATO, while other European countries follow a policy of neutrality.
Since the creation of the European Security and Defense Policy (ESDP) as part of the Common
Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) of the European Union (EU), there has never been noted that there will
be a military component in any way that will be parallel to that US and threaten its global ambitions. In many
occasions stated that the direction has to resolve regional crises and in no way implies the creation of a
European army and police. With the end of the Cold War, Americans and Europeans repeatedly entered in
conflict about the need for the existence of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and US
domination in it. This dilemma was quickly solved with the wars in Yugoslavia, where for the first time
since its establishment, NATO structures toked over the military action, which justified its existence. Unlike
previous relationship, marking the intervention in Iraq, created division in transatlantic relations between the
European Union and the United States, which was the reason the Union began seriously building coherence
and credibility of the European CFSP. Europe increasingly emphasizes the need for autonomy for European
defense and security system, despite strong ties with NATO and the dominant role of the US in it. Taking
into account all the circumstances, serious development of ESDP was looking after the Kosovo crisis in
1999, which later was the impetus for the spectacular growth of the second pillar. After the war in Kosovo in
1999, the European Council agreed that "the Union must have the capacity for autonomous action, backed by
credible military forces, the means to decide to use them, and a willingness to do so, in order to respond
international crises without prejudice to actions by NATO. In 1999, with the European Council in Cologne,
the Common Security and Defense Policy (CSDP or) becomes a significant part of the CFSP, nonetheless
with limited capabilities because Member States are responsible for their own territorial defense, where most
of the states are also members of NATO, which is responsible for the defense of Europe. Furthermore, the
European Council in Helsinki, made a number of efforts to increase of the military capability of the EU.
So by 2003, the EU ESDP began to function effectively implementing its first military and police
missions in the Balkans, particularly the European and international level beyond the European continent,
such as the Middle East and Africa. Parallel to the NATO and EU security policy is the existence of the
Western European Union (WEU) from 1948 to Brussels Treaty as a purely European security organization.
In 1992, the ratio of WEU and EU was contractually defined, that the WEU was awarded with the
implementation of the "Petersburg tasks" (humanitarian missions such as peacekeeping and crisis
management) in the world's trouble spots outside the EU, in addition to previous tasks of defense against
aggression on European soil. With the Treaty of Amsterdam these tasks were later formally transferred from
WEU to EU as part of the new CFSP and Common Security and Defense Policy.
This element of the WEU were merged into the EU CFSP High Representative who is also the
President of the WEU. Finally, in 2010 by the Treaty of Lisbon merged the Western European Union as a
military alliance with the European Union, whose role remains transferred within the EU.
2 WESTERN EUROPEAN UNION
Treaty of Brussels, signed on 17 March 1948 by Belgium, the Netherlands, Luxembourg, France and
Britain are considered a precursor to the NATO agreement. Treaty of Brussels and the Soviet intervention in
Berlin led to the creation of the Western European Union in September 1948, as defense system between the
countries of Western Europe. However, the participation US (the only nuclear power in the world in those
times) was necessary in order to resist the military power of the USSR. That is why almost immediately
began negotiations for a new military alliance, i.e. NATO. For more than 60 years of existence, the Western
European Union (WEU) terminate its final residual activities in June 2011, after a decade of political and
operational function within the European security and defense policy of the EU. This open the question what
finally led to the lifting of Western Union and what does this mean for future of the European defense and
security. What was their useful legacy and what was right to the EU to lead the European defense, and is
there anything that the EU has failed to learn from the experience of Western European Union.
The European security and defense policy more, earlier served as the Western European Union, and
it stop its activities in 2011. What will be the impact of the loss of the parliamentary assembly that was
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separated from the EU authorities to discuss defense issues, and which opened its doors to countries such as
Turkey, Norway, Albania and Ukraine, just as the closure of the Western European Union are marked with
parliamentary ceremony. The History of Western Union can be summed up in four main periods. First, in the
immediate post-war era when the organization was created till 1954 with the first modifying the Treaty of
Brussels. After serving a very useful role for the unification of European countries and mitigate the
likelihood of a resurgence of Nazi threat in Germany, WEU "go to sleep until the mid-1980s.
It then reappears as a European Union defense and many believes that it is useful to start building a
common European position during the change of US / European tensions. In the early 1990s, WEU enter the
third stage, 'function' phase, marked by some success in adapting to the post-Cold War period. There we
have expansion missions with Petersburg tasks, restructuring the weapons standards, as well as the new line
of cooperation with NATO and the EU. Finally, in December 1999, WEU changed the political and
operational affairs of the EU (and the European Security and Defense Policy - now known as the Common
Security and Defense Policy). Its role and responsibilities of the arms were later transferred to the EU
Agency for European defense, while its Assembly kept their parliamentary duties until mid-2011.
The organization was based in Brussels, with a staff of 65 and an annual budget of 13.4 million euro.
It was made by the Council of the Western European Union (Council) and the Assembly of Western
European Union (Parliament). Western Union was led by the Council of Ministers, with the assistance of the
Council of permanent representatives at ambassadorial level. Social and cultural aspects of the Treaty of
Brussels, were handed over to the Council of Europe to avoid duplication of responsibilities in Europe. A
Parliamentary Assembly (composed of delegations of Member States of the Parliamentary Assembly of the
Council of Europe) had oversight of the work of the Council, but not obligations of the Council. Assembly of
Western European Union was consultative institution. According to Graham Messervy-Whiting, the main
weakness of the Western European Union was that it was not accepted as capable enough to be trusted to
take the serious operational operations and crisis management. However, WEU provided for some positive
foundations, and one of the most important mission of the WEU was to develop the security and defense
culture in Europe. With its comprehensive and flexible membership, WEU played a very important role in
this respect the European Security and Defense Policy, which helped and spread such a culture outside of
Brussels. Given the prominent elements, inter-military relations were fundamental within the WEU.
Western Union retained a small number of skills that have not been transferred to the European
Union: Article V of the Treaty of Brussels: mutual assistance in case of an armed attack on one of the
countries of the Treaty; Article IX of the Treaty of Brussels: delivering the annual parliamentary report on
the activities of the WEU, especially for gun control; Assembly consisted of the Brussels Treaty, powers of
officials who are multinational body composed of members of the Member States, administrative tasks
(access to archives, building management and pensions of its agents EU). The clause on mutual assistance in
the event of armed aggression, according to the Treaty of Lisbon, and it is now included in the Treaty on
European Union in Article 42. Western Union had 10 members, 6 associate members, observers 5 countries
and 7 associate partner countries. All member states of the WEU, the members of NATO and the European
Union. They are the only countries that have full right out loud. Accompanied is created to include European
countries which are members of NATO but not of the European Union. Associate members Poland, the
Czech Republic and Hungary joined the EU in 2004.
3 THE ROLE OF WEU IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CFDP OF THE EU
The transition period when the EU has taken most jurisdictions of the WEU was a key moment.
Although willing to build on the strengths of the WEU, the EU had to start from scratch. It is important not
to be too open to borrowing from the WEU as the skepticism WEU activated in some circles. In particular,
the relations with NATO had to start over again, where NATO has long been considered to be quite
problematic with the WEU junior partner. Therefore, it seems wiser in time for the EU to present ESDP as a
new beginning. From the beginning WEU was not set as a part of the European Union institutions, never the
less it had position of an organization that implement the decisions of the Union in the field of Common
Defense and Security Policy, that had security implications. Before the Treaty of Maastricht, the member
states agreed on Declaration, which was condition for the existence of the Common Defense and Security
Policy, that differed the connection of the EU and WEU and cleared that the Union wanted clear European
defense and not the use of WEU (because for example Turkey was part of the WEU but not of the EU). With
the Treaty of Maastricht, the WEU became as an ―integral part of the development of the EU‖, where in
article J(4) of the 1992 version is said that ―The Union will search from the WEU to elaborate and implement
the decisions that have security implications‖. Concerning the cooperation with both entities, it is considered
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that the Council could make the necessary arrangements with the WEU. It was reflection of the traditional
withhold of the countries to be involved in the security cooperation. This is the case with EU activities in
Mostar (Bosnia and Hercegovina) where the WEU implemented the Unions decisions in the CFSP, with the
mission of the police security. Work experience is another area in which the WEU was useful. Although
small, the police mission launched in Albania in 1997, were included 60 police officers from 20 countries,
supported by the other 40, and was intended to further test the extension of police efforts in the Balkans.
Logistical experience of the Western European Union has proved very important for the EU. In terms of
command, control and communications, WEU put in place at the annual conference for all people involved
in crisis management and operations, and who helped to develop operational procedures and missions.
Western Union has developed a catalog or menu of power available in each country, where gaps will
be identified and reported to the political authorities. The fact that Helsinki set of goals of the EU, was
created by the ESDP only a few months after its creation it is a clear indication of the heritage of the WEU.
Also, intelligence capacity of the WEU (monitoring security situations in the former Yugoslavia and in some
parts of Africa especially,) are not lost when the EU took over, as some senior personnel were transferred to
the EU. Finally WEU developed solid resources in crisis management, exercise and training. Given the
difficulties of this planning cycle, it is essential for the EU to be able to draw on the work of the WEU to be
able to start to work on these elements. In conclusion, the extent to which the EU has attracted the WEU's
operational and military experience were quite significant to the EU and allow it to develop its security and
defense duties in a very short period of time.
4 POLICIES OF THE WESTERN EUROPEAN UNION
Unwisely, Washington stick to outdated policies of the Cold War, instead to devise new policies that
will better address security requirements of America in the post-Cold War. Howeveer there is more
appearance in efforts to maintain and even expand NATO, even though the enemy was created to face it, the
Soviet Union no longer exists, and the United States and Europe now have a relatively small number of
common safety interests. The security arm of the European Union should replace NATO as the primary
guarantor of European security and WEU would have a number of advantages over NATO.
WEU Member States have many common security interests, apart from various American and
European perspectives are already making serious unrest in NATO. Western European countries have
abundant economic resources and are able to provide for their own defense without US assistance and
finally, Moscow is seen as less provocative US and dominates NATO expanded version that will extend the
borders of Russia. Keeping NATO as primary European security institution is expensive and have many
risks in military instability, even when it is vital US interests are at stake. Replacement of NATO by WEU
and EU would emphasize that most disputes in Central and Eastern Europe are more relevant to the people of
Europe than in America, and that dealing with such problems is proper European responsibility. Moreover,
one of Western Europe development is a full independent military capability, where WEU and EU will be a
strong partner in the event of a threat to the future in each US-European security interests. Western European
Union had rotating presidency for six months.
A country that chairs the European Union was also the president of the Western European Union.
When a country which is not a member of the Western European Union becomes president, previous country
which is a member of both organizations continues to serve as president. EUROFOR was a fighting unit
Western European Union alliance. They took the battle lines in June 1998. The delegation of EUROFOR is
derived from the countries of France, Italy, Spain and Portugal by the Council of Ministers of the EU in May
15, 1995 in Lisbon.
5 CONCLUSION
Foreign and security policy is an attribute of statehood which represents the strongest tool in
international relations. The desire of the European Union to take a greater part of the global security burden
and be real active subject in sustaining the world security can be real when foreign and security policy will
be transferred from the Member States of the EU level in order for it to be effective. Further European
integration and the creation of a supranational foreign policy of the European Union creates duplication of
NATO resources in Europe and the reduction of bilateral engagements US government whose benefits US
enjoy long. Subsequent adoption of the Single European Act, generally renewed the interest in the
"Europeanization", and further bolstered the WEU with the Maastricht treaty in 1991. However it was the
Soviet Union, which had so long ensure the primacy of NATO in Europe. There is no question that the WEU
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developed better military capabilities and strengthen internal cohesion and be ready to take responsibility for
European defense. Continued emphasis on NATO, however, increases the disadvantages of WEU in both of
these areas. The symbolic nature, European security structures limit their ability to replace NATO in its key
role in European security. As long as Western Europe continued to lead the Common Foreign And Security
Policy primarily as a means of measuring progress towards European unity, rather than to be tangible tool for
the defense of Europe, the WEU forces will nor larger qualify to replace the Atlantic Alliance with
European. Europe is unlikely to cross that border with US security that will be further withdrawn.
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Abstract
Education is a system and process of education of personnel from different fields, depending on the
area,they have their own specifics and special characteristics. Namely, depending on the area for which staff
education is needed, there are certain methods of education that are best applied in order to educate quality
staff with adequate knowledge and skills in the respective field.
Security is an area in which education is represented from the very beginning of the educational
process in the society, but that education over time is changing and it should follow the modern trends in the
World. In the education of security personnel, as well as in other areas, modern methods of education can be
applied, such as interactive teaching, a realization of scenarios, role-playing, group work, etc. It should be
noted that in addition to theoretical teaching for mastering certain units of teaching content, practical
exercises are also required.
Also in this paper, there is information about the work of the Military Academy in the United States
of America, West Point, that is, a comparative analysis of the way of work with students/cadets, community
cooperation, and other issues related to the education of security personnel.
The topic of the paper presents contemporary methods of education, as well as realization of practical
classes.
The author presents the results of the research conducted by interviewing the students of the Faculty
of Security - Skopje. In addition to the survey, in the development of the topics, a comparative analysis of
the education systems in the Republic of Macedonia and the United States is also applied. Expected results
are the type and scope of application of modern ways of education and realization of practical classes within
the educational process of the Faculty of Security-Skopje, as well as proposed measures for overcoming
certain weaknesses.
Keywords: education, methods, survey, students, cadets, etc.
Introduction
Education of security personnel is very important for one society because the education of these
personnel creates the personnel preconditions for staffing security services and bodies with quality and
professional staff. If education of security personnel is realized in accordance with the contemporary trends
of education, the staff will have adequate knowledge and skills and will be an important pillar of security
services and bodies. If the curriculum contains contemporary content for criminology, law, security and other
areas, the staff will be able to respond to the contemporary challenges for the security and protection of the
state, both nationally and internationally, taking into account all threats and risks.
In 1977, the Republic of Macedonia started an organized and systematic way of educating security
personnel establishing the Center for Education for Security and Social Security Personnel. (35 years old,
Faculty of Security - Skopje, 2013)
Since then, at this and other higher education institutions, a dozen of curricula have been
implemented which in a narrower or a wider sense encompass the field of security, at several state and
private universities in the country. With the completion of these study programs, the main goal for students is
to acquire a professional title, but also knowledge and skills, in order to successfully deal with all security
services and bodies, starting with the Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Defense, Intelligence and
Counterintelligence Agencies, inspection services, state bodies in the field of crisis management, protection
and rescue, private security agencies and many other state and private institutions and organizations that are
directly or indirectly related to security.
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Contemporary trends in staff education
Security education in the field of security is realized by mastering the subjects of individual study
programs. Depending on the contents of the curriculum for individual subjects, besides the theoretical
lectures, practical exercises can be realized, because for students it is important to carry out practical
exercises, because in that way they have the opportunity to apply into practice the knowledge they acquire
during the course through theoretical knowledge. Therefore, the teacher should conceive and carry out the
teaching of the subject not only with the realization of classes, which are not ex-cathedra but with interaction
with students, as well as by applying other modern methods of presenting the curriculum. Namely, it is
necessary to abandon the former system of teaching where the teacher was dominus litis and to apply
methods that will actively involve the students in the teaching process, so they will not be only passive
listeners, but will be encouraged to actively engage in the process of mastering the material through active
listening, discussion, debate, interaction, realization of concrete practical activities, etc.Indeed, with the
introduction of the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS), a modern way of education personnel is
imposed. Namely, with the ECTS the studying among other things enables optimal burdenfor the students,
permanent monitoring of the progress of the student according to the results of learning, increased
individualization of the course of study, and creation of bases for achieving the concept of lifelong learning
(Rulebook, 2008). Thus, the student is given the opportunity to choose facultative subjects, acquire credits
through realized exercises, practical work, preparation of seminar work, fieldwork, independent/homework,
learning in a library, mentoring of other students, developed or implemented projects and other activities.
(Mojanovski, 2008).In this way, each student has an individual approach and the opportunity to use a number
of activities that can be used to obtain credits depending on his predispositions and affinities.
In some cases, the curriculum is conceived to develop all the components of the student's
personality: sensomotor psychological, socio-affective, emotional, intellectual, and others (Ivanovski et al.,
2014)In fact, the listener is placed in the center of attention, and the teachers are the pillar of education that
facilitate the process in order to more successfully acquire the necessary competences from the listeners
(Trajkov M, 2012) According the contemporary concepts of education, the role of the teacher is to provide a
safe learning environment for the student and to motivate him to master the predicted curriculum content,
and through self-learning to acquire knowledge and skills. Teachers should provide personal space for
students, effective use of the space, easy movement through the classroom, visible presentation of student
work, etc. (www.nsdc.org) Also, the teacher should pay attention to the feelings of annoyance, anger,
anxiety, surprise, confusion, or defense that may occur during classroom activities. In fact, security is not an
aim in but a prerequisite for the classroom atmosphere that can result in learning. (www.ode.state.or.us)
Staff training at the West Point Military Academy in the United States
In some education systems, there are modern methods of education of security personnel, such as the
West Point military academy in the United States7. Special development areas, especially the development of
leadership and the character of the cadets, are based on several levels: academic, physical, military and
character.Namely, in the sphere of academic development, special attention is paid to the education and
inspiration of leaders critically thinking, have a professional identity, and apply educational methods in order
to build the future of the Army and the nation. Classrooms represent places of intellectual stimulation,
places where knowledge is transferred not only from the cadet instructor but also from cadets to cadets. The
West Point Academic Program serves as the basis for critical thinking and creative skills for solving
problems. (www.usma.edu)
On physical plan, leaders are made that are physically prepared and mentally strong. West Point's
physical program includes physical education and competitive athletics. It contributes to mental and physical
fitness and allows the cadets to achieve the highest levels of physical development through a program that
emphasizes the lifelong pursuit of personal preparedness.
The military plan envisages the development of military competencies needed for a victory in a
sophisticated world. Military discipline and training are the most important part of the cadets‘ development.
The main training takes place during the summer period mastering the basic skills of the soldiers: shooting
with weapons, terrestrial navigation and close combat, further training for small-unit management, building

7

Some of the presented data were obtained during the study visit of the author within the International Visitor Leadership Program in
April/May 2017.
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leadership skills. Regardless of the type of the study program completed by cadets, they graduate with the
knowledge, confidence, and ability to be successful in their careers.
In terms of character development, the development of a personal identity of a professional in the
Army is planned, dedicated to the ideals of Duty, Honor, Country, and of military ethics.
In addition, the work of the Center for Personal Development must be emphasized, whose mission is
to provide appropriate advisory services for the cadets in an acceptable support environment. The purpose of
this center is to reduce the impact of stress, improve performance and readiness, and develop resistance and
persistence. The motto that reflects the mission of the center is "Know Yourself to Lead Others". Hereupon,
special attention is paid to encouraging cadets to use the services of this center proactively.
Special programs implemented within the Center for Personal Development are Stress Management, SelfConfidence, Understanding and Treating Depression, Grief and Loss, Emotional Abuse, Addiction
Relationship and others.
Within the process of education, methods of practical exercises and realization of special programs
intended for the development of the personality of the cadets, their leadership skills and acquiring the
knowledge necessary for their professional development are applied.
Figure 1 Preparation for exercise with simulated military equipment

Figure 2 Exercise with additional militaryequipment

Figure 3 Open day at West Point
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Practical exercises as part of the education process
The education process is essentially donein two ways, which need to complement one another.
Namely, if there is a possibility the theoreticalteaching should be combined with practical exercises. The
teacher should conceptualize the teaching in order students to learn the material, and the part of the
theoretical concepts to be clarified by the students and the practical exercises to be realized in order to
translate the theory into practice during them. The curriculum of the study programs in the field of security is
very suitable for practical exercises for students. Thus, for example, within criminalistic subjects where
students learn about criminal technique, tactics, and methodology, numerous practical exercises can be
realized. (Nikolovski, Petrevski, 2016) After completion of the theoretical program, students often practice
the learned knowledge through practical exercises, such as role-playing, scenarios, and so on. They practice a
range of operative-tactical measures and investigative actions through role-play, such as conversation,
insight, ambush, raid, search, and precaution for recognition, fingerprinting, sketching and many others.
In order to obtain concrete knowledge regarding the realization of the practical teaching of the
students in the institutions, as well as the realization of practical exercises during the teaching process and
performing the exercises, the author realizes a survey with a questionnaire electronically with the students
from the Faculty of Security. The sample was previously confirmed and refers to a group of 100 students,
from the third and fourth year, for interviewing students who have completed most of the studies and study
programs, and are in the final years of study.
Analysis of the survey data under the title "Education and practical training" was done on
15.10.2017, where it was concluded that the questionnaire was filled out by 33 students, 9.09% of whom
aged 18-20 and 90.91% over 20; according to the gender structure, 72.73% are female and 27.27% male;
According to the year of study, 26.09% are students from the third year and 73.91% are from the fourth year
of studies, which means that they are relevant for assessment of most study programs and teaching contents
at the Faculty of Security-Skopje.
On the question Do teachers use modern methods of teaching? 91.67% answered yes, and 8.33% no.
This points to the fact that90% of the students think that, a large part of the teachers use modern methods of
teaching. On the question, if they use modern methods, choose who from the teachers use them, offering the
students 5 answers, and they can choose more options. The offered options are interactive teaching, group
work, role-play, a realization of scenarios and case analysis.
Diagram 1. Application of modern teaching methods (source: survey research)
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The distribution of the answers is as follows: 58.33% of the students think that teachers use inactive
teaching in the teaching process; 70.83% think teachers use group work; 12.50% believe that teachers
organize acting with the students; 20.83% of the respondents believe that the implementation of the scenarios
is applied throughout the course of instruction, and finally 62.50% of the students think that a case analysis is
an activity that is carried out during the teaching process by individual teachers. From this distribution of
responses it can be noted that in most cases the group work is realized, then the case analysis and the
interactive teaching, as the types of teaching used by teachers in most cases. Less represented is the
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realization of scenarios and role play, methods,which according the opinion of students,are lessapplied
during their studies.
When students were asked in which subjects modern methods are applied, besides general answers
there is a list of subjects that are specifically enumerated: Criminal Procedure Law; Criminal Intelligence;
Constitutional and Administrative Law; Psychology; International Public Law; Human Rights and Freedoms;
Ecological Criminalistics; Criminal Tactics 1, Criminal Tactics 2, Police Ethics with Deontology,
Methodology of researching fires and exposures; Criminalistic technique; Research Methodology; Criminal
psychopathology; Fundamentals of Criminology and General Criminal Investigation Methodology.
The next question in the questionnaire is Does the volume of practical teaching satisfy the needs?
29.17% of the respondents think that they meet the needs; 58.33% think it is not satisfying and 12.50% do
not know what to answer to the given question. Therefore, onthe next question Do you think that the volume
of practical teaching should increase, 70.83% of the students think that it should increase, 4.17% that it
should be reduced, and 25.00% consider that the current scope of practical classes is sufficient. This refers to
the practical lessons that students realize in the institutions and, depending on their personal experience,
provide answers regarding the increase in the volume of the teaching, and one quarter considers that the
volume of practical classes is sufficient.
Last questions from the questionnaire refer to Whether and in which subjects within the teaching
practical exercises are realized? 50% of the students think that practical exercises are held during the class,
41.67% thinkthat they are not held and 8.33% do not have an opinion on this issue. Besides the
abovementioned subjects the practical exercises can be realized also in subjects like International terrorism,
Juvenile delinquency; Criminal Policy; Special Physical Education and Security Management.
The results of the survey certainly do not pretend to be a comprehensive indicator of all practical
teaching issues, contemporary methods of education applied at the Faculty of Security-Skopje, but they are,
of course, an indicator that points to certain phenomena and situations. Some conclusions can be drawn from
the results: in most cases, teachers use modern methods of education; the most common are group work and
case analysis, but if more detailed analysis is made according to open questions and coverage of classes,
considering that teachers teach more subjects, the conclusion is that one group of teachers is more intensive
in using modern methods of education and applying practical exercises contrary to other teachers who do not
appear at all in the answers given to the respondents.
Application of practical exercises in the teaching process of the Faculty of Security - Skopje
Practical classesare an important segment of learning the subject material. It is implemented in
different ways depending on the content of the course programs, as well as the affinity, knowledge, and skills
of the teacher who realizes the intended content. In addition to the theoretical part, it is desirable to carry out
practical classes involving the students in the process of mastering the material, through discussions, debates,
case analyzes, etc. (Mojanovski, 2012) It is also necessary to apply the above methods, for example,
realization of scenarios, role-playing, etc.
Figure 4 Application of modern methods of education of the third cycle of studies
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Figure 5 Active involvement of all students in a group work

Particular attention is paid to practical exercises at all levels of student programs, both undergraduate
and second cycle studies and third cycle studies. In this way, conditions are created for students to acquire
certain knowledge and skills through a process of self-learning, of course, supervised and organized by the
teacher.
The Faculty of Security also uses the training center where students also realize practical scenarios
depending on the teaching content of individual subjects. The training center is suitable for demonstrating
practical exercises because students who do not participate in the exercise are in a placewith an excellent
visibility, seeing all the aspects of the exercise that is being realized. Then follows the assessment of the
exercise, identifying positive and negative sides, and instructions are given for overcoming the weaknesses.
In this way the realization of the teaching process again put the students in a position of active participation
through a realization of the scenarios, but also by analyzing the exercise, evaluating it and giving
recommendations for improving the performance. Thus, the students are active throughout the entire learning
process, acquire knowledge and skills in a practical way, personal experience and experience the event and
the measures that are applied and become more sensitive to certain cases of violence, victims and etc.
Figure 6 Realization of a face-to-face conversation scenario
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Figure 7 Evaluation of an exercise

Another way for self-learning is through a quiz, whereby they compete with knowledge, but at the
same time they learn, check their already acquired knowledge, improvingpresentation techniques, and so on.
In this way, despite the fact that students create an environment for self-learning during the teaching process,
the competitiveness and the desire to advance their own knowledge are also encouraged.
Figure 8 Quiz of knowledge

Figure9 Assessment of knowledge
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One of the more important activities for application of practical exercises, besides the classes of
Special Physical Education, is camping. Criminalistic study program, implement the camping, carried out by
teachers and associates from the Faculty of Security and members of the special police units of the Ministry
of Interior.
Within the program, a large number of practical teaching topics and activities are being realized
setting uptents, preparing food in improvised conditions, rigorous training, providing first aid to an injured
person, evacuation and transportation of an injured person, combat driving with terrain vehicle, handling and
use of Airsoft equipment and weapons, topography and use of manual compasses (basola), basic and
situational shooting in day and night conditions, tactical overcoming of different field configurations, field
search, ambushes, blockade and, intrusion into an object, conducting a march, alert, etc.,
(www.fb.uklo.edu.mk)
Figure10 Camping

Figure 11. Realization of exercises duringcamping
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Conclusion
The education of security personnel is an important factor in creating quality professional staff
responding to the suppression of crime and the security risks and threats that in today's modern world are
numerous and significant. By applying modern ways of educating staff, conditions will be created for
students to acquire knowledge and skills that will apply them in their operational work on the field, but also
in the analytical processes of security risk management and threats that the Republic of Macedonia faces.
Therefore, it is necessary to have trained staff being able to transfer their knowledge and experience
to students, and at the same time create a safe learning environment where it will encourage students to selflearning, personal development and stimulate them to research and education. In order to achieve this idea, it
is necessary, in future, according to the system of lifelong learning, and the teaching staff to enrich and
advance their knowledge in the field of modern didactic methods in order to successfully profile the
personnel in the field of security. After that, the teaching staff can approach the education of the students in a
more quality and efficient way and stimulate the students in creative and critical thinking, will provide an
individual approach and will take care of the personal development and progress of the students according to
their capacities and predispositions.Under the current conditions at the Faculty of Security there is a certain
number of teaching staff that applies modern methods of education, practical exercises and establish
interactive relationships with students, but yet research results indicate that this is not at a high enough level
for all study programs and in all subjects. Therefore, I propose a broader survey of a larger group of students
in order to analyze the situation regarding contemporary ways of education of students, followed by training
and upgrading the knowledge and skills of the teaching staff. Only in such a way, education of educators can
create conditions for the teaching staff to offer and apply adequate methods of education keeping pace with
contemporary world trends in education.
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Abstract
Security agencies and services in the modern world can not be effective without proper education
and training. This is especially true for the police that is the central agency in charge of security in each
country. The police, both as a function and organization/institution, is older than police training and
education.When the societies became more complex, the police function itself became more and more
complex and the conduct of police tasks became more demanding, conditioning the necessity of owning
certain corpus of knowledge, skills and habits, and in time, and the adoption of appropriate values. In
response to these requests, various forms of police education and training emerged on different levels, and in
variety way of organization, quality, etc. Trainings for policing vary from country to country. In the modern
police, their members today can not successfully perform their jobs without proper education and/or training
and this issue came in the center of attention of modern and effective police organizations. In the paper most
interesting expiriences and tendentcies in police training and education are presented.
Key words: police training, police education, police
Introduction
When viewed historically and in a comparative way, the police (both as a function and
organization/institution) is older than police education. This police was initially filled up with members who
did not have to meet any special conditions for admission to the service, except certain psychophysical
predispositions and, possibly, elementary literacy. Besides that, they did not have to pass through some of
the institutionalized forms of training before and during the service. Training for for performing police work
was based on „learnig by doing― principle and learning from the experience of their older colleagues
(Milosavljević, 1997).
During the social development when the societies became more complex, the police function itself
became more and more complex (the extension of the mandate, or the competence for an increasing number
of tasks), while the conduct of police tasks also became more complex and demanding, and thus conditioned
the necessity of owning or acquiring a certain corpus of knowledge, skills and habits, and in time, and the
adoption of appropriate values. In addition, within the police organizations, the internal division of labor was
developed, i.e. internal specialization for certain types of related police tasks, among which special attention
was paid to the prevention and suppression of crime. In response to these requests, various forms of police
education and training8emerged on different levels, and in variety way of organization, quality, etc. Trainings
for policing vary from country to country.9
Regardless of the numerous differences, common to all modern police, their members today can not
successfully perform their jobs without acquiring, but also constantly upgrading and updating relevant
knowledge, skills and habits. This is a prerequisite for the professionalization of the police profession, but

8

By the term education we mean the acquisition of special theoretical knowledge and certain practical skills leading to formal
qualification (degree), which lasts for several years, and under the concept of training, acquiring specific police knowledge and
skills that do not lead to formal diploma, but may involve certain certificates, which is, in principle, much shorter, it is directed
primarily towards the learning of concrete practical skills and the narrowly specialized scope of theoretical knowledge
(Milosavljević, 1997: 54).
9
For example, the United Kingdom, a country with a modern and efficient police that enjoys high reputation in the public, has no
institution in charge of police education, but has a top-level police training system.
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also the destiny of every organization in the modern, extremely dynamic social environment of the "learning
society", and in which practically all individuals are predestined to "longlife learning".
Police education is today an area that is in the center of attention of modern and effective police
organizations. Namely, the forming of a policeman who is effectively combating ever more numbered and
serious security threats at the beginning of the XXI century, and in doing so must take care of the protection
of human rights, (re)strictlively using police powers, rationally allocating and spending funds, knowing
modern information and communication technologies and assets and methods of modern police work – all of
this is unimaginable without a highly developed system of police training and education. These starting
points are, more or less, common to all modern police forces/services, although specific solutions vary
somewhat or more. On the other hand, as a consequence of globalization and intensified interstate and
international police cooperation, there are also tendencies of convergence of different systems, unification of
curricula, implementation of new contemporary teaching methods that are not directed at lectures and
teachers, but on learning and participants, development his creativity and independent creative problem
solving. Seeking for the optimal balance of theoretical and practical content, the police education institutions
open up and connect with civil society institutions, while the distinction between training and education is
blurring.
Comparative overview of national systems of police training and education
Within the framework of the research project "Training and education of professional police
officers", police education models in a total of 9 countries, five developed Western countries (Sweden,
Canada, England, Germany and France) and four transition countries (Czech Republic, Slovenia, Croatia and
Romania). 10 This review did not cover all relevant countries, which was conditioned primarily by the
inaccessibility of appropriate sources. Certainly, due to this, the realized insight is not comprehensive and
that valuable experiences are missing from, which should be compensated in future researches. Also, the
level and quality of insights in the systems of individual countries has recorded significant variations, which
was also, partially, conditioned by the availability of relevant sources. However, despite the limitations of
this insight, certain conclusions and assessments can be made that can be valid and possibly implemented
during the further development of the police education system in the countries of the Western Balkans.
The most important findings of comparative experiences in the organization and functioning of
police education can be summarized as follows.
Any attempt to describe either history or current situation in the field of police education on a global
level is, at the very least, a problematic undertaking with an uncertain outcome. The only thing that is
unquestionable is the fact that the entering/joining to a police force/organization in any of the analyzed
countries is not possible without some form of police training and/or education. It is a neccessary
precondition for becoming a member of „blue bortherhood―:
Because of this, any attempt to classify countries based on the police education and training system
faces serious difficulties and obstacles. In addition to the diversity of the systems themselves, classification
attempts are hampered by conceptual imprecision and terminological inconsistency. 11
However, it is possible to differentiate systems in which higher and high level education in the field
of police sciences and security is provided by civil colleges and universities outside of the police, and police
institutions organize only police training that includes primarily practical knowledge and skills. This sharp
distinction between the theory belonging to the university and the practices for which the police
organizations are in charge is characteristic of UK, as well as for the countries of the Anglo-Saxon tradition.
For European countries, it is characteristic that police training has gradually evolved into police
education at various levels in institutions located within or outside police organizations, but which are more
or less functionally linked with police organizations. In addition, there are police schools in Europe whose
activities are on the borderline between education and training.12 Also, internal police training institutions
show increasing openness towards the outiside system and impact of civil society and its educational
institutions.
10

Reasearch was done on the basis of literature review and study visit to police training and education institutions in UK
(CENTREX), Kingdom of Sweden (Swedish National Police Academy) and Romania (Police Academy Alexander Ioan Cuza).
Findings and conclusion are based on all of this impts, so the references are listed at the end of the text.
11
Thus, for example, the term "police academy" refers to police courses, and sometimes to the education of police officers at the
university level. There is no clear distinction and consistent use of terms of schooling, education and training, etc.
12
For example in the Germany, and especially in Sweden where the National Police Academy intends to accredit its program in order
to gain an academic degree.
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Finally, it is necessary to emphasize that convergence is increasing between these systems, that is,
within the framework of university education, increasing attention is paid to practical knowledge and skills,
and that police training takes longer and longer and involves an ever increasing amount of theoretical
knowledge from different disciplines. Due to this, practically the only difference, that is, the criterion for the
distinction between education and training is issuing a formal, externally valid diploma (education) or
internally valid certificate (training).
At the same time, the present diversity in police training and education systems represents an
obstacle to integration and international cooperation, but also for joint ventures and activities such as the
fight against organized crime, terrorism, drugs and human trafficking, violent crime etc. The activities of the
Council of Europe and the EUin an effort to harmonize police training in Europe have yielded little results.
However, this idea does not give up. On the contrary, it is more and more seriously considered and various
initiatives are being prepared in order to harmonize police education and training in terms of contetnt and in
an organizational and functional sense in the member states of the EU, as well as in the countries that are in
the process of joining the EU.
Modern trends in police trainig and education
In the following text, we will highlight the most important accents that are common to several or
most of the analyzed countries.
o Despite the existence of large organizational diversity in the field of police school institutions,13
most of them are characterized by a flexible organization with a permanent and close connection
between institutions in charge of police education and organizational units that manage HR within
the police organization with which they coordinate and harmonize educational profiles with work
profiles (primarily redefining programs and teaching content and periodic assessment of their
relevance) and keeps enrollment policy in police schools in line with personnel policy and real needs
of the police agencies. Organizational unit for HR is involved in the process of checking the
knowledge of students, i.e. passing the final examinations on how to evaluate the work of police
school institutions. In addition, there is a permanent link between police schools and operational
police units in the organization and implementation of the practical work of police school students.
The link between education and training lasts throughout the career, since advancement in the police
career, up to the highest management positions, is constantly and closely related to the attendance of
various forms of professional development and training that has been graded and adapted to the
operational and strategic levels of leadership. In some cases (e.g. in Germany), the impact of the
assessment during basic police education on the pace of advancement on the entire subsequent police
career building is significant.
o Continuous efforts are made to maximize standardization and objectification of all elements of
police education and training (selection, organization, contents of teaching and their realization,
students, teachers, teaching methods and methods, assessment, etc.).
o Openness for change in terms of constant review of curriculum as well as the methods of its
realization with the readiness to promptly correct weaknesses (the ability to self-regulate).
o Although education is not seen as an expense, but primarily as an investment that reduces costs in
the future, account is taken of the ratio of invested assets and expected effects. However, in
general, significant funds are allocated for police education (for personnel, equipment,
modernization), and employees in this field enjoy a very high reputation in police structures.
o Selection of police school attendants is very carefully considered. It starts from the fact that it is
crucial for successful education and a later police career. Detailed interviews with candidates are
conducted by specially trained interviewers. It is also common practice to carry out knowledge tests,
not just to test abilities. Attention is paid to the precise determination of the performance that
indicates that the candidate will be a successful policeman. To this end, all other organizational
preparations are maximally simplified, and the candidates are in advance provided with detailed
information on all the details of the selection procedure and the relevant criteria. Testing, in order to
be done better, is carried out throughout the year in two or more testing cycles. There is pro-active
13

Whether there will be one central and several regional and local police schools, whether they are general or specialist, narrow
police-work directed or wide-academic, or all these elements are combined it depends on many factors such as the size of the
country, the political-territorial organization, the police model, historical heritage and administrative traditions, various sociopolitical influences, etc.
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search (recruitment camapign) in order to get the best candidates with the right campaigns using
printed and electronic media and visits to churches, schools and youth clubs where young people are
gathering with the information regarding challenges of a police job. During the selection process,
important factor that is taken into account is the representativeness of the students/participants'
composition in relation to the population (in terms of gender, ethnic, racial and regional background
etc.). Candidates are followed up and analyzed in the course of their studies in order to allocate them
more appropriately later on in the police organization. At the same time, education, or training, is
eliminating unappropriate candidates especially at the very beginning of training/education process.
If someone "sneaks" through a selection sieve, it is better to show that as early as possible for both
the candidate and the police organization.
Police education in countries in transition is characterized by demilitarization, deideologization,
professionalization and democratization. Militarist types of police education and training (both in
terms of teaching, as well as in the way of life and work in police schools) are being abandoned. The
initial elements of market thinking are also emerging (in terms of securing their own revenues by
police training/education institutions themselves).
Police training is often graded (basic and advanced training, specialist training and customized
training) and adapted to the needs of specific jobs/working positions in the police organization.
There is no uniformity in terms of curricula. However, it is noted that police education increasingly
has a multidisciplinary character with an emphasis on strengthening social competence,
communication skills, information and managerial skills and skills and knowledge of foreign
languages. There are significant efforts to ensure that the teaching content (as well as the methods of
its realization) are in the function of performing a specific type of police work. In this sense,
departmentwţs and subdepartments are created that correspond to certain types of police tasks
(specialties). Often, besides compulsory subjects of specialization, there are also elective
subjects/courses. The modular study program enables flexible response to the development of
scientific areas, new theories and changing practice needs and social and technological changes.
When it comes to teaching methodology, it should be emphasized that new concepts and
understanding of the teaching process are increasingly dominated, with an emphasis on the obvious
teaching, self-study and student activities. Basic training program is in most cases based on problembased learning. Case studies (mostly real ones taken from the practice) are used as a form of
problem-based learning, which focuses on criminal investigations, the maintenance of law and order,
crime prevention and community policing. Participants are not anymore expected to passively sit
down and absorb knowledge by listening to traditional teaching lessons or lecturers, but they are
required active participation in the learning process. The main task of the instructors is not to be
lecturers, but to facilitators using the methods such as problem-based learning (which includes
scenarios), individualized instructional modules and research tasks., is one of the most popular and
most effective instructors methods. Since the primary goal is to create a "thinking policeman," the
essence of education and training is not that attendees passively memorize a bunch of facts, but they
know where they can get the necessary data and information (media, libraries, the Internet, statistical
institutes etc.) that can then use in a creative (not template/nonroutine) solution of a specific task
(work problem). To this end, there are also small group training, interdisciplinary courses, seminar
papers and oral presentations, method of playing roles in learning interpersonal communication,
electronic learning, etc.
Classical exams are being replaced with continuous monitoring and grading of students
throughout the year. There are several ways to evaluate learning: often with cases, composing an
essay, simulating and evaluating a oral answer in a group.
Students (attendants) are becoming from the object - the subject or the center of the teaching
process. In accordance with such a role, they increasingly participate in police school management
bodies. Their opinions on all the issues related to the teaching process are increasingly being
respected, and their attitudes are explored and collected in different ways, along with finding the
most suitable forms of permanent communication.
Particular role in the educational process have the mentors in the schools and supervisors
(policemen) in the practice (police agencies). Therefore both of them pass through special training to
perform these functions.
There are different student statuses (regular and extraordinary) at university institutions, where the
length of studies is longer if the students work and study.
In addition to police training in some institutions, attention is paid to the extracurricular activities
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of the participants (cultural, sports, etc.).
In order to ensure a permanent relationshipwith (best) practice, and, also, in order to maintain the
continued relevance of the knowledge acquired (practical usability) the police schools and the police
operational units are not separated, but partners who are jointly fighting for the future and the
standards of the police profession. In this regard, the police stations are living laboratories for the
students and their practice, as well as sources from which police instructors for police schools are
recruited. There is a constant circulation that prevents ossification: the best policeman after
preparation and training related to pedagogy, didactics, psychology, etc., become a police instructors
who spent several years in the police school. After that, they return to police practice for several
years, with the possibility that they will be instructors again. There are also arrangements that
involve only occasional (shorter) return of permanent police school instructors into practice.
The engagement of teaching staff from other faculties brings together the connection of police
schools with the civil education system. In some cases it is so tight that it can be talked about kind
of amalgam.
There is a close link between research and teaching. Police schools are increasingly research and
not only an educational institution, since it only ensures that the latest knowledge is directly
implemented in the educational process. To this end, the exchange of knowledge with researchers
from the scientific community is realized through the organization of scientific and expert meetings,
round tables, conferences etc. Police higher education institutions seek to become expert and
advisory bodies for security issues, as well as to take part, their own initiatives or comments and
critical reviews of the legislative process, and to participate in the creation of conceptual materials
(strategies and simmilar) in the field of security.
The entire teaching process (teaching content and the methodology of its realization) is characterized
by high dynamism, since both the social environment and the security issues and problems, and
therefore the conditions and methods of policing, are extremely dynamic and variable. In this sense,
as an imperative, continuous monitoring of both theoretical achievements, modern technologies, and
police practices is set. At the same time, neither the police school nor the individuals in them have a
prescribed (permanent) status, but through the mechanisms of re-accreditation they are forced to
constantly evaluate and self-evaluate the teaching process, methods and work results striving to selfimprovement and change.
Particular attention is paid to the ethical dimension of education and training. In addition to
knowledge and skills, participants should adopt (internalize) the value systems, that is, prescribed in
the code of ethics of the police organization.
Police school institutions increasingly think about the commercialization of their activities, whether
it concerns training intended for non-police personnel (private security services, large companies and
systems) or the ambition of a particular police school institution to be regional (or even world-wide,
as is the case with Centrex in the UK), a reference police training center that is then offerring its
services on commercial basis to the police organizations from other countries.
Police schools have recently trained police officers to work in international police missions.
Special attention is paid to the international cooperation of police educational institutions by
participating in international conferences and seminars, participating in joint scientific international
projects, through membership in international organizations, engaging visiting lecturers from abroad
and providing the mobility of teaching staff and students, in line with the Bologna process's
intentions.14
Police schools are often institutions in charge of police journals, for publishing theoreticalprofessional journals of the police as some kind of tribunes of current theoretical views and best
practices. It is not rare that the police museums and police sports associations (centers) are located in
police schools.

Conclusion
Police education and training today represent a very important segment to which police organizations pay
much attention and for which they allocate adequate human, material and other resources. It is a segment that
is so dynamic, so some of the findings that were valid at the time of the research are either already
completely overcome, or only slightly modified.
14

The Bologna Process makes sense only for civilian schools.
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Although there are no universal models, in spite of the great differences, there are, especially in the most
developed countries significant similarities in police education and training, as well as the tendencies of
convergence, all in order to approach an idle model that would give a "complete policeman" ready to
performs demanding police tasks in an ever more complex and changing environment immediately after
finishing the police school.
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Abstract
Operational psychology is an emerging military psychology sub-discipline, rapidly expensed after
9/11, firstly developed in assessment and selection of military counter-intelligence operatives in the WWII.
Military psychology by itself is military context related psychological discipline, where psychological
principles, knowledge and practices are applied. As a profession, military psychologist is characterized with
diversity of roles, environments, psychological disciplines, methodology and practices, which dominant
identity changes according the historical development of the societies and psychological science. That means
not simple applying academic knowledge in practice, given that military is very complex and high-reliability
organization that includes organizational and social challenges, what created need for operational behavioral
psychological experts, making both process to have unique patterns by their own. So, operational psychology
is complex applied psychological sub-discipline, which implies familiarity of many other psychological and
interdisciplinary areas, upgraded in behavioral related with the context psychological approach, giving the
operational psychologists specific position and roles compared with the other psychologists, as well as
specific relations with them. Involving many sub-areas, generally is oriented on psychological aspects of the
theatre of operations or combat/ operational performance enhancement, also found named as operational
aspects of military/ forensic psychology or national security psychology. From other side, many challenges
as confidentiality, risk, lack of literature, researches and guidelines in this discipline, complemented with the
same in the other operational profession, or undefined competences, education and training programs in
operational psychologists, opens need of defining competences, distinguishing authorities, and other
ambiguities in order to appropriate application. The initial degree of psychology development in national
security or some other sectors and areas in Republic of Macedonia, is additional challenge.
This paper will introduce operational psychology science and practice, putting its base in this region,
with main aim enhancing special military and security operational personnel performance and operation
success. Operational psychology historical development overview and specifics within national security
psychological science and practice will help in clearing ambiguities and issues found necessary for its
appropriate implementation.
Key words: operational psychology, military psychology, national security psychology, operational
performance, assessment
1. INTRODUCTION
Unlike other psychology field, military psychology is not constituted by single theoretical, empirical
and practical domain, because of which diversity there is no simple definition of what it is. Military
psychologists variety of roles were changing through the years, in which organizational, clinical and
operational psychological concepts are inseparable intertwined, following the historical development of war
and psychology, and which development trajectory don‘t defer in nations. Military psychologists can be
described as scientists who use psychological principles to study military and national defense environment,
practitioners who apply principles in solving problems of interests in military and defense agencies, or
teachers who train individuals in applied science and practice in those environments (Division 19). Thus,
military psychology education and training is closely related with military relevant applied practice and
research. Given its important role for psychology and security system development, this work will explain
operational psychology specific role, competencies and importance given current security challenges, in
order to define its education program or their role in military and security academic program construction
and personnel training implications. Operational psychology development will be explained in order to
define its scientific position, stressing the multidimensional aspect that defer from other psychological
specialties.
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Military as a high-reliability organization was found as a key contributor to military academies
growth and establishment and as well most influential place for development, recognition and legitimization
of psychological profession in general. Given the military leader and psychologist unfavorable relationship at
the beginning, military psychologists received significant authority and influence in various military and
areas responsible of complex and important processes today. Military psychology has a particularly rich
history, with changing theory and concepts development process. For ex. Israeli case is more similar to US
and British that defer from Russian military psychologist tasks. Four, not mutually exclusive and cumulative
identities recognized in Israeli military psychology development, is moving from “social scientists” role
oriented to force design, “field practitioner” integrated in units, “organizational development expert”
consultancy becomes dominant in both force design and deployment, to “operational behavioral scientists”
as organizational psychologist, researcher and ―civil to military‖ or ―military to civil‖ operational counselor;
in which study naval and air mental health specialists were excluded (Ben-Shalom & Fox, 2009). Similar in
US, four environments of military psychologists practice are recognized, explaining the diversity of
profession and behavioral scientists recent involvement: 1. traditional military treatment, including military
and veteran hospitals and clinics, covering all aspects of mental health care; 2. operational, which much of
the work defer dramatically from the work of traditional, with regard to the individual, 3. noncombat
expeditionary environment – psychologist is implemented in the unit, mostly for members mental health
prevention and leaders consultation, and 4. combat zone, implies expeditionary environment duties or
traditional practice supplemented with additional competencies needed for work in hazardous environment.
Clinical practice in military differs from civilian clinic or hospital, and is responsible for fitness for-duty
evaluations, suicide prevention, neuropsychology, psychotherapy, clinical health care, substance abuse and
gambling treatment; while operational implies contextual behavioral empirical researching approach with
advanced methodological approach. (Kennedy & Zillmer, 2006, 2011) A transition from classical to
postclassical type of rationality during process of development is confirmed, stressing the resulting
knowledge from the social context and a number of other factors that regulate the complex self-regulating
system (Zinchenko, et al., 2011).
1.1. Operational psychology: definition, tasks and area of practice
Operational psychology is relatively new sub-specialty within the profession of psychology, which
involves application of science of behavior in detecting threats in national security, intelligence, military or
law enforcement, by supporting or/and taking actions in their activities and operations and upgrade their
organizational outcome. Operational psychologists‘ activities are put in unique and challenge practice within
dangerous settings, that includes actions by military psychologists which support and/or maintain military
forces (mostly commanders) in realizing strategic goals in the theatre of operation by applying psychological
knowledge in: helping to identify enemy capabilities, personality, motives and behaviors; supporting
intelligence operations; designing and implementing assessment and selection programs in special (highreliability) populations and missions; or provide operationally focused level of mental health care (Williams,
et al., 2006, 2012). Given that operational psychology originated during the WWII by using psychologist
expertise in assessment and selection and operational components of military clandestine personnel and
services, the need of this military psychology sub-discipline services rapidly expensed since terrorist attacks
in September 11, 2001 in US, after which their use was spread on national security range, focused on helping
inform national policies by using science behind ―educing information‖ theory. The meaning of
―operational‖ is derived from Old French ―the performance of some science or art‖ and Latin ―causing an
action‖ meaning of the word ―operation‖, emphasizing the root of the word in ―action, performance and
work‖, correlated with generally accepted military meaning of same word in ―series of movements and acts‖.
This explains the conceptual and functional bases in this psychological sub-field in psychological scientific
principles and practices that involve operational psychologist in taking actions, performing activities or
providing consultations in support of above listed operations. Speeding their activities in intelligence and
other national security sphere (Mangelsdorff, 2005) explain other maybe more appropriate used name of
―national security psychology‖ (Schumate & Borum, 2006).
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Operational psychologist role as nontraditional for psychologists has unique and highly variable nature of
demands, providing operational support to military, intelligence, law enforcement and governmental
agencies, implies several tasks and areas of practice:
1. design and development of assessment and selection process and procedures of high reliability
operational personnel (military special forces, intelligence personnel, undercover operatives,
military pilots, astronauts, drug interdiction teams, SWAT, bomb disposal experts and str.) 15 ,
research and validation studies of assessment and selection methods (Dimitrovska, 2015) and
decisions based on real operational outcome; evaluation of psychometric properties of instruments
and periodic repeating to ensure; education of assessment and selection staff about strengths and
limitations of all used procedures; demonstrate process validity using relevant out-come criteria;
2. enhancing performance in operational personal and leaders (Johnsen & Eid, 2006, Dimitrovska,
2015) by operational researches, educations and trainings; stress inoculation or other trainings
mostly in high demanding SERE (Survival, Evasion, Resistance, and Escape) intended for captivity
and other survival, where operational psychologist role is assessment and selection of SERE
instructors, safety observer during high-risk phases, educator of students and instructors, researcher
of effect of stress in individuals and performance, consultant and counselor;
3. support counterintelligence and counterespionage operations implies tasks as: helping agencies
and special operational personnel in understanding complex interplay of motivation and personality
in those who commit espionage or investigation targets, by using behavioral based and analytical
techniques; training operational personnel in vulnerability factors related with espionage conviction;
assessment of espionage vulnerability, evaluating sensitive sources for their suitability, stress
tolerance for work undercover, or behind enemy lines as an asset; assessment and selection of
informants or counterintelligence aims; validating strengths and vulnerabilities in some volunteer or
participants in recruitment process for this kind of operations (Schumate & Borum, 2006);
 psychological support implemented in phases of undercover operations realization, implying in:
role in assessment, selection, training and education of undercover operatives, assist in providing
psychological profiling of investigation target, consulting in construction of the cover identity,
enhancing pre-operational team effort, monitoring, stress management consulting - assessment,
alarming and discussing, ‗honest broker‘ in communications, organize re-orientation training and
debriefing courses, counseling and assessing the mental readiness for returning to duty (Dimitrovska,
2017);
 assessment psychological eligibility for gaining security clearance by taking place in investigation
process, adjudication phase, periodic reviews or following an incidental disclosure of violation, in
order to assessing vulnerability factors in personal behavior or risk of espionage or for some
positions of trust, mostly in detecting conflict of interest that interrupt commitment or exiting
reliability for protecting classified information; need of using polygraph examination;
4. support military and national security personnel in determining terrorist activities and
counterterrorism investigations – help in better understanding personality, mindset, motives and
behavior that lead individuals to become terrorists or to act on their behalf, human decision-making
processes that can lead in committing terrorist act; help in assess and select persons who could serve
as informant for warning about planning such acts; support operations by developing behavioral risk
assessment to provide time for negotiations; help in assess, select and train personnel in their ability
to detect threats, especially in relevant positions as airports, ports for entry and sth; (Dimitrovska,
2015a)
5. support the negotiation team in pre-on the scene-post hostage negotiation process, mostly in a role
of consulter, integrated team member or a primary controller, as: assessment and selection of
negotiators and team; provide training for upgrading assessment and negotiation abilities in team,
and participate in its role; consulting in decision making, relevant information and behavior
translator, help team in planning strategy; indirect assessment of violence potential, evaluation of
personality, mental status and motives in hostage taker; monitoring, assessment and management of
negotiator and team stress level; assisting intelligence officers‘ in locating and interviewing
witnesses or recommend directions for further interviews; helping distress relieve in relatives,

15

defined as those with nonstandard or unconventional occupational demands that present many unknown and uncontrollable factors
that stand apart this professions in assessment and selection procedure construction
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

negotiators and hostages; organizing operational and stress team debriefing, counseling or stress
management education (Dimitrovska, 2017);
provide operationally relevant assessment to strategic decision making in national leaders,
assisting in better understand developmental trajectory, personalities, motivations and likely
behaviors to determinate domestic and international threats; help guide political leader in
negotiations, determine likely actions or identify stressors in case of informants of undercover
operations on national level; indirect assessment of other political leaders, personality, motivations,
decision making, leadership style or behaviors in different times and settings; give useful description
of ―psychological makeup‖ in individuals of interest (Morgan et al., 2006);
psychological operations – psychological component as a part of using any diplomatic, economical
and military instruments of national power, or psychological activities to maintain morality, loyalty
and tight in own and friendly forces, and demoralize, disorientate and confuse enemy forces, by
impacting on attitudes and behavior, using latest scientific knowledge;
providing behavioral science consultation assisting the command to interrogation (during
detention, intelligence, or law enforcement activities) as latest understood component of the role,
and debriefing operation or optimizing psychological adjustment in repatriation of hostages and
war prisoners, by serial psychological assessments, monitoring and feedback psychological
expertise, educations and assistance in information gathering sessions, in order to ensure personnel
safety, legacy and ethic, preventing abuse in treatment or mental health promotion in returnee, and
after that improve effectiveness by rapport-building, detecting deceptions or support maximize
recalled information accuracy protocols;
behavioral profiling, consulting or indirect assessment in other special types of criminal
investigations (death investigation, narcotics and other operations, family violence and sex crime,
serious threats and str.) using behavioral-based threat assessment methodology (Palarea, 2007)
assessment of inmates (risk assessment, treatment need identification and effectiveness evaluation),
life sentence planning, and training of operational personnel, using behavioral approach
(McDougall, et al., 1995)
psychological activities in enhancing space operations success, as assessment and selection,
composition, preparing and training of crew, family inclusion, in-mission tracking, operational
interventions and post mission repatriation (Holland & Curtis, 1998)

1.2. Explaining operational psychologist role: specifics and challenges
In shortly, the role of operational psychologist is helping military commander understand both their
adversary‘s and their own way of thinking, improving their decision making for conducting combat and/or
related operations. That explains the shift of traditional clinical service-provider to consultant role in military
psychologist, given the need of their adapting to the new circumstances, requirements and threats and in
many cases need of developing entirely new methods to ensure that they provide meaningful and relevant
support to operational and strategic military commander, national security and political leaders. With other
words that mean ―looking operational world through the psychologist eyes‖, that gives the operational
psychologist role of translator of mindset, activities and behavior of the operator, in order to enhance
operational effectiveness of personnel and missions. Same applies in law enforcement, where operational
psychologist is a partner with investigator during the investigation giving consultation, vs. police
psychologist is focused on providing clinical services to police officers. So, the client in police psychology
often is police officer, while in operational psychology the client always is the agency.
Another difference is assimilation of operational psychologist in organizational (military and police)
culture, building relationships with their investigator partner and understand military organization and
enemies they face with, while the police or military psychologists need to keep distance from their officer
corps, due to the ethical conflict to have multiple (clinical and non-clinical) relationships (Palarea, 2007).
Differences in disclosure privilege (no traditional clinical confidentiality), redefinition of competences
(clinical vs. forensic evaluations), redefinition of relationship nature (helping vs. evaluative relationships)
and redefinition in relationship goal (therapeutic vs. court benefit), are some differences between therapeutic
and forensic roles, that were found applicable in operational psychology, as well (Greenberg and Shuman,
1997).
While military psychologist in the past were primary focused on actions oriented to promote high
moral and resilience in troops, an operational psychologist go step forward needing expertise in identifying
factors that will contribute to demise moral in enemy forces. Operational psychologist supporting these
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operations need to operationalize their mental health services as also provide support to intelligence
operations, giving specific position of ―thinking in-between‖ clinical focused military psychologist and
military commander. Additionally, in case of combat stress as a key critical element for both clinically
focused and operational psychologists and for military commanders, the roles of operational psychologist
and commander interface in the critical moment, referring to as a ―human dimension‖ of warfare, involving
leadership, leaded individuals and moral, as a domain in which strong emotions serve as a wellspring for
battlefield courage, and for maximizing the effectiveness combat stress need to be appropriately understood,
perceived and managed by the commander (Dimitrovska, 2016, 2015). In shortly, the first looking
dramatically shifting of military psychologist role appears in actually its full expression or appropriate
realization, indicating it as a step in military psychology development continuum (Kennedy & Zillmer,
2006).
Unlike other psychology specialties, was found that operational psychologists need to be familiar
and ability to draw from expertise within several psychological specialty areas, as social, personality, police,
political, forensics, cognitive, psychology of individual and group differences, cross-cultural and etc, but as
well from series of interdisciplinary areas, as anthropology, international or other laws, military, political,
security, police and other sciences, as language, sociology, religions, and str., given the extraordinarily
different settings and cultures they need to operate, making it multidisciplinary and multicultural discipline
and scope of practice in psychologists (Williams, 2013).
As a relatively new field, a few standards of practice and regulations exist. Military or security
authorities, as security clearance and military rank, are other disparities of operational psychology with
forensic or other psychologist adjusted for civic sector, necessary in order to protect the position and
possibilities for its proper realization (Arrigo, et al., 2015, Kennedy & Williams, 2010). In case of national
security issues, specific roles, actions and even identities of operational psychologists are classified, that
create situation in which standard methods of information delivery can‘t be used, compared with other
psychological specialties. This limits the amount of guidelines, research literature and research possibilities
in operational or combat area, where guidelines much fewer exist (Palarea, 2007). From other side,
operational psychology judgment and research methodology have own specifics, traditional psychometric
tests usually can‘t respond, while efforts for developing and standardizing tools and procedures is considered
as important advantage. Secrecy and isolated work environment by itself limit the possibilities for
consultation with other psychologists or resources, while in case of developing tools for selection in highrisk positions, consultation with other psychological or specialists in operational areas which lack
professional training or competence in operational psychologist, is highlighted. Thus, specialized continuing
education, conferences and instituted peer consultation system are advantages in this specialty.
For example, operational psychologist was put to lead the Directorate of Behavioral Sciences,
constituted by a cadre of psychologists and former special agents, to support Counterintelligence Field
Activity, created in 2002 in US Department of Defense. Directorate‘ task, among other, is to review and give
behavioral input to any counterintelligence operational plan before its final approval or to upgrade military
and operational personnel performance by systematic inquiry and operationally relevant research, while its
role is to support, not to replace the previous existing non-operational psychological resources (Schumate &
Borum, 2006). Standards in graduate operational psychologist education program or as additional to graduate
traditional psychology, while according to some is considered as postdoctoral fellowship, on which pre-job
certified trainings for each of the tasks are recommended or required. Selection program, training, guidance
using and standards for on-the-job mentoring, or capabilities in individuals to be mentors, are also necessary.
2. CONCLUSION
In Republic of Macedonia development of psychology is on invidious level, especially its
implementation in national security sector. It was found that psychology has important role in high education
process, but in operational psychologists as well. Operational psychology has specific role and competencies
that defer from other psychology specialties, as well as military psychology given its broad area of
psychological specialties. Operational psychology contextual, behavioral and operational research approach
as a last range in military psychology, is a key factor in military personnel training and education, given its
consultant position, mostly for operational personnel. Appropriate implementation of operational psychology
in the national security sector is found important for their enhancement, which process is recommended to be
started from its high education.
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Abstract
This paper presents an overview of the Croatian police education and training system, including a
comparison of the police officers‘ attitudes towards it before the adoption of the Community Policing
Strategy in 2002, and at the beginning of 2016. In 2003, experts from the Croatian Ministry of the Interior
developed a new strategy for police activities called the Croatian Community Policing Strategy, as the
planned process of change to be implemented over an extended period of time, which required a high level of
interconnection between policing theory and practice and active participation of all police resources. The
ultimate goal of this reform process was to transform the Croatian traditional policing model into a
community policing model that was compatible with EU standards of modern democratic policing.
The reform of the police education and training system was one of six projects within the framework
of the Community Policing Strategy launched by the Croatian Ministry of the Interior in 2003. There is the
question to what extent the project was successful, which is important for the evaluation of the overall
reforms of the Croatian police, since no viable system change is possible without adequate changes in the
system of education and training. A representative sample of 500 Croatian police officers from six police
administrations participated in the 2002 and 2016 surveys. The respondents evaluated the level of their
satisfaction with the system of police education, system of in-service training, training in the use of firearms,
special physical training, as well as with their own professional competences to perform their job. The
collected data are compared on a descriptive level. The obtained results reveal that Croatian police officers
are still not satisfied with the police education and training system in Croatia. Half of the respondents
evaluated the training in the use of firearms and the special physical training as very bad or bad.
Almost the same holds true for their overall assessment of the police education and in-service
training. Community policing requires substantial changes at the police organization level. Based on the data
presented in this paper, it is obvious that police officers in Croatia are today almost equally dissatisfied with
the police education and training system as they were 15 years ago. This fact deserves more detailed future
research, especially in relation to the substantial body of research that shows great positive changes in the
Croatian police in terms of its democratization and serving the citizens, as well as in evaluations in which
police officers give significantly better grades to concrete police courses at the Police Academy.
Keywords:Croatia, police education, police training, community policing, police attitudes
1. INTRODUCTION
New requirements and a different role expected from police officers within new models of policing,
also require changes in traditional manners of education and training, which cannot be achieved without
significant reforms (Veić and CajnerMraović, 2007; Willis, 2014). Namely, education and training are
essential to implementing changes within every organization, including the police (Gonzales, Schofield and
Herraiz, 2005). In order to achieve the requirements of the supervisory role of police officers regarding
citizens‘ obeying of the law, according to the traditional concept, police officers were trained to know and to
apply laws and regulations. Significant attention was traditionally also devoted to physical fitness and martial
arts in order to prepare police officers for applying force against citizens, as well as to criminal investigation
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techniques and tactics in order to prepare them to fulfil their role of crime control. Within the traditional
policing model that was of a mostly controlling and reactive nature, such contents ensured the competences
necessary for police officers (Champion, Rush, 1997; Veić and CajnerMraović, 2007). However, new
approaches, although not abandoning their controlling and repressive functions, pay significantly more
attention to the closeness of the police to citizens, to focusing on solving diverse problems in the community,
to teamwork and to the constant need for multidirectional communication, demanding from police officers
new skills and competences that were not required before or were used to a lesser extent, and are, at the same
time, different from the traditional policing philosophy (Feltes, 2002; CajnerMraović, Faber and Volarević,
2003).
The community expects police officers to mediate and solve various conflict situations, thereby
being authoritative and not authoritarian (Champion and Rush, 1997; Paskell, 2007; Roberg, Novak, Cordner
and Smith, 2015). This cannot be achieved without adequate police education that will equip every police
officer with new competences that were not needed within the traditional policing system (Alpert, Dunham
and Stroshine, 2015).
Contemporary police organizations, founded on new concepts of policing, require new police officer
profiles (Miller and Hess, 2008). Required are significant changes in terms of knowledge, skills and
approaches to problem solving (Ortmeier, 1997; CajnerMraović, 2001). This puts significant pressure on
traditionally educated and trained police officers since they are required to change their mind-set and their
professional identity both at the level of each police officer and at the level of the organizational culture.
Adopting new methods as opposed to a repressive and reactive approach in the majority of police officers
results in new patterns of organizational culture that correspond to the expectations of the general public
(Bayley, 2005).
In order to meet the new expectations, according to CajnerMraović, Faber andVolarević (2003),
needed are changes in the training of police officer candidates. In addition to contents used to date, focused
on law, martial arts and the use of firearms, it is necessary to include the development of skills related to
prevention and resolving of conflicts, understanding and predicting their own behaviour as well as the
behaviour of others, self-control, stress management, involvement of the community, protection of
vulnerable social groups, tolerance of diversity, problem recognition and resolution (KovčoVukadin, I.,
Borovec, K., LjubinGolub, 2013).
Furthermore, a developed system of in-service training of police officers should ensure that police
officers are equipped with new knowledge and skills needed for a proactive and preventive approach in their
daily work, in order to initiate a change in attitude on what is real police work and change in their
professional value system (Roberg, Novak, Cordner, Smith, 2015).
Discussions on police education consider an optimal ratio between theoretical and practical contents
to be essential. It is precisely the disproportion between theoretical contents at the expense of practical
contents in the education process prior to initiated reforms that was characteristic of police education in
Croatia (CajnerMraović, Faber andVolarević, 2003). The project of reforming police education and training,
being one of six projects within the Community Policing Strategy initiated in Croatia in 2003, was expected
to bridge that gap and enable the interrelationof police theory and practice.
The research conducted in Croatia in 2002 showed that both police officers and police chiefs
were dissatisfied with the police education system (CajnerMraović, Faber, 2016). The main goal of this
research is to determine how police officers in Croatia assess police education.
2.METHODS
Representative samples of 500 Croatian police officers from six police administrations participated
in the 2002 and 2016 surveys. The respondents evaluated the level of implementation of community policing
in Croatia from the police organization‘s point of view through a checklist, which includes relevant sets of
indicators of the implementation of community policing at the organizational level. Data were collected in an
anonymous and voluntary survey.
The collected data were analysed on a descriptive level.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Accordingto Bayley and Bittner (1989) and Alpert and Smith (1990) police education and training
system should be based on the police organization mission statement and ethical considerations as well as on
what police officers actually do through their regular police work.
Table 1.Police officers’ evaluation of their own competences to perform duties of a police officer
No
1
2
3
4
5
answer
Professional
competences
Social competences

3.59

0.6

3.8

39.8

46.1

8.7

1.0

3.70

1.6

5.0

29.4

48.1

14.7

1.2

In the 2016 research, police officers from the Police Directorate assessed their professional
competences with an average grade of very good (3.59), whereas 54.8% of respondents assessed themselves
with the highest grades (4 and 5). When assessing their social competences, the results are even better and
the average grade is very good (3.70), while as many as 62.8% respondents assessed themselves with the
highest grades. The obtained results correspond with the results obtained in2002, when most of the police
officer respondents (on a scale from 1-4) assessed their professional and social competences as ―mostly
good‖ and ―very good‖.
Table 2.Police officers’ evaluation of different forms of police education and training
No
1
2
3
4
5
answer
Evaluate the
system
of
training
on
handling and
use of firearms
Evaluate the
system
of
special
physical
training
and
maintenance of
physical fitness
Evaluate the
system
of
police
education
Evaluate the
system
of
additional
professional
training

2.52

21.9

30.0

27.6

14.5

5.6

0.4

2.29

26.8

34.2

25.6

9.3

3.8

0.4

2.85

4.8

27.4

47.3

17.7

2.0

0.8

2.47

14.5

40.2

30.0

12.5

2.2

0.6

When talking about achieving the preconditions for developing professional and social competences,
bearing in mind that it is the main lever of the professional development of police officers, relatively modest
results can be noticed. The obtained average grades for ―system of training on handling and use of firearms –
2.52‖; ―system of special physical training and maintenance of physical fitness – 2.29‖; ―system of police
education – 2.85‖and ―system of additional professional training – 2.47‖ indicate significant shortcomings in
the police education system, which corresponds to the results of the research conducted in 2003/04, when the
majority of respondents assessed the ―system of police education in the Republic of Croatia‖ and the ―system
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of additional professional training of police officers in the Republic of Croatia‖ with the grades ―very poor‖
and ―mostly poor‖.
However, if the above results are viewed alongside the results of participant satisfaction with a
particular programme (course, seminar, training) in the Professional training and specialisation programme,
there is a result anomaly because the average grade that participants allotted at the end of the programme was
very high, ranging from 4.0 to 5.0.
Participants in the Border Police Course (March-April 2017) assessed their programme with an
average grade of 4.0; participants of the specialist seminar ―Investigating sexual cybercrimes against
children‖ (May-June 2017) assessed their programme with an average grade of 4.7; and the participants of
the seminar ―Making Computer Portraits‖ (October 2016) assessed their programme with the average grade
of 5.0. It can be assumed that such high grades are the result of personal insight of police officers into
specific programmes, while such differences in the level of grades can also indicate a problem in availability
of training, as well as the manner of police officer selection for specific programmes. Nonetheless, such
dispersion in the results forms a basis for conducting additional research on the availability, implementation
and quality of police training in the Ministry of the Interior of the Republic of Croatia.
Table 3. Police officers’evaluation of some aspects of human resource system

Evaluate the extent to
which you are satisfied
with the possibility of 2.19
career development in the
police
Evaluate the extent to
which law enforcement
officers participate in 2.24
determining
the
objectives of policing
Evaluate the extent to
which police officers
participate in the analysis 2.14
of the performance of
police work

1

2

3

4

5

No
answer

22.3

43.1

26.6

5.8

0.8

1.4

20.7

43,5

24.7

8.0

1.2

1.8

25.2

41.4

24.5

6.0

0.8

2.0

Although police service is of a career nature (or at least should be) with precisely defined rules and
time frames for promotion, the police officer respondents are almost as dissatisfied as their predecessors
from 2003/04 with the current possibility of career development with the average grade of 2.9, including as
many as 22.3% negative grades (1) and 43.15% sufficient (2) grades. Similarly, police officers assessed as
very poor their ―participation in determining the objectives of policing‖ – 2.24 and their ―participation in the
analysis of the performance of police work‖– 2.14.
Table 4.Police officers’ evaluation of the extent the aims in the current process of police reform are
achieved
1
2
3
4
5
No
answer
Depoliticization of
1.8 1.2
1.99 35.4 38.0 17.7 5.8
the police
Professionalization
2.65 12.5 30.4 36.2 14.5 3.4 3.0
of the police
Although one of the projects conducted within the Community Policing Strategy referred to the
―Internal Democratization of Police‖, including depoliticization of the police (CajnerMraović and Faber,
2016), it would appear that, according to respondents‘ answers, no significant improvement occurred. When
it comes to the depoliticization of the police, the average grade is 1.99, while 73.4% of respondents assessed
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it with the grade of insufficient (1) and sufficient (2). On the other hand, the respondents participating in the
2002 research, by a large majority of 82.25% selected the answers ―depoliticization did not occur at all‖ or
―depoliticization mostly did not occur‖.
When it comes to the professionalization of the police, the result is somewhat better and the average
grade is 2.65, while the grades insufficient (1) and sufficient (2) were given by 42.9% of police officers. A
substantial increase in trust in the professionalization of police compared to the results obtained in 2004 is
visible also from the fact that negative grades in 2002 were given by 76.10% of respondents who selected the
answers ―professionalization did not occur at all‖ and ―professionalization was mostly not achieved‖.
Given the presented results, noticed can be significantly low results in terms of the depoliticization
of the police (1.99), professionalization of the police (2.65) and the possibility of career development in the
police (2.19), which jointly contribute substantially to the motivational factor relevant for lifelong learning
and permanent in-service training because only in an organized, depoliticized and professionalized system
does responding well to complex work requirements provide greater opportunities for professional
development, police career development and, ultimately, personal satisfaction with police work.
4. CONCLUSION
Skills required by new policing models should be integrated into educational contents and not treated as
separate components of the education and training process. Education should encompass the entire
organization and it should include civil experts who will help in the education process, particularly in the
areas of cooperation with the civil sector, public relations and campaigns, and how to apply various
techniques when providing public services to citizens. Furthermore, education is important at all levels and it
should not include only police officers, but also chiefs who are expected to be the bearers of changes. They
are essential in conveying and conducting the new concepts towards police officers.
The results of this research point out the questionable results of the police education reform in Croatia,
which then leads to the question of the sustainability of the entire reform and the Community Policing
Strategy.
More comprehensive understanding would require monitoring learning outcomes and how changes
are acquired and accepted at the individual level. The results of such assessments should serve as an
excellent basis for correction and improvement of education programmes and contents. Based on available
literature, it can be concluded that assessment of learning outcomes is the weak link in the implementation of
new policing models. Namely, no systematic research was conducted in Croatia to explore whether the
results of police education and professional training are as required to provide all of the necessary
competences for police officers and police chiefs. As long as this is not the case, the application of new
policing models in everyday practice will face numerous difficulties. This problem is not present only in
Croatia. Namely, according to Mastrofski, (2004), in the last four decades, the number of police education
and training programmes has increased significantly, however, few have been evaluated based on strict
criteria in order to prove whether and how education and training programmes improve policing. Generally
speaking, not enough is known about:
- How efficient specific education programmes are in providing expected results and learning
outcomes?
- How efficient training programmes aimed at changing values and beliefs of police officers are
compared to training programmes aimed at developing new knowledge and skills?
- What the best pedagogical styles and environments for specific training types are?
- Who the best police educators for specific topics and contents are?
- Who should provide police officers with a specific type of training, in which intervals, at which
intensity and for how long?
- What the minimal organizational requirements are for the training or education to be considered
efficient?
The results of this research indicate the necessity to provide answers to the above questions as soon as
possible because, without such answers, it is not possible to adequately correspond to the increasingly
complex requirements of modern society, i.e. to follow trends of professionalization that are imperative for
every modern democratic police organization.
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Abstract
Psychopathology is a term which refers to the study of mental illness or mental distress, the
manifestation of behaviors and experiences which may be indicative of mental illness or psychological
impairment.The many different professions may be involved in studying mental illness or
distress. Psychopathology prov ides the necessary basis and is valuable for almost any type of work which is
focused on people. It ensures the academic ground of knowledge for the mental disorders and human
behaviours.
It is aimed at helping the undergraduates and graduates to get a basis for this topic and later to cope
with their jobs in relation to people who have some psychological problems or mental illness. Ability to
communicate with the people with mental illness is to recognize these people and understand them. The
awareness and understanding of the people with mental health problems and human behavior are very
important for effective police work.The police officers not only must be able to recognize abnormal behavior
and mentally ill persons, but also must be prepared to guard, restrain, or take into custody people whose
behavior suggests the presence of a mental illness.
The study programme of this subject includes teaching and practical methods in a clinical
setting. With many years‘ experience in our work with students of the Faculty of Security Skopje we
concluded that university students are very interested in this area, they get knowledge not just of theoretical
aspect, because the theoretical learning in a classroom isn't so simple for students, but also
they have opportunities to communicate with different clinical populations in the PHO Psychiatric hospital
―Skopje‖.
We will cite one myth and one fact about this topic: The myth is that ―People with mental health
problems are violent and unpredictable‖. The Fact is: ―The vast majority of people with mental health
problems are no more likely to be violent than anyone else. Most people with mental illness are not violent
and only 3%-5% of violent acts can be attributed to individuals living with a serious mental illness. In fact,
people with severe mental illnesses are over 10 times more likely to be victims of violent crime than the
general population‖.
Keywordspsychopathology, mental disorders, Faculty of Security
1. INTRODUCTION
Psychopathology is a term which refers to the study of mental illness or mental distress, the
manifestation of behaviours and experiences which may be indicative of mental illness or psychological
impairment.The many different professions may be involved in studying mental illness or distress.
Psychopathology provides the necessary basis and is valuable for almost any type of work which is focused
on people. It ensure the academic ground of knowledge for the mental disorders and human behaviors.
It is aimed at helping the undergraduates and graduates to get a basis for this topic and later to cope in their
jobs in relation with people who have some psychological problems or mental illness. Ability to
communicate with the people with mental illness is to recognized this people and understand them. The
awareness and understanding of the people with mental health problems and human behavior is very
important for effective police work.The police officers not only must be able to recognize abnormal behavior
and mentally ill persons, but also must be prepared to guard, restrain, or take into custody people whose
behavior suggests the presence of a mental illness.
Swanson et al. (2007) in the study said that some psychiatrists believed that involuntary treatment is largely
unnecessary in a high-quality mental health system.
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2.STIGMA ABOUT MENTAL DISORDERS
Although evidence indicates that there is a modest increased risk of violence associated with mental
illness compared with the general public (Corrigan & Watson, 2005; Swanson, Holzer, Ganju, &Jono,
1990; Van Dorn, Volavka, & Johnson, 2012), adults with mental illnesses also are more likely to be
victimized than the general public (Goodman, Thompson, &Weinfurt, 1999; Teplin, McClelland, Abram, &
Weiner, 2005).Namely, mental illness is only a weak predictor of violent behavior (Corrigan & Watson,
2005).
The studies show that the majority of persons with mental disorder are not violent and the majority
of violent criminals are not mentally ill (Van Dorn et al. 2011).
Pescosolido et al., 1999 said that mentally ill individuals who engage in criminal acts receive a lot ofmedia
attention, which may lead people to believe that criminal behavior by those with mental illnesses is more
common than it reallyis. In fact, criminal behavior among thementally ill population is no more common
than it is in the generalpopulation (Fazel & Grann, 2006). Two things are related with the increase of
dangerousness to mental illness: psychosis, and the person may be a danger to self as well as others(Fazel &
Grann, 2006; Steadman et al., 1998),and whensubstance abuse is combined with serious mental illness
(Maden et al., 2004).
Mentally ill people, generally are not violent. If mentally ill people are in jail orprison, usually they are there
for minor nonviolent offenses related to either trying to survive(e.g., stealing food) or to substance abuse- the
mental illness is not a direct cause ofthe incarceration (Hiday & Wales, 2003).
Results confirmed preliminary findings of a high prevalence of victimization in the population with
severe mental illness (with sexual abuse more prevalent for women and physical abuse more prevalent for
men), and indicated the existence of a range of correlates of recent victimization (Goodman et al., 2001).
Since deinstitutionalization, most persons with severe mental illness live in the community, where
they are at great risk for crime victimization. The sample of 936 patients aged 18 or older (483 men, 453
women) and the comparison group with 32 449 participants in the National Crime Victimization Survey. The
results showed that more than one quarter of persons with the population with severe mental illness had been
victims of a violent crime in the past year, a rate more than 11 times higher than the general population rates.
Depending on the type of violent crime (rape/sexual assault, robbery, assault, and their subcategories),
prevalence was 6 to 23 times greater among persons with severe mental illness than among the general
population. The conclusion was that the crime victimization is a major public health problem among persons
with severe mental illness who are treated in the community (Teplin et al.,2005).
The negative attitudes, stigmatization, and discrimination associated with mental illness are an
important health issue. Many studies have found that negative and stigmatizing attitudes towards persons
with mental illness are highly frequent in the general population (Angermeyer et al. 2005, Angermeyer &
Dietrich 2006, Högberg et al.2012). Some studies have found that persons without personal experience of
mental illness often have more negative attitudes (Angermeyer & Dietrich 2006, Ewalds-Kvist et al. 2012).
Familiarity and contact with mental illness is probably the strongest predictor for more positive attitudes
(Couture & Penn 2003, Angermeyer & Dietrich 2006).
Moreover, negative and stigmatizing attitudes also are found among health-care staff (Nordt et
al. 2006, Schulze 2007, Björkman et al. 2008, Ross & Goldner 2009). The lack of knowledge, lower
education level, less professional experience, and no familiarity, i.e., no friends or relatives with mental
illness, are factors related to more negative attitudes (van der Kluit & Goossens 2011).
On the other site one of the reasons that many people who would benefit from mental health services opt not
to pursue them or fail to fully participate once they have begun is the stigma (Corrigan 2004).
We will cite one myth and one fact about this topic: The myth is that ―People with mental health
problems are violent and unpredictable‖. The Fact is: ―The vast majority of people with mental health
problems are no more likely to be violent than anyone else. Most people with mental illness are not violent
and only 3%-5% of violent acts can be attributed to individuals living with a serious mental illness. In fact,
people with severe mental illnesses are over 10 times more likely to be victims of violent crime than the
general population‖ (U.S. Department of Health & Human Services).
The knowledge about psychopathology is very helpful in the battle against stigma and better
understanding of the mental disorders.
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3. THE LINK BETWEEN CRIMINAL BEHAVIOR AND MENTAL DISORDERS
The large numbers of people with mental illness in jails and prisons has fueled policy concern in all
domains of the justice system. Strain in the justice system is generated when its commitment to efficiently
control deviance and assure public safety is complicated by calls to respond to mental illness in a manner
that is more clinical, or therapeutic. This includes police practice, where the initial discretionary decisions
are made for a person‘s formal involvement in the justice system. The options for these on-the-street
decisions by police officers are to do nothing, to resolve a situation informally, to arrest, or to seek other
formal resolution, such as psychiatric hospitalization. Added tension comes from the awareness that these
encounters may be more likely to result in injury to both police officers and people with mental illness
(Cordner, 2006). A police officer makes a decision quickly to resolve the disturbance of social order (Watson
et al., 2008).
In the last three decades, criminal behavior is in association with the mental disorders and that
connection has become more evident. Because of this connection between mental health disorders and
criminal behavior, we are in need of better understanding of how mental health diagnoses influences
behavior.
Swanson et al. (2002) found that the 1-year prevalence of serious assaultive behavior was 13%. And
three variables-past violent victimization, violence in the surrounding environment, and substance abuseshowed a cumulative association with risk of violent behavior.
Studies indicate that up to six percent of individuals considered suspects by police have a serious
mental illness (Engel & Silver, 2001; Teplin & Pruett, 1992). Medium and large police departments estimate
that nearly 10% of their contacts with the public involve persons with mental illness (Cordner, 2006; Deane,
Steadman, Borum, Veysey, & Morrissey, 1999). Considering the larger category of impaired individuals
(e.g. intoxicated, experiencing psychiatric symptoms) in arrest situations, this number becomes much higher
with estimates around 20% (Kaminski, DiGiovanni, & Downs, 2004). Police officers usually spend more
time dealing with a mental disturbance call than they spend on calls involving traffic accidents, burglaries or
assaults (Cordner, 2006). Police officers report that those situations are very problematic because persons
with mental illness may not respond well according to traditional police tactics (Engel, Sobol, & Worden,
2000). Because the mental health system are offering very limited options for resolving situations like this
(Borum, Deane, Steadman, & Morrissey, 1998), police officers have become the gatekeepers of the criminal
justice and mental health systems. Their abilities and capacity to manage these encounters significantly
influence whether these individuals are going to receive treatment, remain in their current situation, or face
the problems in a criminal justice system that is not yet prepared to meet their needs (National Counsel of
State Governments, 2002). Lack of knowledge and skills on behalf of police officers in a critical situations
like this can cause them to respond with excessive force (Ruiz, 1993; Ruiz & Miller, 2004); fail to assist a
victim with mental illness (National Council of State Governments, 2002; Watson, Corrigan, & Ottati,
2004a, 2004b); or fail to refer a person to appropriate community services. The lack of resources may also
influence the options they have available to resolve the call, and in some cases lead to ―mercy booking,‖ an
arrest intended for the safety and care of the arrestee (Bureau of Justice Assistance, 2006; Wells & Schafer,
2006).
These encounters can be very dangerous for police officers and of course for the persons with mental
illness. Most of the individuals that assault police officers are under the influence of drugs or alcohol and/or
have a psychiatric disorder (Kaminski et al., 2004). Nevertheless, these incidents can be very dangerous for
the people with mental illness (Cordner, 2006; Ruiz and Miller, 2004)). The manner in which officers
respond in these encounters, towards individuals with mental illness can also result in serious injuries. Very
often, officers consider mental disturbance to be dangerous. Lacking the de-escalation skills necessary for
working with people with mental illness, officers may approach forcefully in order to resolve the situation
quickly. This approach may escalate the situation to violence and injuries to the officer and the person with a
mental illness (Ruiz & Miller, 2004).
Advocates, researchers, and policy makers have asserted that in encounters between police and persons with
mental illness, diversion to treatment instead of arrest is more ―appropriate‖ (Teplin, 1984). Given the
research on both persons with mental illness in the community and the complexity of police decision making,
it is difficult to operationalize what is meant by ―appropriate.‖ Such normative judgments may serve to
further stigmatize people with mental illness by further removing them from the roles of citizenship (Watson
AC et al., 2008).
Whether there is sufficient evidence about the connection between mental disorder and crime, mostly
violent crime, literature review shows that only a small group of hospitalized patients, mainly those who
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have developed acute psychosis symptoms, have been involved in violent incidents. Moreover, former
patients who have not been treated properly, show higher risk of committing violent offenses, while
substance abuse significantly increases the risk of violent behavior. Family members are at highest risk of
being victimized (Arboleda-Flórez J, 1998).
An increased risk of violent behavior is only noticed among certain psychiatric diagnoses and particular
syndromes. For example, individuals with schizophrenia, personality disorder and other mental disorders, as
well as individuals who misuse substances are more likely to commit criminal offenses (Angermeyer MC,
Schulze B, 1998).
It is found that the main difference between murderers affected by mental disorders and murderers without
mental disorders is the psychopathology, which is in the essence of the murder (Richard-Devantoy
S, Chocard AS, Bourdel MC, Gohier B, Duflot JP, Lhuillier JP, Garré JB, 2007).
Becoming aware of the processes which lead towards criminal behavior among persons affected by
mental disorders will deliver better results than only becoming aware of the connection between this
behavior and particular mental disorders. Knowledge of the processes would help in providing more efficient
treatment, supervision and support for these persons, which would deter them from committing crimes.In this
regard, further examination is needed (Batic, 2017).
4.PSYCHOPATHOLOGY – SUBJECT OF FACULTY FOR SECURITY
Psychopathology enabling students for understanding and recognizing influences of the disturbances
of basic psychological processes, personality characteristics, the symptoms of mental diseases and dynamics
of all participants in the criminal and court procedures, especially in the process of giving statements and
testifying. Understanding and recognizing psychological and psychopathological peculiarities and processes
which are specially related to the violators of rules and laws, as well as to the victims. Knowledge of
psychopathology enabling students to cope also later if they are involved with rehabilitation process of
perpetrators.
The course Psychopathology deals with disturbed, strange, unadjusted, abnormal behaviour. Students will
study important clinical pictures on the basis of a number of case studies, such as mood disorders and
psychotic disorders, anxiety disorders, addictions and other disorders.
Students will also familiarise themselves with different forms of therapy.
After the course, students will be familiar with the clinical picture and diagnostic criteria for the most
frequent psychological disorders, as well as theories on aetiology, prognosis, treatments and effectiveness of
those therapies, forensic aspectsetc.
4.1 Definition and terminology
The word psychopathology has a Greek origin: 'psyche' means "soul", 'pathos' is defined as
"suffering", and 'logos' is "the study of". Wholly, psychopathology is defined as the origin of mental
disorders, how they develop, and the symptoms they might produce in a person.
The scientific discipline of psychopathology was founded by Karl Jaspers in 1913, whose object of study
was "mental phenomena".
The definition by dictionary is that psychopathology is:
1.the science or study of mental disorders.
2.the conditions and processes of a mental disorder.
3.a pathological deviation from normal or efficient behavior.
Psychopathology is a term which refers to the study of mental illness or mental distress, the manifestation of
behaviors and experiences which may be indicative of mental illness or psychological impairment.
Because psychopathology is interested about every behaviours different of normal, in Anglo-Saxon language
areas, it is known – abnormal psychology. Also can be find and the term – pathological psychology)
(Golubović, 2008).
Psychology is the study of human thoughts, feelings and behaviors. Abnormal psychology is the
subfield ofpsychology that studies the causes andprogression of psychological disorders;also referred to as
psychopathology. Abnormal psychology is the study of abnormal thoughts, feelings and behaviors.
Abnormal thoughts, feelings and behaviors may or may not be part of a larger mental illness, or
psychopathology. But, psychologists who study abnormal psychology usually work to treat people who have
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some type of mental illness, even if it's just a temporary case of the blues.Abnormal psychology studies the
nature of psychopathology. Psychopathology can be viewed as a subdivision of abnormal psychology.
4.2 The syllabi of the course: Introduction to Psychopathology
The undergraduate education curriculum in Psychopathologyat the Faculty of security offers
required courses and opportunities for clinical practice.
The course description:This course will examine the normality and pathological: mental health and
mental disease; description of some mental disorders such as schizophrenia, paranoia, mood disorders,
dementia, intelligence disorders, anxiety disorders, personality disorders, alcohol and drug addiction, sexual
dysfunction.
They will get knowledge with function and meaning of the forensic assessment and evaluation of psychiatrist
and psychologist in the court procedures and connecting the common psychological issues associated with
criminal behaviour and deviance. This course addresses topics on and about criminal justice.
The study programme includes the broad spectrum of psychopathological conditions as defined in the ICD10. The focus of this review will include the etiology, prevalence & incidence, signs & symptoms, and
criteria for differential diagnosis.
The course objectives:Introduction to course, review of syllabus. Have a substantial foundation of
knowledge about psychopathology. Normal human experience and psychopathology in context. Students will
learn to recognize abnormalities in mental functioning and basic psychopathological phenomena. To
familiarize students with main psychiatric disorders.To understand the classification of mental disorders and
the criteria for diagnosing these disorders, be familiar with terminology.Student will get information about
differential-diagnostic understanding of psychiatric disorders and diseases. To familiarize with the
theoretical approaches to causes and process of psychiatric disorders. The most frequent diagnoses are that of
Schizophrenia & Other Psychotic Disorders, Schizoaffective Disorder, Bipolar Disorder, Depressive
Disorders, Personality Disorder, Sexual Dysfunctions, Paraphilias,Anxiety Disorders, Somatoform
Disorders, Dissociative Disorders, and Substance Use Disorders. Summarize the link between mental illness
and criminal behaviour.
The methods of learning: Theundergraduate study programme ofcourse psychopathology include
teaching (20 lessons) and seminars and practical methods in clinical setting, 20 lessons. With many years‘
experience in our work with students of the Faculty of Security Skopje we concluded that university students
are very interested in this area, they get knowledge not just of theoretical aspect, because the theoretical
learning in a classroom isn't so simple for students, but also they have opportunities to communicate with
different clinical populations in the PHO Psychiatric hospital ―Skopje‖.
Required and recommended readings: As a result from a students‘ initiative for fulfilling their needs
of a schoolbook which will give them clearer instructions of the study material with many practical examples
to better understand the field of people with mental illnesses and psychological problems, the schoolbook
―Psychopathology‖ from the authors D. Batik and R. Krsteska was created (Batik, Krsteska, 2016).
The book consists of 14 chapters. In the first chapter of the book a review of the historical development of
psychopathology and psychiatry is given. The second chapter is consisted of diagnostic and classification of
mental disorders with clinical assessment, ethology, biological and other factors, and classification of mental
disorders. The third chapter analyses the issues related to the mental health and mental disorders, and also
forensic assessment and evaluation of psychiatrists and psychologists.
The forth chapter overviews the neurotic, stress-related and somatoform disorders, and in the end of the
chapter the forensic meaning of this disorders is discuss.In the fifth chapter the organic,including
symptomatic, mental disorders, and forensic aspect of dementia is explained.The sixth chapter is dedicated to
intellectual disability (Mental retardation by ICD-10 revision), and the forensic aspect of this state.The
seventh chapter explains all aspects of the mood (affective) disorders, as well as the forensic aspects are
given. The eighth chapter argues about the suicidality, the epidemiology, the ethology, the many risk factors,
the methods, the influence of the mental disorders, the new investigates, the prevention and treatment, and
the forensic aspect of suicides. The ninth chapter gives explanations about the schizophrenic and other
psychotic disorders with all the relevant aspect for these disorders, their symptomatology, the types, the
course and prognosis, the treatments, the psychosocial intervention, and the forensic aspects. In the tenth
chapter other psychic disorders like the persistent disorders, paranoia and forensic aspect of paranoia,
paranoid psychosis, inducting disorders with delusional thoughts and schizoaffective disorder are clarified.
In the eleventh chapter the authors talked about the psychological disorders in pregnancy, the delivering and
postpartum period, with postpartum psychosis, and the forensic aspects of the postpartum psychiatric
disorders. The twelfth chapter analyses the disorders of adult personality and behavior, antisocial
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(psychopathy), ethology, classification and forensic meaning of persons with this disorders. In thirteenth
chapter the disorders connecting with the mental and behavioral disorders due to psychoactive substance use,
alcohol, alcohol psychosis, the types of drugs, and the forensic aspects of these disorders are explored.And
the fourteenth chapter overviews the sexual disorders and the forensic aspects of these disorders.
Knowledge of psychopathology enabling students late about an important dilemma in the treatment
of persons with some psychological problems is whether hospital treatment is necessary or not. Certain
psychological disturbances present a strong indication for either in or out-patient treatment in a psychiatric
hospital. Especially when they did not have a history of psychiatric disease and treatment before the actual
situation.
Those that have developed serious psychological disturbances and/or psychiatric symptoms require urgent
in-patient psychiatric treatment.
The knowledge and experiences with people with mental disorders could be in the association
between burnout and job characteristics of police officers.
From theoretical and practical view for students is very important to understand that people with
some mental disorders might have some delusion who could be reason for their behaviour or some verbal or
physical aggression or some criminal behavior. A delusion is a belief that is clearly false and that indicates
an abnormality in the affected person‘s content of thought. The false belief is not accounted for by the
person‘s cultural or religious background or his or her level of intelligence. The key feature of a delusion is
the degree to which the person is convinced that the belief is true. A person with a delusion will hold firmly
to the belief regardless of evidence to the contrary. A person with a delusion is absolutely convinced that the
delusion is real. Delusions may be present in any of the following mental disorders: Psychotic disorders, or
disorders in which the affected person has a diminished or distorted sense of reality and cannot distinguish
the real from the unreal, including schizophrenia, schizoaffective disorder, delusional disorder,
schizophreniform disorder, and substance-induced psychotic disorder, Bipolar disorder, Major depressive
disorder with psychotic features,Delirium, and Dementia (Kiran, Chaudhury, 2009).
4.3 The International Classification of Diseases
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM) of the American Psychiatric Association and the
International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems of the WHO ICD-10, 10th
revision (МКБ-10), give descriptions for what are considered to be mental conditions, as well as for the
specific criteria for making the diagnoses.
The major international nosologic system for the classification of mental disorders can be found in
the International Classification of Diseases, 10th revision (ICD-10). The ICD-10 has been used by World
Health Organization (WHO) Member States since 1994. Chapter five covers some 300 mental and
behavioral disorders. The ICD-10's chapter five has been influenced by APA's DSM-IV and there is a great
deal of concordance between the two. Below are the main categories of disorders.Mental and behavioural
disordersaccording toICD-10:
F00–F09 Organic, including symptomatic, mental disorders
F10–F19 Mental and behavioral disorders due to psychoactive substance use
F20–F29 Schizophrenia, schizotypal and delusional disorders
F30–F39 Mood [affective] disorders
F40–F48 Neurotic, stress-related and somatoform disorders
F50–F59 Behavioral syndromes associated with physiological disturbances and physical factors
F60–F69 Disorders of adult personality and behavior
F70–F79 Mental retardation
F80–F89 Disorders of psychological development
F90–F98 Behavioral and emotional disorders with onset usually occurring in childhood and
adolescence
F99 Unspecified mental disorder
The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM) is an official guideline for the
diagnosis of psychological disorders. It serves as reference for a range of professionals in the field of health
and mental health.
Formerly, for a diagnosis to be made, two levels of criteria within the DSM must be met. First, the
disordered behavior must originate within the person, and it must not be a reaction due to external factors.
Second, the disorder must be involuntary, meaning that the individual cannot physically or mentally control
their symptoms.
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Current diagnostic criteria within the DSM does not recognize this requirement. Instead, it recognizes that
specific diagnoses may indeed be reactions to environmental or external factors (e.g. Posttraumatic stress
disorder). The fifth edition of the DSM uses specific diagnostic criteria for each individual disorder listed
within. As the DSM-5 is meant to categorize the disorders, at times, not all mental disorders fit within one
particular category. In other words, symptoms may ovelap.
5. CONCLUSION
The studies show that the majority of persons with mental disorder are not violent and the majority of
violent criminals are not mentally ill.
The knowledge about psychopathology is very helpful in the battle against stigma and better
understandingof the mental disorders.
The lack of knowledge, lower education level, less professional experience, and no familiarity, i.e.,
no friends or relatives with mental illness, are factors related to more negative attitudes.
The study programme of the psychopathology includes teaching and practical methods in a clinical
setting. With many years‘ experience in our work with students of the Faculty of Security Skopje we
concluded that university students are very interested in this area, they get knowledge not just of theoretical
aspect, because the theoretical learning in a classroom isn't so simple for students, but also
they have opportunities to communicate with different clinical populations in the PHO Psychiatric hospital
―Skopje‖.
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Abstract
The starting point of the paper is the fact that high levels of urban growth and inadequate services
coupled with recent political transitions sometimes lead to rising crime rates and calls from various groups
for more representative policing. Because of the process of privatisation, decentralization and strengthening
of a civic sector, in understanding urban policing, government officials must consider the different types of
forces and services that exist within their national, regional and municipal contexts. Building effective urban
policing involves understanding the contributions that the different types of services can make into policing
policy.Despite growing presence of corporate policing, there has been comparatively little empirical work
about the deployment of security officers, relationships between private and public policing and the role of
private security in overall security matters. Research of this kind in Croatia and other countries in the region
are still scarce and fragmentary.The main goal of this paper is to explore and compare the ways how public
police officers and private security guards perceive their professional training.The survey has been
conducted on representative samples of police officers and private security guards in the Croatian capital
Zagreb.
Data were collected through the anonymous and voluntary survey of police officers and private
security guards using a questionnaire that was initially created in Slovenia. The descriptive analysis and Chisquare test reveal statistically significant differences between public police officers and private security
guards in their perceptions of professional education and training. Private security guards show less
satisfaction with their training and their preparedness for the job: they perceive their basic training and inservice training less adequate than public police officers.
One can conclude that although private security companies have become the key component of the
pluralisation of police tasks throughout Europe and the world, there are still problems with their professional
education and training. Criminologists and security practitioners see a huge potential in the partnership
between public police and private security sector, but such partnerships are only possible if at least a
minimum level of competencies and professional integrity of both sides is ensured. It is obvious that the
trends of professionalizing private security and harmonizing public and private police are crucial for the
future of security services quality in the modern world.
Keywords: Croatia, public police, private security, training, attitudes
1. INTRODUCTION
Since the late nineties, policing has been changing rapidly and radically in many south-eastern
European post-socialist countries (Meško, Sotlar, Lobnikar, 2014). Not just public police, but an increasingly
complex array of private and municipal bodies are now engaged in the provision of regulation and security
(Meško, 1999; Sotlar, 2007; Sotlar, Meško, 2009). The huge expansion of the commercial security sector has
been seen in many countries around the world since the 1970s (Jones and Newburn, 1998). Pluralization of
police work happens in different ways and at different rates depending on the specific social, political and
cultural context, in which can be seen everywhere dominance of the private security sector (Loader, 2000;
Bayley and Shearing, 2001; Crawford, 2008; Rudell, Thomas, Patten, 2011). Commercial security
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companies have become a key component of a pluralization (Loader, 2000) or diffusion (Shearing, Kempa,
2000) of policing across the world.
Thus the sociology of policing has shifted the former exclusive preoccupation with the public police
towards a broader focus on law enforcement carried out by a range of governmental, commercial and
community bodies. Over the last 20 years there has been an increasing recognition of plural policing in
academic and policy discourses (Jones and Newburn 1998; Loader 2000; Sarre, Prenzler, 2009; Bradley &
Sedgwick, 2009; Meško, Fields, Lobnikar, Sotlar, 2013; Wakefield, Button, 2014, Meško, Sotlar, Lobnikar,
2014). However, extant research that developed during two past decades has been exclusively focused on
reasons and extent of the growth of the private security sector, while very little attention is given to specific
issues such as education and training of private security guards. Although professionalization and
harmonization have been well recognized as the main perspectives in modern policing, there is still little
comparative empirical research and therefore very little we know about the cooperation between public
police and private security sector and their new roles in social control.
Private protection suffers from a frequent public display of its employees as insufficient professional
or inadequately trained for the tasks they perform and the powers that apply. Based on the fact that
significant differences in professional competences might represent an obstacle for successful
cooperation between police officers and private security guards, the goal of this paper is to determine
their opinions on their professional training.
2. METHODS
The study was conducted on a representative sample of police officers in the Zagreb Police
Department and a representative sample of employees of private security companies based in Zagreb. Data
were collected in an anonymous and voluntary survey of police officers and private security guards using a
questionnaire that was created in Slovenia (Dvojmoč, 2012).
The collected data were analysed on the descriptive level, using the Chi -Square Test for testing
statistical significance and inter-relations between the particular opinions on professional training
police officers and private security guards.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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The analysis begins with police officers‘ and private security guards‘ perceptions of their adequate
training for the job they do, then we observe their perceptions of opportunities they have for the additional
professional training, and finally, we study their general perceptions of their professional training system
adequacy.
Table 1. I'm adequately trained for the job I'm doing

317
100,0
%
361
100,0
%

Chi-Square Tests
Asymp.
Sig. (2sided)

Value
Df
Pearson Chia
51,488
4
,000
Square
Likelihood
53,459
4
,000
Ratio
N of Valid
678
Cases
a. 0 cells (0,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum
expected count is 10,29.

The data presented in Table 1 show that the most of the police officers (48,3%), as well as private
security guards (38,8%) in our sample, think that they are adequately trained for their job. However, there are
almost three times more private security guards (35,5%) than police officers (13,2%) who claim they are
absolutely adequate trained for their job.It is also to be noticed that the doubt about the adequacy of
professional is almost twice less among private security guards (17,7%) than among police officers (29,3%).
We can assume that these statistically significant differences between police officers‘ and private security
guards‘ perceptions of the adequacy of their professional training could derive from the fact that police
profession is well established and perceived as extremely complex, while private security sector has still
limited powers and is not observed as the profession.Required skills and competencies are very clear in the
case of public police, but it is not the case in the private security sector. In other words, police officers may
be more aware of possible lacks in their professional training than private security guards.

Mostly
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Absolutel
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N
Security %
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Table 2. I got basic professional knowledge and skills through my
professional training

15
4,7%
13
3,6%

43
13,4%
27
7,4%

114
35,6%
71
19,6%

117
36,6%
137
37,7%

31
9,7%
115
31,7%

320
100,0%
363
100,0%

Chi-Square Tests

Value

Df

Asymp.
Sig. (2sided)

Pearson Chi61,234a
4
,000
Square
Likelihood
64,214
4
,000
Ratio
N of Valid
683
Cases
a. 0 cells (0,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum
expected count is 13,12.
The data contained in Table 2 reveal the extent in which our respondents from public police and
private security sector consider they have got basic professional skills and knowledge during their
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professional education and training. Prevailing in both groups (36,6% police officers and 37,7%private
security guards) are those who claim that they mostlyhave got essential professional knowledge and skills
during their professional training.
Again, the hesitancy is twice more often claimed by police officers (35,6%) than private security
guards (19,6%). It is particularly important to notice that almost a fifth (18,1%) police officers think they
haven‘t got necessary professional basic knowledge and skills, in contrast to just 11,0% private security
guards who share such low estimation.It is also interesting that almost a third (31,7%) of private security
guardsconsider they have got absolutely all basic professional skills and knowledge through their
professional education and training, while there are three times fewer police officers (9,7%) who share such
opinion.It is clear that police officers are significantly more rigorous regarding essential professional
competencies than private security guards.

Mostly
no

Both yes
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Absolutel
y yes

Total
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%
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guards
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Table 3. I have the possibility of additional professional training
and improvement

30
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27,8%
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30,3%
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27,0%
46
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4
,000
Square
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4
,000
Ratio
N of Valid
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Cases
a. 0 cells (0,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum
expected count is 19,18.
The data from Table 3 are interesting to observe in the context of previous results of this survey: here
we can see that almost a third (30,4%) police officers and two thirds (61,9%) private security guards claim
they don‘t have an opportunity for further professional training. It is obvious that existing policies and
practices in the field of police and private security professional education and training should be seriously
evaluated and revised.It is also to be noticed that the difference in the opportunity for further professional
education and training between police officers and private security guards is statistically significant.
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Table 4. I have to care by myself about my further professional training

10
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6,5%
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20,8%
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39,2%
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39,9%
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Chi-Square Tests
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Sig. (2sided)

Value
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4
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Square
Likelihood
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4
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Ratio
N of Valid
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Cases
a. 0 cells (0,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum
expected count is 11,34.

Table 4. depicts another important aspect of professionalism in public police and private security
sector, namely the need of their employees to care by themselves about their further professional training.
Clearly dominating in both observed groups of respondents (69,6% police officers and 68,8% private
security guards) are those who declare they have to care about their further professional development by
themselves. This information should prompt police organization as well as private security firms to reassess
their approaches to professionalization and their devotion to excellence.
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Table 5. The current education system is appropriate for my job
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4
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4
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a. 0 cells (0,0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum
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The data contained in Table 5 provide an insight into the satisfaction of respondents withthe current
education system for theirjob. Dominating in both observed groups is dilemma regarding the adequacy of the
current education system for their job: 45,6% of police officers and 39% of private security guards claim the
current education system for their job is and isn‘t appropriate. Here we find some more disturbing data: only
2,8% of police officers and significantly more, but still too little (11,1%) private security guards think the
current professional education system for their job is absolutely adequate.
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4. CONCLUSION
Public and private policing is very different priorities, hence the often competing and even conflicting
relationships. For example, the private security interest is mainly wages, while the main interest of the public
police is the peace. Indeed, private security guards are usually hired to ensure private interests and assets,
while the police just have to take care of the security of all citizens (John, 2004; McManus, 1995; Shearing,
Stennning, 1981; Wakefiled, 2003). Unlike the public police, private security guards have no legal obligation
to act in a crisis but do not have special powers or legal restrictions because they are not civil servants
(Button, 2007; Shearing, Stennning, 1983; Stennning, 2000). The results of this study are in accordance with
the body of the previous research provided to indicate to the qualifications for the job as another important
source of disagreement between the police officers and private security guards as private security guards
have far less extensive and demanding training of their police colleagues (Manzo, 2009).
The results of the presented research show that police officers are statistically significantly less
satisfied with their professional education and training than private security officers. Here we have to remind
of the Croatian Community Policing Strategy that was introduced in 2003, as the continuation of reforms that
had been initially launched at the beginning of this century in the Croatian Ministry of the Interior following
the socio-political and economic changes in the 1990s (Kovčo Vukadin, Borovec, & Ljubin Golub, 2013). It
the complex process of reform, which required a high level of interconnection between policing theory and
practice and active participation of all police resources (Cajner Mraović, Faber, & Volarević, 2003). The
Croatian Community Policing Strategy originally encompassed six projects, and one of them was the Reform
of the police education and professional development system with the particular aim of linking police theory
and practice. Based on the overview of community policing evaluation studies in Croatia over the last 15
years, Cajner Mraović and Faber (2016)conclude that, despite considerable effort aimed at gaining public
trust, there are still problems with some aspects of police organization reforms because in 2016, police
officers are equally dissatisfied with police human resources management system as they used to be before
launching the reforms in 2003.The results of our study may also be seen as the indicator of police officers‘
high level of commitment to community policing reform also recognized by Cajner Mraović and Faber
(2016) and to police profession generally speaking. Furthermore, one can conclude that not just the
stagnation in internal aspects of community policing reforms have not distanced Croatian police officers
from serving community goals, but they are completely aware of their very complex tasks in contemporary
living conditions. It is of particular importance to provide them with sufficient opportunities for lifelong
learning.
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Abstract
Today's development of science and technics contributes to finding newer and more perfect methods
that enable finding, fixing and researching different types of micro traces, which in the previous period was
not feasible. Properly finding micro traces, fixing them and preventing contamination during sampling and
transport to laboratories, and detailed forensic analyzes, it's will with safe to provide material evidence in the
form of micro traces essential for further criminal proceedings. Forensic of micro traces is one of the typical
examples of coupling of social and natural sciences. It is a correlation of criminalistics, which in the broader
sense should be understood as the struggle against sociological pollution of the human environment (and as
such it is classified as a social science), with basic natural sciences such as physics, chemistry, biology and
medicine. This connection will be used in this paper for the purpose of analytical approach to clarifying the
role of micro traces in order to preserve and develop the country's security system.
The science and technique are increasingly being found in the forensic research of the arguments of
their inventions and are increasingly present as methods of proof in criminal procedure law. The modern
development of science and technics, used in various types of forensic expertise, led to the fact that forensic
expertise practically became a necessary investigative action. With the onset of Forensic, the first attempts to
overcome exclusively craft elements characteristic of investigative criminalistic technique appear and to be
create exact methods for building a system, based primarily on the principles and objective criteria of science
and technics. Given its purpose and the development of opportunities in human society, Forensic certainly
falls among those sciences whose development must be the fastest and most versatile.
Crime in the world has been on the rise for years, and the appetites of criminals are growing, so they
are using the latest scientific achievements and the latest crafts in inter-ethnic relations. Forensic science,
whose main task is to fight crime, must be at least as active as active and criminal methods, and it would be
advisable to be a step ahead of them.
Key words: Forensic, Micro Traces, Security System.

1. INTRODUCTION
Forensic (scientific research of criminal events / application of scientific methods in solving court
proceedings) is the most complete and complex scientific field. Forensics requires knowledge of all scientific
fields and the most up-to-date scientific and technical achievements of physics, mathematics, chemistry,
physical chemistry, biology, medicine, psychology, technology ... In forensics development, methods of
natural sciences, in particular physics, chemistry and physical chemistry, whose methods gradually turned
into forensic methods. The application of the methods of these sciences in forensics has extraordinary
significance, which is especially evident in finding, providing material evidence to prove the crime and
finding its perpetrator. In the process of scientific investigation of criminality, the help of physics, chemistry
and physical chemistry is visible, because with the application of their methodological and technical
achievements there are really necessary knowledge relevant for the successful finding of traces and
providing material evidence. The essence is that the scientific knowledge differs from everyday ordinary and
empirical knowledge, not only by focusing on the essence of a particular phenomenon, but also by the
methods that come to such knowledge. The basic characteristic of scientific knowledge is systematic,
thoughtful, planned and methodical, and it is different from everyday ordinary observation, which can not be
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focused on the essence of a particular phenomenon. It means that the application of the scientific method
allows the acquisition, validation and development of scientific knowledge, which can not be practically
achieved without setting hypotheses and versions, since they initiate and determine the direction of search
for new relevant facts [1].
For the application of physical-chemical methods of inorganic matter testing, micro-traces of chemical
substances and traces that form parts of the whole are similar. The chemical composition of the substance
itself is most frequently examined, and most of the physical and chemical methods used in the process of
trasological identification of microtroges are adapted to this purpose. These methods allow for the
examination of physical-chemical properties and the minimum trace of substances (microtrains), regardless
of whether they are in solid, liquid or gas physical state. Physical-chemical methods of micro-trace testing
are successfully applied to amounts of substances that are less than one microgram (μg = 10 -6g). The
sensitivity of individual methods ranges even to a billionth of a gram of grams (ng = 10 -9g), as for gas and
gas-mass chromatography, e.g. From the tactical point of view, the most important is the division of
physical-chemical methods on the destructive and non-destructive. Namely, by applying the first, the
substance of the tested samples is damaged or destroyed, while with the others they remain unchanged, in
their original state. In most cases, the use of destructive methods is inevitable, since non-destructive methods
are not always similar to the required research, primarily because of the constraints that result from their
purpose. Of non-destructive physicochemical methods for testing the chemical composition of substances,
the most commonly used X-ray fluorescence, X-ray diffraction and neutron activation analysis, as well as
infrared spectrophotometry by ATR technique. All other methods such as: emission spectrography, laser
microspectral analysis, atomic absorption spectrophotometry, infrared spectrophotometry KBr technique,
thin layer chromatography and gas chromatography - are destructive [1,2, 6].
It is interesting to on point out expert reports related to traffic accidents after the escape of the cause of
the accident from the scene of the event. Criminalistic technical investigations related to traces of traffic
accidents include two levels [1, 2, 6]: first - an expert examination of the traces found at the crime scene or to
the victim, in order to determine the type and type of vehicle, and others - comparative expertise of the traces
from the scene of the criminal event or from the victims and samples taken from a vehicle suspected of
having participated in a traffic accident. Evaluating the traces found on the scene of the crime or victims can
contribute to determining the type and type of vehicle. Finding the traces of color, car git and car lacquers
defines the type, shade of color and stratification of the vehicle color, and this is important for directing
further research. When is operational work comes to a vehicle that is assumed to have left the spot after a car
accident, then comparative expertise requires a correlation between the traces found at the crime scene or the
victim and the vehicle. In cases where the vehicle can not be identified by mechanoscopic fitting of certain
parts and such cases are more frequent, we are resorting "physical-chemical identification". This
identification implies comparative physical and chemical analysis of traces fixed at the crime scene or to the
victim, with samples taken from vehicles suspected of having participated in the accident. Objects of
comparative physicochemical analysis can be all traces found at the scene of the crime. For the analysis of
fixed traces and samples taken from vehicles, microelement methods are used above all. Microelement
emission spectrograph analysis, laser microspectral analysis, atomic absorption spectroscopy, X-ray
fluorescence and scanning electronic microscopy are used to determine the elemental composition. In order
to identify the organic composition of controversial samples, use infrared, visible and ultra violet
spectrophotometry, mass spectrometry for the idenification of gas components - gas chromatography.
However, regardless of the number of applied methods, physical-chemical analysis identifies the
material, which means that it is always possible that another vehicle has parts of the same physical-chemical
composition, and therefore it can not be identified with absolute certainty and therefore a newer method
should be used, for example, a new theoretical method described by the first author of this paper in his
monograph. [7].

2. PHYSICS AND FORENSIC MICRO TRACES OF COLORS
The analysis of micro-traces of colors is a part of forensics, which to date has not received a completely
satisfactory answer in the development of forensic in the World. The reason for this is the fact that color
manufacturers perfect their products by making it layered, increasing the number of shades of the same color
and adding chemicals (additives) to increase color stability. The complexity of color at first sight makes it
difficult to identify them, but, on the other hand, it can make it easier. Because of this, ordinary physicalchemical and other methods of color composition testing encounter an increasing number of problems in
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analyzing the composition of colored materials. This is because newer theoretical studies of mechanical
oscillations-phonons in thin film layers show that in thin films, the excitation of mechanical oscillations
requires a certain threshold of energy (gep) beyond which the phonons can not appear in the film. This
theoretical fact implies thermodynamic consequences, which are mostly manifested by very low specific heat
and high acoustic insulation of thin layers of colored materials. In the first working part of the paper, given,
theoretical formulas are given, of which for forensic the most important are those related to the dependence
of the threshold energy of the phonon on the thickness of the layer and on the behavior of the specific heat on
the temperature [3,4]. Both these consequences of the boundary conditions that are given to the energy
threshold for phonons are facilitated by direct forensic experimental investigations related to the
identification of color layers. It is important to emphasize that forensic color research is continuously
improving with the same methodology and the development of materials science, especially the
nanostructure which basically has fundamental research in physicists, such as the study of the effects and / or
properties of the thermodynamic fraction in the kila vibration crystal lattice as and the crystal-phosphor
cores, especially in ultrathin coatings 3, 4, 6. In addition to the aforementioned possibilities for direct
determination of color composition based on specific physical properties of thin layers of paint, forensics, in
the opinion of the author, must be of considerable use in probabilistic methods, since they provide a larger
field for identifying color. The disadvantage of these methods is that they can show only the most likely
crimes of crime, but this is also the situation where there is no possibility to directly determine the offender,
the only possible way of directing the disclosure of criminal offenses. For the experimental obtaining of
colored formulations with analytic curves by the smallest squares method, and on the basis of these analytic
curves, formed the resulting distribution, which are called - the composition. Averaging of the relevant color
characteristics by the result of the distribution, the most likely and most positive conclusion has been
obtained. The application of the composition method in solving practical problems in identifying color and
detecting a potential suicidal terrorist is, in any case, now in its infancy. Here an attempt is made to move a
step forward, and it has been shown that the application of the suggested method is solved by a composition
for a specific case [5 – 7].
Other problems associated with the identification of micro-traces of color are even more complex. This
is a falsification of valuable artistic paintings where certain correct answers could be obtained only if the age
of the color of the temptation of the artistic image is estimated. The complexity of this problem is reflected in
what analysis of the of artistic images should not be destructive (not to violate the originality of the image,
ie. scrape color from the picture, so to determine its chemical composition). Therefore, in analyzing the age
of the image of the sea and the by-pass, which consists in measuring relevant data, explaining the picture to
the complete collection of equations in which it appears as a variable and age tested image. About this
problem has already been written [8–16]. The proposed method is based on the fact that color, regardless of
age, preserves a certain number of water molecules that are "natural" with years it is getting smaller (due to
the constant process of evaporation of water molecule). By making control samples using fresh color, in
which the mechanism: the periodic electric field - dipole brings into the resonance of the field oscillation and
oscillation of the dipole, the water concentration in the examined artistic image is accelerated, and then the
age of the color of the test object can be determined from the corresponding equation. In this connection, it
should be added that from the possible resonances, such as the resonance of mechanical oscillations or the
resonance of two electric circuits, the only resonance dipole field has no time constraints. In the resonance of
mechanical oscillations, it quickly goes beyond the limits of elasticity, and the resonance of the two electric
circuits requires the resonance of thermogenic resistance, which can be achieved at extremely low
temperatures in close absolute zero, which is not easy to realize.

3. SPECIFIC CASES ANALYSIS MICRO TRACES
Micro traces can be found by visual examination of the crime scene, while the observation using optical
aids is carried out regardless of whether it is detected or not when viewed by the naked eye. The assumption
of a possible location for finding micro traces is a method by which macro traces can be reached, because
they are not detected otherwise, does not mean that they are missing. In such a case, the methods of thought
reconstruction are resorted to, except that from the crime scene must be exempted cases where it is expected
to be detected. Some types of micro traces the date on photos 1 – 8:
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2mm

Fig.1: МТ paint flakes from car

Fig.2: МТ in the form of flakes of paint

Fig.3: Site of detection МТ fibers

Fig.4: Micro trace fiber from suits

2 mm

Fig.5: A metal saw, where it was found МТ

Fig.6: МТ in the form of a red metal

The detected micro traces are analyzed by the methods described above: Infrared Spectrophotometry
(FT-IR), Gas Chromatography (GC / MS), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM / EDS), Emission
Spectrographs (ES), Polarization Microscopy, Comparative Microscopy, etc. Comparative analysis of the
position of functional groups, i.e. spectral tape in the FT-IR spectra of the controversial and undisputed
sample, the identity of the organic composition is determined (ft.7). Similarly, by determining the retention
times in the analysis of the GC / MS chromatograms of the controversial and undisputed samples,
identification of the test substances (ft. 8) is carried out. By analyzing the obtained SEM / EDS histogram,
the microelement composition is determined by qualitative and quantitative criterion, analyzing the
maximum peaks and their energy in KeV (ft.9), while at ft.10. spectrum plotted using a spectrograph.
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Some of the results of the above analyzes are shown in the photos 7 - 12:

Fig.9: FT-IR spectrum МТ fibers

Fig.10: GC/MS Chromatogram МТ motor.oil

Fig.11: SEM/EDS diagram МТ fibers

Fig.12: Line emission spectrogram micro
traces

Fig.13: Comparison MT fiber polarization
microscope

Fig.14: Identification MT glass comparison
microscope
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4. CONCLUSION
Bearing in mind the role of micro traces in forensics, especially in pre-criminal and criminal
proceedings, a modest conclusion is that microtracks constitute the most important material evidence in the
process of proving criminal offenses. Their proper operational processing and laboratory analysis unmistakably and permanently provides a reliable "silent" witness of the offense and his perpetrator and
presents irrefutable material evidence. In this regard, judicial and prosecutorial criminal proceedings can
always be repeated for the purpose of subsequent verification, as micro traces of inorganic nature are
decommissioned very slowly (more tens years are needed) and can be used as evidence after several years
and decades. All of the above in this paper plays a major role in the security system of the country. Namely,
the knowledge that, for the most difficult acts, the perpetrators are quickly found and effectively processed
by state organs, thanks to micro traces of inorganic nature, citizens increased confidence in the work of state
organs and the degree of freedom of movement and security level.
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